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This thesis is an attempt to illuminate certain selected aspects
of architectural design theory, and the result of a project conceived
nearly six years ago. Having spent over five years in architectural
practice, I was at the time wishing to undertake research of a theo¬
retical nature in an educational institution. My first opportunity
to pursue some of the ideas set forth below was provided by a year
as a part-time lecturer in the Department of Architecture, University
of Edinburgh, and by a research grant from the Royal Institute of
British Architects. A year later I was given a full-time post as
a lecturer. Although this led to an extension of the time I had
originally envisaged for the completion of the thesis, a fortunate
and exclusive involvement with the teaching of design since then
has enabled me to give undivided attention to the problems of design
thought.
The thesis was written under the supervision of Professor
Barrie Wilson. He has been generous of suggestions, criticism and
time. The detailed arguments of this thesis are my own, but the
underlying concepts were generated in many exchanges with Professor
Wilson. My thanks are due to him for his interest and encouragement.
Many other friends and colleagues have helped in formulating
my arguments. Ron Crofts read the early versions of Chapters I, II,
III and IV; I have found his reservations and suggestions very helpful.
Some of my students conducted the pilot study reported in Appendix 4.
They also undertook an extended study of the components of architects'
tacit knowing described, in Chapter III, and produced a video-tape
entitled 'Influences'. They will forgive me for not being able to
name each one of them, but their contribution is sincerely appreciated.
Geoffrey Broadbent, Bill Hillier, Basil Honikraan, Adrian Leaman,
Professor Guy Oddie, Professor Reima Pietila, Professor Richard
Seaton and Lance Wright read various working papers relating to this
thesis and offered useful conceptual and stylistic suggestions.
Gabriel Epstein, his partner Peter Hunter and Reima Pietila supplied
the details of a number of illustrations. I am very grateful to all
of them.
Finally, my wife read the draft of this thesis and typed it.
Anyone who has wrestled with a project like mine will know what it
has occasionally cost her. I thank her for being so patient.
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ABSTRACT
The shortcomings of the ways in which design-related information
is conventionally collected and organised into a brief suggest that
information and design should not be looked at in isolation of each
other but together with all their dynamic dimensions. The first step
in the direction of such a total view is to identify every kind of
determinant of design and describe their inter-relations. The
determinants of architectural design may be listed as follows s a)
factors in the spirit of of architectural vocation which individualise
designers; b) factors belonging to the collective consciousness of
architects as professionals; c) functional/practical aspects of design;
d) information on qualitative aspects of design. Conventional studies
of design-related information deal exclusively with the functional/
practical aspects, but the development of a valid theory of architect¬
ural design requires that the other three aspects are studied and
their inter-relations described.
Factors of architectural vocation which individualise architects
may be explained in terms of what in psychology is known as 'schema-
tization'. The terra 'schema1 enables us to explore observable patterns
or regularities in the predilections and perceptions of architects.
When applied to architectural situations the notion of schema shows
that the past experience of an architect consistently reveals itself
in model solutions of different kinds which can be analysed and classi¬
fied, and the implications of their employment can be established.
Under certain circumstances some of these personal models gain the
respect of the profession at large and become highly influential in
1
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shaping the collective consciousness of the profession. At any
stage of architectural development the components of the implicit
knowledge embedded in emergent models may be specified. Further, the
emergent models when identified and described yield design concepts
rich in implicative power. By including the desirable attributes
of emergent models as part of a design programme it is possible to
increase the effectiveness of the thought process followed by archi¬
tects. Thus concepts which describe unique qualities of an emergent
model provide us with a way of enlarging the traditional notion of
information for design.
Moving on to consider information on qualitative aspects, past
theories of architecture show that 'increasing the effectiveness of
functional/practical aspects' and 'creating special effects, enhancing
users' interest in the building and producing impact' are the two
purposes of the qualitative features of an environment. Any environ¬
ment can be described in terms of -universal features like elements,
relations, abstract qualities such as privacy or monumentality, and
actions and events that take place in the particular environment. By
combining these disparate entities we obtain a feature/function model
of architectural quality and show how it can be used in the process
of design and as an evaluative tool. Finally as a last step towards
the consideration of information and design in all their complexity,
we attempt to analyse how verbally formulated requirements are trans¬
formed into architectural solutions. Through an exploration of the
role of emergent models and a study of the part played by interpersonal
communication between architects, clients and users in the design
activity, we offer a theoretical explanation of factors affecting
the transformation of written briefs into ideas for buildings.
(viii)
Thus the central concern of this thesis is with the inter¬
relation between factors of architectural vocation which individualise
designers, factors belonging to the collective consciousness of the
profession, and the underlying rules or laws governing the creation
of architectural quality. All the conclusions are theoretical in
nature? they attempt to bring together accepted knowledge, facts and
research findings on the nature of design, and as such pose problems
of evaluation. To overcome these we impose the requirements of
agreement with facts, generality, parsimony, consistency and explana¬
tory value on each theoretical conclusion. These oriteria, besides being
tools of self-criticism, point out difficulties, omissions and achieve¬




The quality of the whole process of design and execution of an
architectural project depends upon decisions taken at the early
stages; as a result the early flow of information "between partici¬
pants is crucial. Clearly, the responsibility for obtaining all
the information needed for design and for organising it into a well-
formulated brief rests with the architect. A good brief is an
essential pre-requisite for a satisfactory design, and both emerge
mainly as a result of continuous communication amongst design team,
olient and users. The participation of everyone affected by and
conoerned with a particular project may therefoz»o seem ideal, but
in reality such participation is infrequent. Most present day
"building projects are commissioned by corporate bodies, public and
semi-public organisations, housing authorities, property developers,
regional boards, etc.; these projects are usually meant for uso by
soctions of the population (tenants, household owners, students,
teachers, patients, dootors, nurses, and so on) mostly unknown to the
design team when the act of designing is being carried out. The
interests of these user groups are usually represented by members
of the client committee which liaises with the design team; this
committee also acts as provider of information on users1 requirements.
Complete participation at every level and continuous exchange of views
amongst design team, olient body and future users are often seen as
impracticable, and representation of one kind or another on behalf
of users is the norm. But representation by its very nature raises
a number of issues concerning the social, political and technological
framework in which the design activity takes place. Questions such
as 'who is responsible for what' give rise to timidity in disoussing
every aspect of design information on the part of everyone involved.
At every level, the safe and the conventional are repeated, and so
are the mistakes. Even in cases where there could be complete
participation,the nature of interpersonal communication and its
relationship to architectural design remains an unexplored topic.
There are of course numerous design guides, check-lists and
other established methods of recording generalised information on
users' requirements. They do offer valuable help to the architect
and his olients in formulating the brief, yet they are not received
with universal approval by practising architects. Some feel that,
quite often, design guides encourage excessive attention to detail
at an early stage and thereby prevent all participants in the design
process from gaining a feel for the overall quality of the conceived
environment.
The constraints presented by representation, the fact that
interpersonal communication between architect, client and users is
not a well understood area, and a oonviction that there is a close
relationship between information, its transformation into design,
and the quality of the products of design presented a case for this
research. The best way to begin would seem to be to set out the
subject matter of this thesis in the general context of briefing
procedures, so that it may be clear how the thesis fits in with
studies in this area.
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Brief. Design Guides and Check-lists
The term 1 "brief originates in the judioial realm and as such
aims to express openly the client's intentions, objectives and
policies regarding the use of the proposed building. It attempts
to list the constraints - economic, legal, etc. - that would operate
in the particular situation, and it outlines factors acceptable to
everyone ooncerned in the act of building as realizable. Delegation
of responsibility - an issue raised by the concept of representation -
is further strngthened by the legal overtones of the term 'briefing'.
For instance, in situations where the client is a corporate body it
ultimately assumes responsibility for maintaining at least part of
the finished project, and often in situations of this kind the brief
is merely a schedule of accommodation together with a manual of
maintenance requirements. No doubt maintenance requirements are
important, and indeed depending upon the type of building they may
well determine the form of the design. But in formulating an archi¬
tectural problem, requirements such as these need to be considered in
relation to others, and the importance of each carefully weighed if
the final outcome is to be more than a partial solution.
Quite often when the brief does go beyond being a simple schedule
of accommodation, a legally binding document and a manual of maintenance
requirements, it tends to include statements such as 'the designer
should aim to create a human environment* or 'an environment that
would symbolise the achievements of the particular institution to be
housed in the conceived environment* or 'an environment that would
act as a foil to the aspirations of inhabitants', and so on. Such
impregnable statements suggest that the problem of what lead3 to
qualitatively good design results should "be studied oarefuliy.
There is a real need to look at the notion of 'information for
design' in more fundamental ways, and to explore the qualitative
determinants of design in their full dynamic context.
Check-lists and design guides certainly have a place in
structuring the design task, "but their role is usually seen &3 helping
the designer to avoid mistakes, whereas design concepts normally
emerge in the presence of a more positive stimulus. Furthermore,
many of the design guides and check-lists operate on the assumption
that all problems have solutions, and that these are known to the
architect. The real design situation is quite different. To begin
with, products of design are conceived for a very long life-span,
and in general we receive a sense of continuity from the older
surviving buildings and objects. This suggests that the designer
should respond to what he anticipates will be the demands of the
future. Consequently he will have to operate to some extent in the
absence of a great deal of relevant information. In time, new
information becomes available and imposes limitations on commonly
accepted ways of defining the design task.* Secondly, chance,
uncertainty, indeterminacy, probability and even doubt are fundamental
to all branches of contemporary knowledge. But design education and
practice quite often remain indifferent to this fact. In actual
design situations it is simply not true that the problem is always
known and its solution is there to be found? on the contrary, often
the problem is not very clear. Therefore the task is to establish
the nature of design problems, which of course is basically different
from the operation involved in finding the solution. But the point
is that there oan be no absolute certainty that the problem has been
correctly identified.
It would be a mistake to suggest that design guides serve no
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purpose for the designer. Their main virtue is that they are
concise and therefore identification of standardised information
becomes easy. But beoause they are concise they tend not to make
explicit the assumptions behind their suggestions, and therefore
at one stage or another these assumptions are taken for granted
and eventually bear no relation to the problem the designer sots
out to solve. It is possible to demonstrate that improved design
solutions result when the designer avoids formulating the brief in
2
terms of solution-images. To some extent design guides obstruct
a basic exploration of the requirements to which a design should
respond, and this in turn diminishes the architect's creativity and
his responsibility towards the user.
Standards and design guides do not always reflect the diversity
of activity patterns and life-styles of users. For instanoe, the
Ministry of Housing and Local Government Bulletin No.6 (1968) indi¬
cates the preferred dimensions and furniture arrangement for a living
room, and points out that "these dimensions are generally suitable
at all stages of a family cycle, although at the earlier stages there
might be fewer armchairs than the numbers shown."^ But what does
•living' mean? Not only the requirements of families at various
stages of growth call for different arrangements for living, but
their requirements vary according to the prevalent system of values.
In some families the living room is simply a passage with a television
set and a few massively upholstered chairs, while in others it is
f—»
associated with 'graceful' living. Standards put forward generalised
ideals which may not be much of an ideal for anyone. Furthermore,
as Barry Cullingworth put it, "housing quality is a relative concepts
relative both to the general level of housing standards and the
standards of living. What one generation regards as undesirable the
next regards as intolerable. Standards are valid only for the time
they are conceived."^ The implication of this is that standards
and design bulletins cannot be regarded as relevant for all times
in an absolute sense, and if we regard them as such we face the
danger of perpetuating meaningless uniformity.
Lastly, one should certainly pay adequate attention to the
problem of information explosion. It is not by processing and check-
listing all the available information that any progress towards the
achievement of improved design results is to be made. It is in
establishing the degree of design relevance each type of information
has and in structuring it such a way that it affects the designer's
thought process that significant advances are possible.
Information and the Nature of Design in their Dynamic Context
Having suggested that the role of information in the act of
designing is not a passive mechanical one, and having freed the
topic from entanglement with legal matters of client/architect
relationship, one finds oneself confronted with the notion of
information for design. Altho\igh the term 'information' has been
mentioned earlier, a clear explanation of what this term entails
as far as this study is concerned has not been given. In the context
of this,study, 'information' is meant to represent something more
than a network of constraints (legal, economic, etc.), data on users'
activities and requirements and technical possibilities; for the
purpose of this study is to enquire into the act of designing when
the 'information' at the architect's disposal is felt to be incomplet
Incomplete knowledge of what architecture is supposed to do
certainly affects many architects' perceptions, decisions and actions.
One knows from one's own experience of designing that the mental state
during the process of design can range from severe doubt to a whole¬
hearted conviction about one's own ideas. In this process information
and design are inextricably linked and therefore they should not be
considered in isolation of each other, but together in their dynamic
context. The first step in this direction i3 to identify all the
types of information which determine the final outcome of design,
and describe their interrelations.
The physical provisions required to perform various activities,
the relationship of activities to one another, the special limitations
imposed on finances, the looation, climate and topography of the site
chosen, the standards of thermal, visual and acoustic comfort to be
achieved in the proposed project, the number of car parks required,
capacity of lifts, sizes of rooms, and the network of constraints
(building regulations, fire regulations, and so on) are one kind of
data which has already been mentioned. He might call this type of
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information the 'functional-practical'. In considering information
in all its dynamio dimensions it is helpful to bear in mind the extent
to whioh a particular piece of information is considered relevant by
all participants in the building process. It is clear that when the
functional-practical aspects of design are described correctly their
value and relevance will be appreciated by the user, the client and
the architect.
The second type of information, which again has been mentioned
earlier, is the kind of data which attempt to describe aspects cf
design in less tangible ways than data on the functional-practical
8
aspects. Included in this kind of information are such qualities
as friendliness, privacy, psychological defeneibility of spaces,
different kinds of meaning a building or a component of it may have
for users, and so on. We may simply label this as 'information on
qualitative aspeots of design*. Once again in considering this type
of information with reference to the participants in the building
process it can be seen that because qualities such as these are
rather abstract and intangible, agreement about their value and
relevance between users, client and architect may or may not exist.
The third type of information which has not been mentioned so
far but which significantly determines the outcome of a design is
related to the personal input which the architect brings to the
rationally formulated and largely shareable nature of the other two
kinds of information. The case for distinguishing this from the
other two rests on the fact that an architect's work is not simply
the result of externally specifiable input. Other than the nature
of the design problem itself, a number of factors - such as the
architect's own selectivity in receiving and structuring the other
two types of information, and the network of habits, attitudes and
ways of seeing the task he has acquired as a member of a closed
oommunity of professionals - inevitably affect the ultimate design
synthesis. Some of these determinants of design can be described
as information (e.g. the technical constructs explained in Chapter
III) but there are certain features in the thought process of a
designer which cannot legitimately be described as suchj nevertheless
these features affect the form of design, and therefore they need to
be accounted for and explained, and thoir interrelations with other
kinds of information need to be considered. Although details in the
the mental phenomena of designers cannot "be described totally as
information, for the purposes of labelling,the term •irrventive
information* may be permitted.
The interrelation between the three types of information is
undoubtedly complex, but a study of information related to the
nature of design should be at least as much conoerned with the
seoond and third types as with the first. From what has been said so
far it is obvious that a classification of information determining
the final outcome of design in terms of the functional-practical
aspects, information on qualitative aspects of design, and inventive
information comes naturally from the prevalent pattern of briefing
and the nature of design. Further, the fact that this classification
marks clearly the degree to which the relevance and value of each
kind of information nay be appreciated by everyone involved in the
building process provides a further reason for adhering to it. The
main concern of this thesis is with information on qualitative
aspects of design and with inventive information, but it must be
stressed that an analysis of these two types as distinct elements
in isolation from each other and from the functional-practical would
not make a significant contribution to the study of information and
design in their dynamic relation. Therefore there is a need to study
not just these two types of information as separate elements, but
rather the complex network of relationships that link and unify
the three types of information as elements in the human process of
designing. This has oertain broad implications for the method of
investigation that is to be adopted.
10,
Theoretical Assumptions, Method of Investigation and Difficulties
Encountered during the Course of Research
If relations between information and design are to b3 explained
in a meaningful way, we need to seek such relations not ju3t on the
surface - that is to say in the products of design, in reviews and
in architects* statements about what they attempt to do - but beyond
this kind of empirical reality. This is very much a rationale of
what is called the * structuralist school'.^ Thus Levi-Strauss for
instance points out that although men invariably use phonological
and grammatical rules in their speeoh, they will not, unless they
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are linguists, be consciously aware of them. Structuralists suggest
that the same is true of all social phenomena - no matter whether it
is myth, fashion or systems of kinship and marriage. What the observer
can see on the surface is not a structure of human activity but simply
evidence for the existence of that structure. On the other hand,
although the structure of human activity is not itself what can be
seen on the surface, it can only be derived from what is seen. Without
entering into a detailed discussion of the structuralist school we
may accept that - together with other social phenomena such as kin¬
ship and marriage, fashion and myth - design as a human activity
constitutes a system of codes with the characteristics of language
in a formal and metaphorio sense. The emphasis put on the indivisi¬
bility of all social phenomena by such a theoretical view seems
particularly valuable and, given this view, methods of investigating
the different types of information and their interrelations seem to
follow naturally. This thesis is concerned with understanding
oertain aspects of the design activity: therefore reasoning, lines
of argument providing possible ways of viewing the design activity
as a human phenomenon, and citing evidence from established findings
in social sciences are the kind of methods that will be employed,
The purpose is to explain the relations between different kinds of
information and consider how they affeot the nature of design. The
methods of investigation to be adopted also provide an implicit basis
for ascertaining the validity of the final conclusions. Nearly all
the conclusions of this thesis are generalisations derived from
reflecting on the existing body of knowledge, established research
findings and other accepted facts; they are tho essence of theories
or theoretical formulations in the human soienoes. Successful theories
tend to be well coordinated oonoeptual systems, but the least any
theory is expected to do is to suggest areas where research is needed.
However at any point in time a truly successful theory not only
stimulates further research but also makes possible a deeper under¬
standing, facilitates change of outlook on a range of accepted issues
and finally produces as by-products new methodologies and procedures.
The value of any new methodology or procedure oan be demonstrated in
a worked example, but the potential of a theory in changing the
traditional outlook and increasing understanding depends upon the
following requirements: a) agreement with facts; b) generality;
o) parsimony; d) consistency; e) explanatory value. All these
are well-known and widely accepted criteria in fields which deal
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with theoretical work. The final chapter will develop these in
more detail and make an attempt to employ them as standards against
which the conclusions of this thesis may be assessed.
In the field of architecture there are few precedents for the
kind of theoretioal Etudy with which this thesis is concerned; Lence
illumination on key issues faoing the study had to come from other
fields which, using approaches similar to those described above,
deal with topics such as cognition, perception, theory of knowledge,
and so on. It is seldom easy to break out of the framework or world
view offered by a discipline like architecture, and view its activity
with the aid of the framework of another field. Quite often frame¬
works of different fields seemed like mutually untranslatable languages
and in the interest of consistency of language some important ideas
had to be included in appendices. Finally, many of the works from
outside the field of architecture cited as evidence for arguments
advanced in this thesis were in themselves highly interesting and
absorbing, thus making the temptation to digress difficult to resist.
Special efforts had to be made to ensure that the research focussed
its attention on the interrelationships between the three types of
information and the nature of design.
A Plan for the Thesis
Having identified the inventive aspects, those aspects which
lead to quality in the final building, and their relation to the
design process as potential areas of study, and having suggested
broadly the method of investigation to be adopted, it remains to
give an account of the issues that will be tackled and the order in
which each of them will be presented.
The thesis begins with the inventive aspects. Even a cursory
look at any architectural design suggests that strength of logic and
concern for problem requirements are not the only forces which direct .
13.
designers towards solutions. It is obvious then that together with
these we need to look at the spirit of architectural vocation and
see in what ways it affects the nature of design. It was suggested
earlier that designing, as a human activity, can he regarded as a
system of codes with language characteristics in a formal and meta-
phoric sense. If this is the case we can imagine the intrinsic
structuring force of design activity as consisting of further specia^-
lised structures (the spirit of architectural vocation being one of
these structures) in the same way as human life in general can be
seen as consisting of specialized structures like language, fashion,
myth, kinship systems, and so on. As we know, these latter features
of general human life produce observable patterns of speech, types
of olothes, stories and marriage respectively. Therefore the analysis
of factors of architectural vocation which determine thee nature of
design should look for observable patterns in examples of design,
so that the structure of design activity itself may be derived from
these patterns. In this connection patterns or regularities concerning
the spirit of architectural vocation seem to occur at two levels.
Firstly there are those which individualise a designer, and these
are the central concern of Chapter II. The term 'schema1 borrowed
from the field of psychology enables us to explore observable patterns
or regularities in the predilections and perceptions of the designer
but makes it difficult to proceed beyond some general observations
about the nature of design. However as an extension of this idea of
•schema' it is proposed that, in many instances, design can be seen
as being base^ on 'models' in the sense that the past experience of
a designer consistently reveals itself in some personal prototypical
solutions he employs. In many cases these models are previous projects
the architect has executed and believes to have been successful, or
projects of other architects for whom he has a high regard; in certain
rare cases models are also derived from such things a3 abstractions
from landscape constructions, visual arts of relevant periods and
symbolic generalisations such as 'a closed form is preferable to open
forms*, and so on. While being idiosyncratically structured these
models are representations of designers' thought processes. Early
images of what might be a suitable solution are derived from these
models and an analysis of this process in Chapter II attempts to
establish oertain general properties of factors of architectural
vocation which unconsoiously determine the nature of design.
Secondly, we may consider the inventive aspects at that level
of community or group of architects by extending these aspects to
include habits, attitudes, ways of seeing, sets of beliefs, etc.
which architects acquire as a closed community. Chapter III explores
the possibility of viewing these factors as a system of codes with
language characteristics. The models described above seem to do
more than influence individual architects' approach to design. Under
certain circumstances models seem to become established as accomplicb-
ments, become recognised as such by the architectural community and
provide a basis for further practice of design. Kodels of this sort
are highly influencial in shaping the architectural community's
network of habits, beliefs, attitudes and ways of seeing. Again
this network seems to constitute an implicit and unconscious structure
underlying every kind of design instance. Thus Chapter III is
concerned with questions like 'how does the model function in the
process of design?' or 'if the architectural community is regarded
as a subculture with inventive communal aspects functioning as a
distinct language, what consequence does this have for the problem
of providing information for design?'•
Inventive information is one of the main venues for investiga¬
tion, but we must also consider the interrelation between the three
types of information and the nature of design. What are the impli¬
cations of inventive aspects for the structuring of architectural
problems? How can the conventional notion of information be extended,
made richer and structured into a brief in such a way that it affects
the thought process of the designer? How'can the design relevance cf
a particular piece of information be established? Chapter IV is
concerned with issues of this nature.
Chapter V focuses its attention on the second main venue of
investigation, namely information on qualitative aspocts of design.
A study of how this kind of information has been dealt with in past
architectural writings and criticisms suggests that there are diffi¬
culties in describing architectural qualities; but this does not
mean that architects cannot produce these qualities in their buildings.
Just as native speakers of a language do not need to know its phono¬
logical and grammatical structure in order to be able to use it, so
we should not expect architects to be able to explain or even be conscious
of the underlying laws which govern the creation of qualitative fea¬
tures in architecture; but we can expect them to be aware of the
oonorete manifestations of these laws. What this means, however, is
that if we are to establish law or rule-based structures behind
qualitative features of architecture our point of departure must be
examples of architecture which can provide us with observable evidence
for the existence of such structures. From some examples of archi¬
tecture and from insights offered by the history of architectural
theory Chapter V derives a model to explain the principles that
govern the production of quality in architecture and explores the
possibility of using them as design tools. Chapter VI takes the
final step towards investigating information and design in all their
complexity and considers how verbal formulations are transformed into
design; it attempts to explore the role of models and the part played
by interpersonal communication between architect, client and users in
this process of transformation. The last two chapters contain a summary
of the main arguments and conclusions, an evaluation of their value to
the field of architecture and outline suggestions for future research.
Since the area with which this study is concerned is relatively
unexplored it presents a number of difficulties in the choice of words
and in certain definitions. Appendix 1 therefore gives a list of
terms used in this thesis together with explanations or definitions
wherever possible. It will be noticed that there have been several
references to the word 'model'. This is used in different senses in
different parts of the thesis, and Appendix 2 considers the various
senses in a systematic way. Adequate methods of environmental analyses,
the skilled performance of architects and ways in which past theories
deal with architectural quality are highly related to the subject
matter of this thesis. But the distinctive terminologies of each of
these topics made it difficult to present them as integral parts of
the main text, and therefore they appear in appendices 3, 4 and 5
respectively. Lastly, most of the conclusions are ooncerned with
the illumination of certain aspects of design; there are however a
few conclusions which lead to practical suggestions on how the quality
of design process may be improved and it seemed advisable tc demonstrate
the relevance of those conclusions which lend themselves to practical
17<
application with a worked example: Appendix 7 ie concerned with this.
The last task of this chapter must "be to give some indication
of the nature of the conclusions which are anticipated and their
values to the field of architecture. Above all, this study attempts
to provide a basis for constructing a theory of design process and a
theory of qualitative features of design. On the one hand it provides
a description of the moving forces behind the multiplicity and diversity
which characterise the human activity of designing, and on the other it
explains the inherent laws that govern the production of qualitative
features. Since in all the explanations, arguments and possible ways
of viewing a phenomenon advanced in this thesis there is a consistent
recourse to established studies on topios like cognition, perception
and theory of knowledge, it is hoped that these conclusions are
significant advances on those derived from conventional and rather
idiosyncratic theories about architecture. Lastly and needless to
say, an explanation of how and why a phenomenon functions must necessa¬
rily have implications for how it should function, and thu3 the
conclusions of this thesis are both desoriptive and prescriptive.
While promoting a better understanding of design activity and quali¬
tative aspects of design, it is hoped that some of the approaches
and procedures prompted by this research may be of practical value
to architects.
I
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II. INVENTIVE ASPECTS AND INDIVIDUAL DESIGNERS
The design output of architects can "be predicted from the
input in terms of the combined influence of the nature of problems
and nurture of architects only to a relatively limited extent.
This does not mean that inventive aspects simply consist of un¬
analysable intuitions. We can see at least some inventive features
embedded in the outcomes of design and the processes an architect
adopts. In other words, it is not the unannounced thoughts of an
architect that are important in themselves but what he consciously
does with thera. If we can, admittedly imperfectly, call these
personal unshared and private features of the design process
•information1 we can say that this may be transmitted by a designer
to himself, not only by his own thoughts and feelings but also by
means of common experiences, for instance examples of architecture
he admires and whose features he attempts to emulate in his own
work. Thus we can crudely regard the individual designer as a
self-communicating system as well as a component in a communication
network. An architect may be said to generate inventive information
when he encodes one level of his experience into another, whether
he adopts features of a well known building in his design or
derives his ideas from different types of graphic exploration.
This is the background to the analysis of inventive aspects, but
before embarking on this analysis the case for concluding that
design cannot "be the result of a specifiable input mugt be closely
argued. Arguments on this matter are taken up at two levels; firstly
in connection with the psychological spurs of individual architects,
and secondly in connection with certain inadequacies of recent
works on design methodology.
Logic of Design Determinants or Social Science of Design Process
Can design be the result of a clearly specifiable input?*
If it can be, this implies that design can flow from factual
problem requirements and that the thought process that leads to
solutions is logically accountable and can be clearly spelled out.
Even though this thought process may not be dear at the tiEe,b©eau-
se of short-circuiting and hurry, retrospective evaluation can
show the process of reasoning and logically spurred decisions
which lead the designer towards what he believes to be the correct
solution.
This is somewhat different from saying that given a design
idea, regardless of its origins, its suitability can be tested by
logical procedures. But when we say that design can be the result
of an externally specifiable input what we mean is that the process
of getting an idea can be logically reasoned out. It follows then
that discovery or apprehension of a design solution and justification
of its suitability are one and the same process. That which conducts
the designer to the generation of an idea is also that which
justifies holding the opinion on its suitability. The intellectual
process that leads the architect to the solution is in itself a
ground for supposing that the solution is the correct one. This
ooncept of inducing a solution fro® facts aunt have been developed
through a aisdireoied analogy -with relations of the following sorts
All men are mortal
Socrates is a man
^
therefore Socrates is mortal.
In an abstract sense, discovery and justification in this sort
of logio are one and the same, but in the real design world it is
doubtful whether anything more than a tiny minority of ideas are
formulated through the use of this kind of process. Moreover, if
design can flow from facts we insist on the primacy of facts, but
how often ean facts be stripped bare of the smoke-screen of
interpretation? And what of the prevalent theories of design?
Do they not at tines force us to see facts in special ways? Lastly,
as George Polya put it, in order to solve a problem we require a
certain amount of previously acquired knowledge,^ and as far as
architectural design is concerned this previoiis knowledge need not
be & part of the particular problem that is being solved; further¬
more this knowledge can be of a personal kind. All this means that
the 'psychology of knowledge' or the subjective side of the issue
cannot be rejected in favour of the 'objective' or the 'logic of
design determinants'. Of course they need not be mutually ex¬
clusive, but in the design world one does seem to be dismissed
with the other. Design aethodologists for instance point to the
failure of architects in coping with the complexity of issues
which design should resolve and urge the adoption of a more
rational procedure taking the form of 'working from the particular
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to the general'. On the other hard practising architects are
indifferent to design methodology^ and feel that what is advocated
"by aethodologists is not how practising architects design or
ought to design. A few methodological works are relevant to the
analysis of the inventive aspects; however a consideration of
these must he deferred until later.
Let us now turn to another aspect of the argument in favour
of the case that design can he the result of a specifiable input.
Can we not, it may he asked, regard computers as neutral tools in
the process of design?^ Before answering, it is necessary to make
some basic comparisons between computer-aided design and intuitive
design. An architect normally formulates his design solution
through the use of some convenient representation or partial
representation. This usually takes the form of drawings, models, etc
A computer-aided design system replaces this form of representation
with symbolic descriptions consisting of numbers and words stored
in the computer memory. The operations performed are logical and
arithmetical manipulations, and are not always directly controlled
by the human operator but may, at least partially, be determined
by the stored programme. In order to develop useful symbolic
descriptions (usually known as data structures) for computer-aided
architectural design it is essential to consider architectural
forms as capable of being split into discrete and identifiable
elements and to evolve a notation for identifying the elements
and for describing their interrelationships. How if we look at
the evolution of architectural design as invention or apprehension
of form, some very ourious conceptual similarities with computer-
aided design emerge. Prom the days of the Aristotelian conception
of form, through to the days of Vitruvius (his discussion of
Orders) to Renaissance theorists like Alberti, Serlio, Burand's
famous Precis (1802) and up to the days of Julian Guadet's work
Elements and Theories of Architecture (1902) architectural forms
were conceptualised oombinatorially. More recently, Alexander's
ideas on synthesis of form and the idea of patterns more or less
see design as compositions constructed out of a limited set of
fundamental elementary components. Chapter III and Chapter V
■will have more to say on this. Immediately it is important to
recognise that computer-aided design as it is ourrently approached
is an extension of the architectural tradition of elementary
compositions. This has several implications hut the one that is
most important to the subject matter of this chapter is that
computer systems cannot he regarded as formally neutral tools in
the design process. On the contrary, their application to the
design process can he expected to call for corroboration of
formal prinoiples entering the mind of men through the prooess of
the kind vaguely called 'intuitive'. Such formal prinoiples are
imaginative posits invented in one piece and then, through a
process of application, refined and articulated.
These then are a few reasons why design cannot he the result
of an externally specifiable input. This does not mean that factr,
are not legitimate data for the architect, hut a3 Chapter I
indioated along with facts we need to emphasize the spirit of
architectural vocation,and consideration of inventive aspects is
a way of providing this emphasis. Factors that individuate a
designer are the subject matter of this chapter and architects
as a group (non-pathologioal) are used as a unit of analysis in
the next chapter. The idea of architectural form, its apprehension
and/or discovery, the role of vision as opposed to sight and
representation in this process, and the manner in which an architect
encodes one level of experience into another are identified as
topios with which the individual psychology of the designer is
inextricably entangled. These topics have considerable implications
loathe process by which building form comes to bo determined.
Therefore it seemed ideal to set out these topics in the general
context of works on design methodology; more particularly as topics
related to the problem of how synthesis in design can be explained
adequately.
However before doing this there are some points of clarifi¬
cation that need to be made. In the analysis of inventive aspects
with which this chapter is concerned the emphasis is not on the
individual architects source of inspiration or on what makes a
particular architect unique with the psychological topic ,*personality8
being at the centre. It is rather on observable regularities with
which past experience, well known buildings, graphic explorations
and other such elements induced by nurture and training come to
have a bearing on the nature of design. The criterion for emphasising
actions of designers that are of peculiar architectural calling is
not simply that suck actions take place, nor even as mentioned in
Chapter I that they occur frequently and consistently, but rather
that they fit in with what is known as the theory of knowledge in
general and indeed with certain aspects that we conventionally
know as the theory of architecture. Finally, it must again be
stressed that to say that strength of logic and concern for problem
requirements jannot be compelling is not to suggest that logic can
be disregarded.
£6.
The Problem of Synthesis in Design
Quite correctly, early methodologists were interested in
formalised methods as educational means. Unfortunately as everyone
who writes on methodology puts forward a method of his own, formal¬
ised procedures have proliferated to such an extent that practising
architects have become sceptical about them. Further, formalised
procedure^ seem to perpetuate an analytical fervour amongst students
of architecture and there are many reasons for this state of affaire.
Firstly, in proposing rationalised procedures methodology appears
to have failed to demonstrate the heterogeneous nature of solutions
that can be proposed for the same problem.1 Thus students are led
into a situation where the search is for the ideal solution, and
in many cases this search is in vain, resulting in a lack of final
synthesis. Secondly, the model of rationality advocated by method¬
ology does not take into account the full reality of the design
situation. Rather than enabling students to understand design as
it is done,in praotice, it puts forward ideas on how it should be
done and in many instances downgrades Trith contempt a large part
of what present day arohiteots actually do; this produces a great
deal of uncertainty in students' minds. Lastly design methodology
does seem to overlook messages from different fields about the
g
intellectual struggle for adequate methodology.
The universally despised form-giving tradition of the modem
movement, the associated rhetorics and the largely idiosyncratic
nature of modern architects' theories abc.ut architecture are the
reasons why methodologists deny any relevance to how an architect
does conduct his affairs. Their feelings towards the modern
Movement are understandable; it is, however, a long step from the
rejection of the psychological idiosyncrasies of a publicity-
conscious architect to the rejection of the elements induced "by
nurture and training in the psychological make-up of a professional
architect. Raving denied any relevance to how an architect does
design, methodological works inevitably find it hard to say any¬
thing about how an architectural solution comes to be synthesised.
Even when they mention synthesis it is done through the use of
expressions like 'creative leap', 'flashes of inspiration', and
so on (techniques like syneotics and brain-storming are often
mentioned). While one can understand the spirit behind expressions
of this sort, their repeated employment in design method literature
suggests that most nethodologists inadvertently succumb to the
idea that design thought is an unassailable mystery. Here, how¬
ever, a reference should be made to Alexander's Pattern Language
which is perhaps the first work in the field of design methodology
9
to recognise the problem of synthesis in design. Patterns are a
collection of already syhthesised bits of a design problem which
the designer uses to synthesise the total form he requires. In
other words the process is a synthesis of ready synthesised bits
of a design problem. The question posed by Soyston Landau*^ of
whether architectural design is simply a summation of facts or whether
it goes beyond this is relevant here. Furthermore, anyone who has
had the personal experience of designing an artefact will know
that he always operates under conditions where the information
available is much less than that Yfhicfe will eventually be contained
in the designed artefact.*'*' Indeed this is why all designs call
for a certain amount of originality.
Discussion of synthetio aspects of design "becomes difficult
"because it involves the introduction of the characteristics of the
designer into the design process. Any discussion of synthesis
in design calls for a more dynamic view of design where there is
a genuine interaction between the designer and ths nature of the
problem. A great deal could be learnt by examining examples of
design synthesis and linking them with the psychological natter
of information reception and structuring.
A Psychological Viewpoint of Synthesis in Design
Neither generation of solutions directly from defining para¬
meters (e.g. Alexander's method) nor attempting it through deliberate
stimulation of intuition vising techniques like synectics have found
muoh application in practising designers' offices. Somewhere in
between these extremes lie many possible gradations of approaches
which in faot most designers use. It is the task of researchers
a
in design methodology to attempt to describe these. There is a
need to study the structures of design thought through the dis¬
section of real examples of synthesis and through systematic links
with some established theories of perception. The seleotive and
interpretative nature of perception as it exists in design aotivity
must be emphasised and illustrated with examples of synthesis in
design.
Psychology of perception demonstrates in various ways that
12
what is perceived depends not only on the objects perceived but
also on the mental state of the perceiver, that is his expectations
and preconceptions about tke objects perceived. The term 'schema'
■I ^ ■! J
as used by Head and Bartlett is one of the teras which illustrate
this fact. Bartlett's work on memory first introduced the notion
of 'schema* into psychology. The usefulness of this term is well
known. As Oldfield has put it "Perhaps the chief merit of this
has been that it enables us to move with conceptual ease among a
great variety of psychological phenomena, many of thea very obscure,
15
and reaching far beyond memory itself." In the field of architect¬
ural design it does provide us with a conceptual aid for exploring
on the one hand the designer's predilections, and on the other hand
the expectations of the user.
If we define 'schema' as 'habitual perception*^ this will aid
our understanding of the relationship between old and new information.
It will help ua to consider how past information predisposes us to
17
act in oertain ways rather than in others. The way ohildren leam
to draw provides a good example of scfeesatization. Studies on
babies' eye movements reveal that at the earliest age babies are
interested in the human face more than in anything else. Jane
Abercrombi* has suggested that babies build up schemata of people's
l8
faces and use them for interpreting the world. Although there
seems to be a controversy about how much early drawings of children
are based on their observation of faces, it is clear that children's
first drawings of animals are not very different from their drawings
of humans. A human schema made with ears on top of the head becomes
19
a rabbit or a bear. Fig.2,1 is an example of this. In a dra^ring
of Red Riding Hood and the wolf by a four year old (Fig.2.2) tke
20
only difference between them is in the number of legs. In
illustrating children's drawings of houses Jane Abercrosbie goes
30,
HUMANS OR ANIMALS? DRAWING BY A POUR-YEAR OLD
(f*oa Kellogg, 1969).
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even further. She observes that next to humans, children like to
draw their own houses. These drawings resemble human faces very
oloselyj they tend to be symmetrical, the mouth becomes the door,
the windows the eyes (Fig.2.3)* Fig.2.4 has been reproduced from
a fasoinating study of children's drawings which also illustrates
this point.22
Of course a child's world is not as inflexible as the adults'
world of empirical facts, and therefore shows Eore transience and
transmutability. Because of this it is extremely difficult to
observe schematization as an identifiable prooess in architects'
works. Obviously, the phenomena involved are much more complex.
Again, as Oldfield has put it "Bartlett's methods do not lend
themselves much to further refinement in the direction of systematic
quantitative experimental design. They remain somewhat esoteric,
their precise character less important than the conclusions of the
"23
man who dervised and used them. It seems hardly worthwhile
making attempts to pin down 'scheaatization* in architects' works.
Here certainly is a familiar conflict between relevance and
objectivity. It seems that no direct testing by physical mani¬
pulation of the outside world is possible for an architect's
'schemata' other than simply discussing them and comparing and
contrasting then with those of other architects. The following
is some evidence for the fact that schematization is at work in
many architects' work.
32,
Models as Routes to Design
It is tempting to interpret Classioism, Neoclassicism, Gothic
Revival, Eclecticism, etcetera as forms of schematization. This
however would he a mistake since the derivative aesthetic standards
evolved in these styles have nothing to do with the perceptual
processes of the individual architect; they are to do with the
collective consciousness of a group or a community of architects.
If, however, instead of the revivalist point of view we consider
the point of view of an architect like Viollet-le-Duc we discover
that he used Gothic architecture more as a model for advancing an
entirely new structure of ideas applicable to the architecture of
all times rather than as a derivative source. Now the question
that needs to he asked is why an eminent theorist like Viollet
needs a model at all? Could fee not have arrived at his new rational
point of view from first principles? When we encounter thea
later in this chapter and in the next one, the answers to these
questions will prove basic to the understanding of tho nature of
design. This abstract discussion will depend, however, upon
further exposure to examples of models in operation in the desi^i
prooess. Immediately then we can see that schematization is a
process of using models to interpret the world around us and there-
fore it can be invoked as an explanation for the thought process
followed by Viollet-le-Duo.
Our interest in perception is obviously rather broad, in the
sense that we are interested in the question 'why things or
happenings appear or sees to appear as they do to the designer1.
Thus this question covers not only single objeots but also the
complex environmental situation. It is true that psychologists
tend to assign this last consideration to cognition rather than
perception, "but in design the two processes seem to he overlapping
and from the point of view of an adequate explanation of the
design process it seems hard to consider one in isolation from the
other. This fact is clearly shorn "by the way in whioh Le Corbusier
explained his architectural ideas. He is important to the modern
movement not only because of what he has done but also because of
what he has shown. He saw past buildings, visual arts of his
time, ships, airorafts and other twentieth century objects in terms
2 c 2 (\ 2*7
of ideas for architecture. Summerson, 5 Giedion and Serenyi"'
offer evidence for the fact that Le Corbusier saw in modern paint¬
ings and past buildings potential ideas for architectural design
(Pigs. 2.5, 2.6). But are these just conjectures? Le Corbusior's
own account of his work with extensive sketches of buildings and
objects he admired suggests that the observations of these authors
should not be dismissed as mere conjectures. Once again the
question why a gifted architect like Le Corbusier should abstract
his ideas from other existing objects needs to be asked.
Le Corbusier did rejeot a great deal of prevailing revivalist
20
and eclectic academic traditions, but as Giedion L suggests he
deliberately sought for experiences in the architecture of former
times in his travels which eventually found their way into his
designs. This would suggest that there seems to be a parallel
between the themes that run through the work of Viollet-le-Duo
and Le Corbusier. Viollet felt that an architeot
"must analyse what pleases him; he must be conscious
of the logical process which lies behind the success¬
ful result. The architects education must proceed
•ARLEQUIN' BY PICASSO, 1914 PENCIL DRAWING
(Collection George Melly)
PIG.2.5
in two stages. First he must learn to analyse
the masterpieces of the past; then he must make
his own synthesis, serving the conditions and
using the materials dictated by his age."^9
While we cannot sense in Le Corbusier's work the rigorousness
with which Viollet carried out his analysis of the masterpieces
of the past, both men did believe in the relevance of other
existing works; Le Corbusier simply extended relevance to objects
other than past buildings. What is central to the subject matter
35.
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of this thesis is the use of something as a model for advancing a
new idea.
Consider now the works of a few other architects. As suggested
earlier, perceptual processes should not he restricted to objects
alone. Gio Ponti's ptreoooupation with closed forms as opposed to
open forms may he interpreted as an example of schematization,
only in this case the solution is not interpreted through the use
of an object as a model - hut rather through a verbal generalization,
namely that a closed or finished form is superior to an open-ended
one.^ Norman Forster*s description of his scheme for a Norwegian
shipping company amenity centre provides a still more concrete
example of how previous schemes get used as model solutions. The
scheme, Forster explained, had its origins in his scheme for the
CamdenHousi gL ndonShepheardandEpst inArchi ctsRoyalCollegeStr t
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sekool at Newport, which in turn was influenced "by California SCSD
work.^* Figs. 2.7» 2.8 and 2.9 show three housing schemes by the
London architects Skepheard, Epstein and Hunter. It can be seen
that all three schemes follow roughly similar patterns, that is
to say the shape of blocks, their location and orientation, the
location of pedestrian routes (sometimes these are covered walkways)
oarparking, private gardens, public open spaces, etc. appear to
be ordered and distributed in the same way in all three schemes.
Our intention here is not to suggest that this firm's approach
is limited, but rather to see what invariant characteristics
appear in different works of particular architects. Furthermore,
it must be accepted that if an intelligent arohiteot finds that a
pattern of arrangement has been shown by the test of time to work
he would wish to re-employ that pattern. Indeed the fact that
Shepheard,Epstein and Hunter improve systematically a single
patter of arrangement in the light of past experience may well be
their strength, particularly when we consider the harmful solutions
arising from many architects' attempts to be unconventional or
inventive at all costs. The architects of these three housing
schemes readily admit that the similarity in appearance as well
as in arrangement is partly due to their wish to re-employ
successful past solutions, and partly it is due to a particular
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way of seeing, that is to say 'soheaatisation'•
In the same way, certain organisational similarities will be
noticed in this firm's plans for the universities of Lancaster,
Warwick and Ghana, although in the case of the last two projects
they were invited to redesign existing masterplans. The plans
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as their foous. They all attempt to minimise cross-currents of
vehicular traffic and to combine the "benefits of urban and rural
living. In all three schemes the phasing is 15.near, starting
from the oentre and growing outwards in order to minimise inconve¬
nience to areas already completed.
In offices in which there is a continuous flow of projects,
the situation outlined above - namely the repeated employment of
personal models - can be shown to be typical. Less concrete but
perhaps more subtle are the processes followed by the Finnish
architects Aalto and Pietila. They find the structure of Finnish
landscape full of ideas for built form. Before discussing their
process in greater detail one peripheral but important point
concerning landscape and built form must be dealt with. It is
sometimes suggested that deriving built forms from landscape is
done with a view to integrating architecture with the surrounding
landscape. Yet Aalto's Finnish pavilion for the New York 1963
Fair, the Dormitory at MIT and Pietila's entry for the Finnish
Embassy competition in New Delhi, all with their forms derived
from Finnish landscape, demonstrate that this is not a satisfactory
explanation. This calls for a discussion of the fundamental issue
of form and content to which we shall return at a later stage in
this chapter.
Presenting a number of abstractions derived from Finnish
landscape Pietila said*
"They are prototype landscapes of Finland seen
as a national romantic photographer sees his
native country. Or, they are imaginary shapes
designed to present Finnish landscape. Further,
there are abstract forms that one can see as
fictitious spaces and at the end there are dia¬
grams or graphs simulating some environmental
space characters."33
46.
This would seem a good example of where an arohitect understands
the nature of perceptual processes involved in designing, accepts
the inevitability of schematization and deliberately attempts to
aake new use of acquired schemata.
Although many of his buildings have a direct relationship
to the structre of Finnish landscape, Aalto has never articulated
his thoughx process in the same way as Pietila has done. Tkis may
be partly beoause Aalto's written contributions are only few in
number} nevertheless from the few written sources that are available
it is possible to know a great deal about the processes he adopts.
Aalto describes his mental state when he is designing like this*
"Whenever I have to solve an architectural problem
I am inevitably held up by the thought of its
realisation - it is the sort of 'three o'clock in the
morning feeling', probably due to the difficulties
caused by the weight of the different elements at
the moment when the design is being carried out.
The social, human, technical and economic demands
which are found alongside psychological factors and
which concern each individual and each group, their
rhythm and the effect they have on each other, are
so numerous that they form a maze which cannot be
worked out by rational methods. The ensuing complex¬
ity prevents the basic architectural idea from taking
shape.
In such cases I proceed in an irrational way as followst
for a moment I forget all the maze of problems, I erase
them from my mind and busy myself with something which
can best be described as abstract art. I start drawing,
giving free rein to my instinot, and suddenly the basic
idea is born, a starting-point which links the numerous,
often contradictory elements already mentioned, and
brings them into harmony with each other.
While designing the Municipal Library in Viipuri (i had
a lot of time at my disposal - five long years), I spent
a great deal of the time making children's drawings,
representing an imaginary mountain, with different
shapes on the slopes and a sort of celestial super¬
structure consisting of several suns, which shed an
equal light on the sides of the mountain. In themselves
these drawings had nothing to do with architecture, but
from these seemingly childish drawings sprang a combi¬
nation of plans and sections which, although it would
"be difficult to describe how, were all interwoven.
And this became the basic idea for the library which,
unfortunately, has now been destroyed. This basic
idea consisted in grouping the reading rooms and the
lending rooms on different levels, like on the slope
of a mountain, around a central control desk uppermost
in the building. Above everything was ereoted a sort
of solar system - the round conical skylights.^
Quite obviously Aalto's description while providing support for
the schemata thesis does raise a host of related issues such as,
for instance, the role of representation, abstraction, eto. in
the process of design which are dealt with in the remaining part
of this chapter.
With reference to the schemata thesis it must at once be
stressed that schematization is not a rigid, closed process.
Analysing a design problem and preliminary attempts at designing,-
for instance, could to some extent affect our schemata (see Figs.
2.13 and 2.14). Bokeach's work on open and closed minds is relevant
35
here. Scores on a printed test of dogmatism, devised to compare
individuals in this respect, not only correlate with scores on
printed tests of attitudes, values and changes in belief systems,
but also with individual differences in certain observable aspects
of problem solving. The open minded who get low scores on the
dogmatism test are more capable of dealing with a new belief system
that is at odds with a previously held belief system, and of
synthesising new information into an integrated whole. Architects'
training does include training in heterogeneous problems so that
shifting of schemata in response to different information is aado
easier. Yet it is possible that our prejudices oculd be so en¬
trenched that we would never revise them. Mental rigidity in
design situations can be thought of as the state of mind which
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acquires certain schemata and attempts to force reality at all
costs into thesa. When we talk about deliberate stimulation of
intuitive leaps we simply mean that we give ourselves a chance to
make new use of acquired schemata. For an illustration of this
in a concrete design instance refer to Fig.2,15. Fig.2.15 shows
the way a socket outlet detail was accommodated on a 4g" brickwall
(for economic reasons the wall had to be left unplastered on both
sides). Fig.2.15a would have been the conventional way of installing
the socket outlet. Omission of plaster would result in exposed
conduits and socket outlet boxes. Tie arrangement shown in Fig.
2.15b was devised as an answer to this problem and it came about
as a result of the designer giving up the predilection for thinking
about brick courses in a conventional way.
The two-string problem which was originally devised by
Norman Maier in 1931 and which is widely employed by psychologists
illustrates the same point.^ Two strings hanging from the ceiling
are to be tied together, but they are far apart and subjects cannot
grasp both at onoe (Fig.2.16). The best solution is to tie a
weight to one string and set it swinging like a pendulum, then run
over to the other string and bring it to the swinging string at the
right moment. Only 39$ of Norman Maier's subjects got this solu¬
tion within ten minutes even though a pair of pliers, suitable for
pendulum weight was available in sight on a table. Pliers are
conventionally used to hold things, so their use as a pendulum
weight requires restructuring the functional significance of
pliers. When the experimenter pushed one 3tring to make it swing
and handed the pliers to the subject, more were able to solve
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unusual potential of pliers.
The examples of architects' work discussed earlier are
intended only to illustrate the notion of sohesatization in a
design context. The purpose is not to launch a new method, less
still to suggest that the efforts of those architects are worth
imitating. The aim is simply to point out that the designer's
mind is not a clean slate in which problems inscribe their solu¬
tions automatically. From the users' point of view, they too
build up expectations based on their own> past experience. There
might bo a gap between users' expectations and the designer's
TWO-STRING PROBLEM: HOW CAN THE SUBJECT TIE THE TWO STRINGS TOGETHER?
(source: Mair, 193l)
FIG.2.16
schemata. Research in design methodology ought to investigate
this. Juxtaposing users* expectations and designer^* schemata in
this way calls for some ooiament. Designers as a group can be
treated as a sub-culture; their predilections can be described
in terras of schemata and a network of beliefs, habits and ways
of seeing. Many present day building projects are designed for use
by a oross~«ection of the population and this makes it difficult
to regard the users as a sub-culture; terms like 'schema' are quite
unsuitable for describing their predilections. Chapter VI proposes
a different way of describing users' interests and the term
'expectation' here should be accepted as a form of shorthand.
Models as Media for Design Thought
From our discussion so far schemata are like screens or
filters which regulate the perceptual process. In architectural
design these filters have tended to be past buildings, landscape
constructions, visual arts of relevant periods, past solutions
of particular designers, and so on. All these we called 'models'.
This idea of models is not inconsistent with our notion of schemata,
since we saw how children build up'schemata' of the human face and
use them as 'models' for interpreting the world. While the tenta¬
tive conception of schematization facilitates the consideration of
a variety of psyohological phenomena, the idea of model helps us
to talk about determinants of design that originate in the perceptual
processes of the architect in specific ways. The idea of model is a
fundamental one in the process of design and therefore deserve?, further
examination. This idea was implied in most of the design contexts
discussed above and it is fair to say that we have used the term
'model' in many different senses. Thus we described:
1) Viollet-le-Duo's Gothic studies as model studies from which a
new synthesis was to be achieved?
2) how Le Corbusier saw the paintings of his time as model ideas
for architecture?
3) how Le Corbusier saw aircrafts, ships, and other objeots as
model architectural ideas?
4) how primitive structures of the past served as models for Le
Corbusier's new ideas?
5) how Forster used an established accomplishment like the Cali¬
fornia SCSD system as a model?
6) how Forster, Epstein and others have used their own past
projects as model solutions for their future designs?
7) how symbolic generalisations like "closed or finished forms are
superior to open forms" guided Ponti towards certain solutions?
8) how abstractions derived from the structure of landsoape have
served as models for advancing architectural ideas (Pietila)?
9) how graphio work (doodles) which was partially derived from
problem requirements served as a model for interpreting the
required solutions.
It is evident that not all these senses of 'model' are
inconsistent with one another? as we will soon see some are
elucidations of others. Nevertheless, given the diversity, it is
natural to ask: is there anything in common between these senses?
Is there anything definite or general about the notion of a model
which ought to be made clear? Or are we simply referring to certain
arbitrary accounts of architects and certain peculiarities in
their work using the same word 'model'?
Preliminary attempts to answer these questions by an examin¬
ation of the architects' accounts presented earlier make it clear
that the nine different senses of 'model* fall into three main
groups. The close affinity between primitive structures, modem
objects, and Le Corbusier's buildings suggests that the relation
is a purely visual one. Ponti's symbolic generalisations aro also
to do with visual aspects (included in this group are other slogans
such as 'less is more*, 'complexity and contradictions', and so on).
A certain stylistic inconsistency here must be admitted. Although
these latter generalisations cannot be called models they do have
a close parallel to Le Corbusier's process of deriving ideas with
visual ends in mind. This kind of thinking can justifiably be
called model-based, particularly because of the fact that these
generalisations serve as filters through which design ideas are
extracted. For the sake of brevity let us call them models of
visual characteristics.
Viollet—le-Duo's recourse to Gothic structures, Forster's
interpretation of California SCSD system, Epstein's linear plan
and his prototype for housing schemes belong to a different group?
they are prototypical solutions embracing a host of features of
design such as relationship between elements and sub-elements
(buildings, movement systems, different kinds of rooms, open
spaces, etc.), constructional systems, services systems, and so on.
It is only natural that an architect should want to consider whether
the structure of his own previous designs and that of buildings he
admires is applicable in a broad sense to new design situations he
encounters. This kind of consideration direots hi® to features
in the prototype which need further development and/or new
interpretation. Finally, Aalto's abstract graphio works, Pietila's
abstractions derived from landscape and perhaps, to a lesser
extent, Le Corbusier's interest in the visual arts of his time
are psychological aids to the discovery of form. From now on we
will take it that textual examination of architects' accounts of
what their inspiration is can be reduoed to one of these three
models, namely models of visual characteristics, prototypical
solutions and aids to the discovery of form. It is obviouB from
the brief description of eaoh of these that the second and third
categories are of fundamental importance.
Models Used as Prototypical Solutions by Architects
Consistent employment of pre-designed solutions to new design
situations by a good proportion of architects suggests that models
regarded as prototypical solutions are in some sense essential to
the prooess of design. As was pointed out earlier the current
methodological bias has gone so much towards examining what is
conoeptual that practising architects are accusing the sethodolo-
gists of forgetting to allow for what is practical. It is hoped
that inclusion of models of this sort in our account of the design
prooess will bo of help in explaining the nature of design. It
should be pointed out that Epstein's linear plan or the California
SCSD work are not a static, formal device which is simply transferred
to a new situation by the architect. Each is indeed a system in
the process of growth and a designer's effort to examine their
suitability to a new design situation helps in that growth. Models
of this sort belong to the personal inventive aspects because
answers to such questions as 'why is the architect using that
particular model and no others' will in the main be subjective.
Nevertheless this group of models *•> aiuoh more concrete than the
next (models as aids to disoovery of form) and hence communication
between architects about the merits of a particular model and its
state of development is that much easier; in the majority of instances
such communication takes place implicitly. At a certain stage of
development models of this sort begin to gain recognition by a
group of architects and thus become part of the communal inventive
aspects of the design process (this phenomenon is discussed in
Chapter III).
Now it may be asked whether or not at some stage of develop¬
ment the prototype of a prototype has been conceived from
first principles. This is a very important question and the
consideration of the nature of solutions at the early stages of
any design field provides an illuminating answer. It is a well
known fact that early iron bridges closely resembled timber bridges.
Early New England houses followed medieval English precedents with
heavy handkewn timber frames infilled with bricks; but the harsh
climate of New England soon showed the vulnerability of the system.
Prom these examples and from our discussion of schematization it
would seea that employment of what is already known: to new situa¬
tions and then progress from there on reflects the nature of the
human mind. This fact could be used to elucidate the concept of
models. Let us now be a little more precise about the notion of
models. When Epstein employs his linear plan as a model solution
for the universities of Ghana and Lancaster he is not asserting
that the design situation in these two places is one and the same.
He is implying rather that in terms of physical elements such as
a collection of educational "buildings, the traffic and pedestrian
movements "between them, administration of the various "buildings,
and in terms of phasing, the situation is analogous. One could
in fact point out a number of other characteristics in one institution
vhioh do not hold for the other, and we shall call these 'negative
analogies' of the model. Type of administration, movement systems,
services organisation, and phasing are in fact the characteristics
that we want to ascribe to both projects, and these we can call the
'positive analogies'. But the important point is that generally
there will be some characteristics in the model about which we
do not know whether they are positive or negative analogies; these
are the more interesting characteristics and they come to the fore
when we attempt to apply the model to a new situation (for example
the vulnerability of the medieval English house to harsher cli¬
mates encountered in America). This third set of properties may
be labelled 'neutral analogy' and it is these characteristics that
enable us to consider models as something more than objects for
replication and as systems in the process of growth.
Models as Aids to Discovery of Form
It is obvious in our discussion of models as prototypical
solutions that the neutral analogies of these models in many cases
proved to "be heuristic devioes. In our third group of models the
neutral analogy is simply auoh more dominant. The abstract graphic
work which Aalto carries out is performed for the sake of finding
a physioally interpretable form. But what do we precisely mean
by form?^
In ordinary language the word 'form* carries a number of
meanings; however in the design context it cannot be simply shape
plus some extra ingredients such as colour, texture, and so on.
This would imply a statio meaning. The interpretation of the term
'form' that is most useful for a discussion of design is that 'form'
•)0
is an orderly assemblage of parts. If we look at Picasso's
BCulpturo 'Bull's Head' (Pig.2.17) we see that it is made from a
bioyole seat and a handlebar. The handlebar and the seat share no
common characteristics with the form of a bull's head except the
way in which they are assembled. The form of a bull's head is
realised precisely through this assemblage. The same is true of
Picasso's sculpture 'Baboon and Young' which is composed of a toy
car and a football (Pig.2.l8)»
Familiar things assume different forms. Hater, for instance,
exists in the form of ice, snow, and so on. Electrioity is another
example which takes on a variety of forms. Similarly, the same form
may be exemplified by different contents. The example of the
'Bull's Head' given above illustrates this idea. Generally speak¬
ing the form of things is discovered in two ways: (a) by abstraction,
that is through the recognition of common forms from a variety of
instances; and (b) by reinterpreting forms we already know. The
latter way is usually easier, since our search is confined to forms
that are already known. Models as prototypes discussed in the last
BULL'S HEAD : METAMORPHOSIS 1943.
The soulpture was owned by the artist himself
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sub-heading are to do with this way of discovering and/or apprehending
form. But the power to recognize a common form in a chance collect¬
ion produces innovative design. This is simply another way of
saying that inventiveness depends on one'3 ability to make new use
of acquired schemata. This is the essence of models as heuristic
devices. The three examples which belong to this group are Aalto's
graphic explorations, Pietila's landscape abstractions and Le Corbu-
sier's interpretation of the visual arts of his period. Here we
can see the idea of recognition of common form in a variety of
instances quite clearly.
Different things that exhibit the same form are analogous.
Analogy is a means by which we represent one thing using another
which has similar structure. When we draw the floor plan of a
building or a street map we may say that we draw what can be
called its 'logical picture'. The logical picture differs from
the ordinary picture or photograph in that it need not look in
any way like the original object. The relationship between the
original object and its logical picture is not that of a copy,
but of analogy. Indeed the more like ^flections of the original
objects street plans and building plans look, the less useful they
are. Floor plans and street maps are useful not only because of
what they show, but also because of what they leave out.
If we consider Aalto's description of his approach to design
given earlier, and what Pietila has to say about his abstractions
in this context we can see that both are concerned with the dyna¬
mic process by which form is invented; hence the neutral analogy
is highly significant. Landscape abstractions are a concrete
'picture' of something 'A' which is used analogically to evolve a
64.
FIG.2.19B
MODEL OF PIETILA'S COMPETITION PROJECT FOR THE FINNISH EMBASSY
IN NEW DELHI
(from Pietila, 1970)
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concrete something else 'B'. Talking about the vinning competition
entry for the Finnish Embassy at New Delhi (Figs.2.19a and 2.19b)
Pietila said"the project simulated the landscape and georaorphologio
formations typical of the middle Finnish region (Fig.2.19a). The
observed forms of hills, waters, eto. were transformed into
structural seotions, plan layout, etc." He also offered a similar
explanation of the early sketches and final schemes for his
Student Union building (Fig.2.20). "Early sketches which simulated
the microgeography of the site were transformed into a viable
architectural solution." According to Pietila the final scheme
- particularly the way the halls are arranged - 3hows how the
topological patterns of natural space are intuitively followed.
The landscape abstractions are conorete pictures of the structure
of landscapes used to represent another set of conorete structures,
the structures of spatial organisation. Thus the models used as
heuristie devices have conoreteness at two levels. The concreteness
achieved by making a picture of something that is felt or experienced,
namely the quality of natural spaces, and the conoreteness which
the model acquires through becoming apolied to architectural design.
These two levels of concreteness are demonstrated quite clearly in
the abstract works of Aalto and the respective physical environ¬
ments derived from them (Figs. 2.21a, b and 2.22 a, b). Obviously
here abstract works are pictures in their own right rather than
pictures of something like landscape.
Three matters arise from our discussion so far of models as
psychological aids to discovery of form. Firstly if we ask why
Piotila is using landscape rather than anything else as a medium
of exploration we enter the psychological aspects of representation
57x79cm 1948 Oil,01Hu le (sourceAaltosynopsis 1970)FIG.2.21a
Aalto'sHelsinkiConcertll 1962-FloorPlan. (source:AaltoSynopsis1970) FIG.2.21b
VillaLouisCarre,Bazoch s Ile-de-France,1956-59, TerracedLandscaping. (source:AaltoSynopsis1970) FIG.2.22a Graphicworkintheformfwood reliefwhichprovidedth intuition. (source:AaltoSynopsis1970) FIG.2.22b
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which Gombrioh has explored in considerable detail. Secondly,
having mentioned early on in this chapter the idea of models of
visual characteristics we may be asked: are not the models of
Aalto and Pietila simply about visual aspeots of buildings? Lastly,
the two illustrations from Aalto's work do not illuminate his
statement that graphic abstractions enable him to release himself
from the complexity of issues a design is expected to solve.
There is a definite parallel between Pietila's landscape
abstractions and Gombrich's illustration of the hobby horse
(Fig.2.23). The most suitable term for describing both is
'representation1: the former of a horse by a stick, the latter of
40
built environment by natural environment. All image-making
will of course be symptomatic of its maker to an extent, but an
explanation of images solely in terms of the maker's portrayal
of his visions, dreams and the inner world in general is unsati¬
sfactory. The stick, after all, is not a portrait of a horse and
to the child it is not even a sign signifying the concept of a
horse, as it can in fact be used as a number of other things. So
the stick is simply a substitute for a horse. Although the stick
does not possess the formal or geometrical qualities of a horse,
what makes it a horse is that there is just enough resemblance in
the stick to make it rideable. In fact any rideable object could
serve as a horse, and the process by which a stick i3 apprehended
as a horse is personal and private and need not be communicated
to anyone at all. Further, the process depends upon a certain
intrinsio relevance the particular image has for its maker, in the
sense that riding or the thought of riding matters very much to
the user of the stick.
THEHOBBYRSEENGRAVINGBYIS LVAMEKENEMABOUT1500. (SourceG mbrich,MeditationsnHo byrse1971) FIG.2.23
Thus the essence of Pietila's landscape abstractions is
substitution. The common factor between the abstraction and the
final building is primarily function, that is to say the fact that
abstraction just makes it possible to explore spatial characteristics.
In the case of Aalto his graphic work serves as a functional
substitute. Textbooks on the psychology of thinking report that
certain thinkers do use idiosyncratic schemes for representing
complex matters and these tend to be images, vaguely formed patterns,
or heuristic devices not easy to communicate; but all representational
systems existed at one time only in the mind of original thinkers.
The abstract constructions of JLalto and Pietila should not be
regarded as finite achievements. When one passes from the process
of studying an existing building to putting forward an idea for a
building the notion of visual shapes gives way to an abstract
arrangement of components. Thus the early graphic work of designers
aoquires an interpretative significance. As the designer proceeds
in his task his graphio work reveals, at least to himself, layers
and layers of meaning. Landscapes certainly have intrinsic
relevance to these two architects. Finland is sparsely populated:
there are numerous lakes throughout the country; the country is
still oovered with dense forests and nature is still powerful.
Awareness of the structure of landscape is basic.
Let us turn now to the question of whether Aalto's and Pieti¬
la's models are simply about visual aspects of design. We saw that
all image-making i3 rooted in the creation of substitutes. Both
art history and the psychology of art often describe the remoteness
of the type of imagery with which we are concerned from any vis'ial
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experience. Further, as C.H. Waddington has suggested, wo need
to distinguish "between the two faculties that are in action vkon
we perceive. In his study of the relations between painting and
the natural sciences in this century Waddington uses Whitehead's
AO
account of the way we perceive to explain this distinction:
"Every aot of perception, he maintained, involves
two modes: perception by 'presentational immediacy'
and by 'causal efficacy'. By 'presentational imme¬
diacy' he referred to what we have been trained to
think of as the immediate data presented to us by
our senses - patches of colour seen with the eye3,
noises of a certain pitch and intensity, sensations
of herd, rough or soft surfaces, and so on. These
are the 'sense data' of more old.fashioned philoso¬
phers, and were formerly regarded as the Dasic
elementary facts of experience. But Whitehead claims
that a more primitive element in perception is aware¬
ness, not of sheer sensations, but rather of entities
which are perceived as having some potential effective¬
ness in the world. He argues that it is more elementary
to perceive causally efficacious things, suoh as a
chair (something suitable for sitting in) or a table
(something to put things down on), and that it is a
relatively sophisticated business to 'ooe' such things
as mere coloured patches or other pure sensations: in
fact, it takes training
The way we use a graph is a simple example of perception by causal
efficaoy. When we look at a graph the phenomenon that it represents
is more important than the picture itself. Transferring the
perceptional process from one mode of perception to another faci¬
litates the recognition of structure (i.e. orderly arrangement of
parts). Fig.2.24 is a visual representation of the word 'you'
spoken by three different people, as recorded by Bell Telephones.
By transferring it into visual representation we are able to
distinguish the finer differences between the three reoordings.
It is only legitimate that designers should use graphic work as a way
of simulating various environmental elements. It is doubtful
whether images of any kind are ever used by architects like Aal+o
purely for their presentational immediacy. In architectural design
(Source:C.H.Waddingtori,BehindAppearance,1969) FIG.2.24
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abstractions are attempts to strip bare oertain aspects in order
to emphasize certain others, particularly those that written
language fails to transmit. Of oourse no architect can overlook
aesthetic qualities like harmony, simplicity, elegance, complexity,
and so on. The models of Aalto and Pietila concern themselves to
some extent with aesthetic matters but their main purpose is to
solve physical and spatial problems. There are enough examples
which demonstrate how architects do use abstract constructions to
simulate environmental characters and to represent physical organi¬
sations (Pigs. 2.25, 2.26, 2.27, 2.28 and 2.29) and that these are
not models of visual characteristics alone.
Lastly the notion of abstraction needs further clarification.
Abstraction is the consideration of form apart from contents. Hhat
we achieve by model thinking is abstract thinking. A model offers
certain structural analogies to the situation for which it is a
model. The relation betwoen the model and the actual situation is
not that of a copy, but of analogy. It is a pre-requisite for
anything being a model that it is not the same as the phenomenon
or the design concept for which it is a model.
It is interesting to note what Ernst Hutten^"> has to say about
models. He argues that the use of models in physics is very much
the same as in modern art. In as much as it helps us in seeking
a physically interpretable form, abstract art has the same purpose
as the model in physics. The employment of models enables us to
release ourselves from the complexity of issues we are faced with
and consider the most essential or privileged factors. As suggested
earlier the neutral aspects of models as heuristic devices and
those viewed as prototypical solutions enable us to consider models
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as systems in a process of growth. Because of this they tend to
"be used in a predictive way. The use of models exemplifies working
from the general to the particular and in a sense involves imposing
a system upon the range of issues a design should deal with, and
this modifies the kind of information wo need. Thus the use of
models is the exact opposite of an all-embracing analytical approach
advocated by some methodologists and reflects more closely the way
in which practising architects do design.
We mentioned the use of models in physios earlier. In scienoe
certainly there are instances where waye of working from the parti¬
cular to the general are employed (e.g. experiments of unifactorial
design, omission of friotion at least in the first instance in
certain mechanical problems). Ernst Hutten's word for this proce¬
dure is 'idealisation' (as opposed to abstraction), and he shows
quite clearly how idealisations are employed for the time being
and abandoned as soon as possible. They are never allowed to
"beooae a fixed conception".^ This suggests that working from
the particular to the general, taking only a few factors into
consideration at a time, is only a good recipe for gaining a quick
understanding of the nature of the task in hand. Beyond that only
the employment of models - that is to say abstraction - produces an
informed commitment to an architectural idea.
We now have a dear picture of how inventive personal aspects
affeot the type of information needed for design, and we have re¬
inforced our original hypothesis that strength of logic and concern
for the range of problem requirements are not the only forces that
direct architects towards solutions. Imposing models of sorts on
the range of problem requirements reflects the 3pirit of architectural
vboation and indeed tke workings of the human mind in general.
Thus there is a two-way relationship "between information and
models in the process of growth. It is the understanding of this
fact that gives the practising architect clues about what is the
right kind of information and prevents him from frittering away
valuable time in all-embraoing analyses which are found to be
highly redundant once the solution is reached.
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III. COMMUNAL INVENTIVE ASPECTS
Like other human activities the process of design is not
sustained "by totally objective knowledge. The proceeding pages
have tried to explain the reasons for this through a pragmatic
analysis of architects' works. There has been an attempt to
explain perceptions of architects in terms of psychological
terminology. But a discussion of architects' perceptions alone
cannot provide a complete explanation of determinants of design,
which can neither be described as belonging to logic nor as
expressive of a conoern for the requirements of those who use the
buildings. For instanoe as we noted in Chapter II movements such
as Classicism, Revivalism, Eclecticism and indeed certain forma-
listic attitudes of present day architects cannot be explained in
terms of the perceptions of individual architects at particular
periods and require a different kind of explanation.
The idea that knowledge is socially constructed goes back to
Hegel and Marx"*" and many distinguished scholars in diverse fields
have extended this notion. Durkheim was concerned with the non-
rational basis of human endeavours and the problem of collective
2
consciousness. Max Weber was interested in the same area and
attempted an explanation in terms of a 'magical', irrational
quality which gives oertain men the power to attract the loyalty
and devotion of their adherents.^ Evans-Pritchard put forward the
idea of a sooial monitor of perception to account for the problem
of collective consciousness,^ and more recently Alfred Schutz
suggested that the world of every day life is made up of background
expectancies and called these the "world known and taken for granted"
Many of these fundamental works and further developments on
6 7
this theme, particularly by Michael Polanyi and Thomas Kuhn,
make it possible to pursue the task of clarifying the nature of a
variety of human actions. The body of concepts emerging from these
works can be employed to study the operations of the architectural
profession. But prior to considering some of these concepts wo
must explain why we turn to sociology of knowledge. For instance,
it may be asked* does not the history of architecture deal with
this matter? It is true that mainly using biographical devices
historians have been able to illuminate wider aspects, such as
dominant theories and styles of different periods. But historical
studies somehow seem to concern themselves largely with celebrity
g
architects and associated notions of exoellent architecture
rather than the ordinary, which of course makes up the major part
of our environment. Exceptional instances deal with ordinary
architecture, and they fall into two groups. The first group
deals with architecture without architects, that is to say verna¬
cular architecture? it concerns the evolution of building methods
through a process of trial and error, but is only in a limited way
related to the practice of architecture. The second group tends
to describe ordinary architecture as inappropriate borrowing of
tricks from established masters. For the American critio Amestoy
a whole spectrum of modern architectural works can simply bo
described as 'Pretty Palace Syndrome', 'Organic School', 'Precision
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School', 'Brutal Guts School' and 'Architectural Memorabilis School'.
The British critic, John Donat, has described a building a8 "the
illegitimate offspring of a shot-gun marriage between Le Corbusier
and Aalto"In an essay entitled 'Modern Architecture and the
Historian - or the Return Of Historicism' Pevsner attempts to
describe a range of important modem architectural works as some
form of revival, and lists them under categories like neo-Liberty,
neo-Gaudi, neo-School of Amsterdam, neo-German Expressionism, neo-
Perret, and so on.*"*" The attitude underlying this method of classi¬
fication has to some extent stood in the way of a true understanding
of why the majority of architects perform the way they do. It will
be noticed that behind these three critics5 attitudes is a certain
12
concern with the visual aspects of architecture which automatically
bears a deeper understanding of the relationship between the major
part of the architectural profession's output and its established
accomplishments. The reason for this state of affairs can be traced
to the early days of the modern movement. The first loyalty of the
critics in the early stages of the movement was to the revolution
itself. It was more important to overcome the ridicule and scorn
with which modern buildings were greeted than to discriminate
between buildings that were capable of laying the foundations for
further practice of architecture. The modernists were so dedicated
to the cause that ready-made visual images of what the result was
going to look like were eagerly accepted. ¥e are still trying to
escape from this exaggerated emphasis being attached to the external
appearance. Even now critics on the whole are more interested in
pedigree identification than in the appraisal of individual works
as part of a generalised evolution of ordinary architecture.
88.
Another field which might he expected to throw some light on
the collective consciousness of architects as a group is that of
sociological studies of the profession. Its description demands
subdivision. Firstly there are the kind of studies carried out
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by authors like Barrington Kaye and Frank Jenkins. They deal
with the evolution of architectural practice, the shifting intel¬
lectual emphasis of the profession at different periods in history
(for instance, according to Barrington Kaye, 19th century architects
laid greater stress on artistic merit than on convenience), the
complexity of architectural practice, the effect of practical
matters such as estimates, contracts, competitions, methods of
producing preliminary drawings, methods of calculating fees, and
so on, on professionalism. These are useful in the general context
of architectural practice but do not make any contribution to tho
subject matter of this chapter. The seoond type of sociological
works deals with values held by different groups of architects,
e.g. those who are in private practice, those working for govern¬
ment departments, and those who work for developers and builders;
the political base of these values; valties arising from the conflict
between the dated idea of the architect as an artist and the more
current idea of him as a technologist; values held by the Slite
of the profession and others; the relationship between attitudes
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towards change and the power to implement change, and so forth.
These are useful, but factors other than programme requirements
which induce compulsions on designers cannot bo reduced to a
simple system of values. As will be seen later in this chapter
these factors constitute a much more complex network, of which
the sociological system of values is only a part.
89.
Taoit Knowledge and. Architectural Design
Neither studies in architectural history nor sociological
studies of the profession seem to offer any basis for the study of
the relationship between knowledge and design, and it seems inevi¬
table that illumination on it should come from the sociology of
knowledge. Productive debates on issues raised by this field are
likely to continue in the years to come, but for our purposes the
position taken by Michael Polanyi"^ and subsequently by Thomas
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Kuhn seems to provide a point of departure. Polanyi distinguishes
between two kinds of knowledges what is given in textbooks, maps,
mathematical formulae, etc. is one kind of knowledge? while know¬
ledge such as we possess before embarking on the act of doing
something is another form of knowledge. The first is explicit and
the second implicit. Polanyi's central thesis is that no knowledge
is or can be wholly explicit and in the case of solving problems
such as those in architectural design implicit knowledge looms
large. Kuhn's view is that implicit knowledge is acquired by the
act of doing rather than by acquiring rules for doing something,
and this type of tacit knowledge does not consist of unanalysable
intuitions, but rather it consists of tested and shared possessions
by the members of a group of professionals. These are embedded in
what he calls 'shared exemplars'.
The existence of shared exemplars in the field of design can
be demonstrated by a consideration of the form of simple products
of design activity - for example chairs. A simple comparison of
chairs produced in different periods shows that the difference
between them is not one of form in the sense of orderly arrangement
of components such as seat, "back-rest and arm-re3t, but that it is
a difference in the materials used, methods of manufacture, appea¬
rance, and so on. One can carry this further and say that if all
the chairs produced throughout the world are classified in terms
of their form as opposed to differences in construction methods,
jointing methods, materials used, etc. there will only be a limi¬
ted number of prototypical forms or exemplar of chairs. Depending
upon the materials used and the sensitivity of the designer to the
potential of that particular material th6re will, of course, be
slight variations within each prototypical form. In other words,
in spite of the advances in ergonomics the prototypical forms of
chairs remain unaltered, as the way human beings seat themselves
has not changed much through the centuries. Designers share with
everyone who has tackled problems of this kind a certain basic
approach conditioned by recurrent design situations.
The kind of tacit knowledge embedded in exemplars shared by
the community of designers and the ways in which it is put to use
can also be illustrated with reference to the recent history of
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university planning in Great Britain.
When the new universities were initiated in the early nineteen-
sixties the only precedents seemed to be: l) the 'vista' type
American campuses with buildings set behind avenues of trees (e.g.
Berkeley and Birmingham)5 2) campuses such as Indiana or Cornell
with free grouping of buildings set in large park lands; 3) the
more recent oxudie3 on the extension of existing universities
(e.g. Leeds and the results of the Sheffield University competition);
and 4) oampus towns such as Oxford, Cambridge, England and Cambridge,
Mass. The first was a formal idea embedded in the beaux-art tradition
and the modern movement was indeed a reaction against such formal
concepts. The second, which created an independent island of
buildings did not offer sufficient linkages and cohesiveness which
at that time were felt necessary for a closely knit highly inter¬
acting academic world. The third precedent was undoubtedly infiuen-
cial, but the situation in Sheffield and Leeds involved additions
and alterations to institutions deeply embedded in an existing
urban tissue. The problem of building new universities in large
open fields was felt to be quite different. The lessons that were
derived from the older universities like Oxford and Cambridge were
restricted to certain visual criteria? they were not thought to be
prototypical solutions as they had evolved over a period of time
and their processes were different from planning as such. Hone of
these precedents were at that time thought to hold any clues on the
nature of university planning and main ideas for university structures
came from the emerging ideas in the field of town planning.
The four models of universities that can be distinguished
from a study of the British new universities of the •sixties are
the precinct, the linked nodes, linear planning and grid3 or networks.
The precinct creates traffic-free zones by setting the buildings on
the boundaries with circumferential traffic systems. Sussex Uni¬
versity is simply a series of precincts and this kind of planning
had been employed in a number of new towns and had its original
exemplars in such places as the Inns of Court, and Harvard
Yard. York University is an example of linked nodes. The route
between buildings that are set independently on site becomes £
structuring element and tho covered walk between buildings also
carries the services on its roof. The town planning ezemplal is
of course, Ebeneyer Howard's concept of satellite towns linked by
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efficient transport routes. The idea of linear plan, that is the
tendency to build along the arteries of transportation is very
ancient indeed. Planning theories about this were begun by the
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Spanish engineer Don Arturo Soria y Mata in the 1880s. There
have since been several adaptations of it (e.g. the unexecuted
proposal for the new town of Hook). Essex University closely
follows Soria's proposals. The central transport route and a pe¬
destrian deck over it become the equivalent of tho 'backbone' for
development suggested by Soria. Lancaster goes further in proposing
a pedestrian spine with buildings on either side of it, and beyond
these vehicular access roads terminating in oul de sacs. The two
main flanking roads are linked together by an underpass. Networks
or grids tend to treat universities more as building types than
layouts and derive a plan from an arrangement of dominant spaces
serviced by an integrated system and a movement system into a grid
system, rather like many of the cities with gridiron plans.
As will be seen later on, a closer study of the evolution of
one of these models can suggest a great deal about the nature of
design process. But for the present the point worth noting is that the
potential of these new models is sufficiently high to take the atten¬
tion of the architects away from the four precedents described
earlier. At the same time these new models were open-ended enough
to leave room for adaptation by individual architects. The present
interest of the architectural profession in these four models is so
widespread that we can reasonably predict' the nature of any new uni¬
versity project; the new solution is very likely to be based on one
of these models or a combination of then.
Interestingly enough this explanation of tho practice of design
agrees closely with some established psychological findings about
oreativity. According to these findings a really oreative architect's
response to a particular problem consists not of bizarre and remote
solutions, but usually of relatively ordinary solutions in large
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numbers. What this really moans is that these architects are
aware of all the possible prototypical forms for a particular
architectural problem and hence do not waste their energies on
inventing new forms. Here the question 'how do new forms get
invented' arises, and on this we shall have something to say later.
It should immediately be pointed out that the use of the word
'model' or 'prototype' in this chapter is not inconsistent with the
term 'model' used in the last chapter. As issues raised by the
neutral, interpretative analogies of models discussed as part of
the personal inventive aspects get settled through repeated appli¬
cation in the real world, these models gain the status of established
accomplishments which provide bases for further practice of archi¬
tectural design. Thus the early design-related faot-gathering (e.g.
in the case of Leeds) is more random than the one which subsequent
design instances make familiar. Furthermore in the absence of a
reason for seeking new and unfamiliar information early fact-gathering
is usually restricted to data that lie ready to hand. But in the
absence of an interrelated theoretical and methodological belief
which permits selection, evaluation and criticism of these faots,
no design solution can be derived. If that body of beliefs is not
already inherent in that collection of data - in which case they
are more than mere facts - it must be supplied from outside, perhaps
from the current metaphysics (history shows that in the field of
architecture metaphysics of one sort or another is always present),
by another field (e.g. planning in the caBe of universities) or
by personal, heuristic models explained in Chapter II.
The most important conclusion that can be derived from the
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examples of the design of ohairs and university planning ia that
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the major part of architects' work rarely aims to produce new ideas
and yet designing is not simple replication of established proto¬
typical solutions. To see how this can be so it should be borne in
mind how very limited in scope and precision a particular model can
be at the time of its appearance. Models gain acceptance because
older models have reached a saturation point due to repeated appli¬
cation and therefore new models seem more successful in solving a
few problems which architects have come to recognize as acuta.
The phrase 'seem more successful' is critical. For instance, in
the early days of the modern movement architects felt that the lack
of fresh air and open spaces in older housing layouts were critical
problems, and the tower block set in an uninterrupted greenery
seemed to them a solution. To seem more successful, therefore, is
not to be either completely successful with a single problem or
notably successful with a large number of problems. Indeed as is
now well known the tower block set in uninterrupted open space
oreated more problems than it solved. Thus what we mean by the
success of a model - whether it is tower blocks, linear planning,
precincts, Ebenezer Howard's concept of satellite towns, or
constructional systems like SCSD or CLASP - is largely a promise
of success inherent in all these incomplete examples. The majority
of architects' work consists in the realisation of that promise.
Let us now attempt to classify and illustrate the natxiro of
the issues with which an ordinary architectural practice is usually
ooncerned. There seem to "be at least three classes of activities
which architects perform in the process of design, namely: determi¬
nation and/or consideration of significant facts? finding practical
uses for theoretical ideas exemplified by emergent models; and
artioulation of these models.
Determination and/or consideration of significant design-
related data is usually directed towards the class of facts which
a model has shown to be particularly revealing of the nature of a
design problem. They are not always determined by the designer,
but emergent models make them worth considering as important factors
in the prooess of design. These significant factual considerations
include: in university planning, walking distances between buildings,
movement of pedestrians and vehicles; in housing, number of storeys,
methods of refuse disposal, ways in which open spaces are used by
tenants and privacy; in laboratory buildings, integration of service
and structure; and so on. Clearly formulated theories in archi¬
tecture are rare. As an example, however, we might point to the
consideration of theoretical ideas on territoriality and later
developments (e.g. 'defensible space') by architects. There are of
course many other less easily used and perhaps more controversial
theoretical ideas suoh as theories about imageability of buildings,
daylight and systems of proportion.lt should be noted that, directly
or indirectly, faith in theoretical ideas of this sort is promoted
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by the emergent models. Thus architects work both with signifi¬
cant facts and theory, and their work doe3 not produce a building
which is just a source of new information but a dearer model
obtained by the elimination of uncertain features contained in the
original prototype. This then is the third class of activity,
namely that of model artioulation, hut a detailed discussion of it
must he deferred until later. It should he noted that consideration
of significant facts, finding practical uses for theoretical ideas
and model articulation as the three foci of architectural practice
are never permanently distinct hut for our analyses we had to
consider them under separate classes.
These three classes of activities exhaust the works of an
architectural practice. This way of explaining the work of archi¬
tects may he taken to mean that their work involves no novelty or
invention whatsoever; hut of course this is not the case, sinoo
thdre are instances where design produces invention. However this
thesis is concerned with the explanation of how the overwhelming
majority of architects carry out their task, and it would he a
digression to consider invention or novelty in design in this context.
Further, it must he appreciated that situations producing invention
of forms are few and far between: even Le Corhusier's productions -
hoth verbal and physical - can he traced hack to older ideas. The
idea of a roof garden was put into practice extremely effectively
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by the Duke of Montefeltro at Urhino during the Renaissance;
Le Corhusier's Mundaneum of 1929 was directly based on the Acropo-
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lis; it is well known that two of his Utopias of 'Ideal Paradise'
and 'Ideal City' go hack to Plato's 'Kronos' and 'Republic' respecti-
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vely. To these traditional associations Le Corhusier did add his
witticism and a liking for 'polar opposites' so that the sources
are not, in many cases, used as directly as these examples would
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suggest, hut in a kind of 'inside-out', 'topsy-turvy' way and
this makes it doubly difficult to know what exactly is an invented
form. One thing is certain: problems calling for invention of forms
are not to be had for the asking. After all, the inventiveness of
Joseph Paxton is to be found only in his Crystal Palace; in all his
other commissions he shows a totally conventional response. As
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Marston Fitch suggests, the following sets of circumstances were
absolutely essential for the emergence of noveltys
"a concrete and specific program calling for continuous,
well-lighted floor space; shax\p limits to the funds
and time available; the suitability of the structural
system on which he had already spent so much time and
energy. Even the eight days allowed for preparing the
drawings were auspicious. They allowed no time to worry
about appearance, so that the finished building shows a
beautiful innocence of current architectural controversy
over idiom and cliche. As a result, the building was as
lean and functional as a greyhound, revealing only in
its smallest details (column caps, tie bars, brackets)
the inprint of Victorian taste. In his later works these
controlling factors were missing. , •".
Designing as Anagram Solution
The most important conclusion that can be derived from our
discussion so far is that the major part of designers' works
rarely aims to produce new ideas and yet designing is not simple
replication of established prototypical solutions. Established
models of university planning, as we have seen earlier, do enable
us to anticipate the outcome of a new project an architect may
design, but the manner in which the final scheme may be a synthesis
of established models or derivative of a single older model can only
remain a speculation. But once the architectural idea oomes into
existence it is possible to recognize the characteristics that
relate it to the historically emergent prototype or model. In
other words, the anticipated may be achieved in an unprecedented
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way. All thl3 would suggest that designing is something similar
to 'anagram' solution. The word anagram is used in the ordinary
dictionary sense, that is a word or phrase formed from the letters
of another. Bringing the task of designing to a successful conclu¬
sion involves the generation of complex technical, formal and
spatial anagrams. Therefore, a major part of an architect's work
oonsists not just of using known spatial, constructional, and
service systems, "but of re-arranging the elements in these systems
to produce different hut meaningful results. The demands that ana¬
grams of this sort make of the architect are what keeps him occupied
and interested. As anagram solution proceeds, the emergent model
gets refined, and this refinement is both practical and theoretical
and engages not only a major portion of the architectural profession,
but also the academics and critics. Thus for instance we can regard
the Nuffield Foundation's work"^ on the design of laboratories as
Btudies directed towards model refinement.
So far in this chapter we have evolved a theory that explains
certain tacit but very practical aspects of design and this theory
has two distinct and interrelated parts which may be described as
follows. Firstly there is a kind of historical continuity in the
overwhelming majority of architectural creations. This continuity
results because architects derive their solutions from concrete
models and not from abstraot theories or new information. It is
of course true that certain taoit conventions predispose an architect,
to respect certain models rather than others and transform them
into suitable solutions to the problems at hand. We will discuss
these tacit conventions later on, but here it should be understood
that examples from a wide variety of design instances can be cited
to demonstrate that emergent models serve as bases for further
practice of architectural design. We have already seen this in
connection with university planning. The existence of emergent
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models in the field of housing and publio buildings and
commitment to these by architects can also be demonstrated in a
similar manner. To go further back in history, Walter Horn^ in
a thorough historical analysis has demonstrated the origins of the
medieval bay system of Romanesque, and Gothio churches in the aisled,
bay-divided, all-purpose timber structures that existed in Germany,
England, Holland and Scandinavia in the Middle Ages. He has
suggested that the tradition of bay division and skeletal construction
of these timber antecedents was not simply applied mechanically,
but had to be given a new significance corresponding to the pre¬
valent conception of feudal, ecclesiastical and celestial order,
and indeed the subsequent commitment to the bay system on the part
of medieval builders could be traced back to these conceptions.
Perhaps these conceptions vere not as veiled and inaccessible to
investigation by non-architects as the tacit conventions of the
present day architectural profession. At a more general level we
know that the rediscovery^ of Classic architecture by Renaissance
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architects and, to a lesser extent, their theme of 'ideal city'
furnished the basic alphabet and grammar of the idioms of Renais¬
sance, Baroque, Rococo and Neo-Classical revivals. A more specific
example is the evolution of the tempietto as a prototype. Bramante
derived his version of tempietto from Francesco di Giorgio's
experimental projects which in turn were based on the Teatro
Marittimo at Tivoli? Bramante's aesthetio principles and his
•logic of geometry' in transforming the older models helped in
100.
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inducing certain commitments towards their re-employment. ' To
take an even more concrete example it is possible to describe the
origins of the American balloon frame construction"^ and the Cana-
37dian plank wall construction in a similar sort of way. There is
a parallel between these constructional systems, but for the sake
of brevity we shall only describe the latter. Until about the middle
of the nineteenth oentury North American wooden structures had
their walls constructed using logs with intersecting corners, or
grooved posts using logs or horizontal posts or with frames in¬
filled with brick, stone, or other materials. At later stages
weather boarding was applied to the last method, sometimes omitting
the infill. Since nails were expensive, all three methods employed
bulky members which were assembled with mortice and tennon and pegs.
With the advent of machine-made nails, balloon frame construction
using mass produced, efficiently distributed dimensioned timber of
small cross-section (2"x4"x6") held together by nails largely
displaced the older construction. In Canada however, and particu¬
larly in Quebeo, a modified form of grooved-post wall construction
using nails to hold horizontal members and the mortice-and-tonnon
connection for the vertical and horizontal structural members
oontinued to be used. The model for this construction is obviously
the older grooved-post with horizontal boarding between the grooves.
This model has been traced to the Denmark of Viking times from where
it spread throughout Europe and migrated to Canada with the fur
O
traders. This shows clearly that ideas are not simply super¬
imposed on new situations but are usually given new interpreation
suited to the spirit of the time, which in this case was that of the
machine age. In other words, there is evidence of historical
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continuity in all design ideas.
We now turn to the second part of our theory in which we
suggest that models are not simply replicated as solutions to
design problems but rather that elements of a model are manipulated
to give different but meaningful results in much the same way in
which we manipulate letters in solving anagrams. What is a meaning¬
ful result is determined by the architect's tacit knowledge we
mentioned earlier. To give this part of the theory more substance
we need to consider it at two levels, both arising from our concern
that whatever- theory we may construct should provide more in the
nature of argument than mere analogy. First, we should consider
in what ways the terra 'anagram solution' highlights the nature of
design and its relation to tacit knowing, and second, we ought to
demonstrate more clearly, using concrete design examples, how the
manipulation of architectural elements takes place.
Although the word 'anagram' here is used metaphorically it
does provide a cogent schema for the process of design. Psycholo¬
gists have used the anagram extensively in their research in problem-
solving. Their findings, for instance, on the effect of the length
of anagram on the solution, the effect of familiarity with the word
and the frequency of occurrence of the word, do seem to illuminate
certain aspects of design and indeed its relation to the theory of
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knowledge. Take the length of the anagrams Kapalan and Carvellas
attempted to determine the number of 3 to 10 letter anagrams solved
by their subjects in 100 seconds; all the short anagrams with 3 or 4
letters were solved within the time, but an increase from 4 to 5
letters resulted in a fall of total anagrams solved, whereas an
increase from 8 to 9 letters resulted in a smaller not greator fall.
Reasons for this are that longer words include a repetition of
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letters, thus cutting down the number of possible letter orders;
also people usually begin with familiar combinations of 3 or 4
letters and the longer the words the more frequent are familiar
suffixes such as 'tion', 'ory', 'ness', etc. which can be manipulated
40
as units. Mayzner and Tressolt found that the effect of the
familiarity of the solution word, as well as letter order, was
very large. Further, if the anagrams have three solutions and the
subject roust obtain all three, the first solution will be the highest
frequency word, and the last the lowest.^ There are many combina¬
tions of letters that do not appear as the beginnings of English
words, and moreover vowels are not as common as consonants at the
beginning of a word. A well-read subject is likely to rule out
suoh beginnings. Obviously this 'rule-out' factor overlaps with
other factors, but by controlling some of these complications
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Gribben demonstrated that the 'rule-out' factor considerably
influenced the solution of both high and low frequency words.
Lastly the influence of previous learning on solutions to anagrams
has been accurately specified by Wiggins and by Dominowski and
Ekstrand. Wiggins^ demonstrated that exposure to low frequency
words before attempting a particular anagram can promote it at least
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temporarily to the top of the hierarchy. Dominowski and Ekstrand
found that even a common associative word of the solution word
presented before an anagram is attempted increases the availability
of the solution word itself.
The same sort of characteristics seems to be built into the
process of design and indeed some of the generalisations that emerge
from these experiments on anagrams seem to substantiate some of the
points on the sociology of knowledge mentioned earlier. The genera¬
lisation that can be made from experience on the effect of the length
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of words on anagrams is that while it is true that complex prohlems
are more difficult than simple ones, the increase in difficulty is
often lessened by non-random relations within the problem materials
and by non-random tendencies or dispositions among the people solving
the problem. This means that in architecture readily available
solutions to bits of a complex problem are often deployed in order
to simplify the task in hand? emergent models either constitute
such solutions or contain their major elements. In spite of contra¬
dictory findings that are emerging from research on man-environment
relations, design must go on, and indeed it does <30 on. The problem
of having to commit themselves to a design idea even though information
to which design should respond may be of a contradictory kind compels
architects as a group to avoid overt disagreements about the funda¬
mentals of what architecture is supposed to be and this compulsion
gives rise to a non^random network of habits, attitudes and ways of
seeing the architectural task which architects acquire as a group.
In the absence of reliable data on problems of man-environment
relations it is this network that leads them to solutions of various
sorts. In anagrams, familiarity with solution words influences the
solutions, and in architecture the designer's familiarity with model
solutions acceptable to the architectural community has a great
effect on the solutions proposed for particular problems. 'Rule-out'
faotors operate more or less in the same way as in anagrams - unaccept¬
able models (e.g. vista-type layouts, or buildings set in landscape
as self-contained entities as solutions to university planning) are
automatically ruled out. The emphasis on previous learning demon¬
strates how the process both in anagrams and in design is dynamic.
A low frequency word can be promoted to the top of the hierarchy
simply "by exposure of the word itself and to a lesser extent by
an associative of the solution word. In architecture too, as we
shall see, particular models tend to be promoted by exposure of the
model itself or associated principles in professional journals,
conferences, etc.
Turn now to the problem of comprehending real-world designs
as anagrams. Models are of course forms in the sense of orderly
arrangements of parts, and more precisely we may say that models
consist of elements and relations. This way of splitting the model
is a matter of expediency since it enables us to look at design at
different levels. A light fitting can be considered as consisting
of lamp, holder, shade and/or diffuser, etc. as elements arranged
in a certain relation to each other. At a higher level a study
bedroom consists of elements such as desk, chairs, bed, bookshelf,
pin up board, window, walls separating rooms, light fitting3, rugs,
socket outlets, etc. arranged in a ceratin orderly manner. At a
still higher level we may say a hall of residence is composed of
elements like study bedrooms, toilets, showers or baths, common
rooms, dining rooms, circulation elements (corridors, staircases,
etc.), access systems (pedestrian and vehicular), services systems,
etc. arranged in a oertain relation to each other. We can go on
employing this way of describing design solutions at whatever level
we want. Obviously qualities such as privacy, meaning of elements
and relations are integral parts of this notion of form}and these
qualities are considered in detail in Chapter V. For the time being
a great deal can be gained by looking at the design process as though
it were prior to qualities like these (we shall abandon this "idealise
view' as soon as possible).
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Let us consider a concrete example of design in order to
demonstrate the anagram characteristics of design. Emergent models
are forms because they are more than a simple summation of elements
and we may say a form has model characteristics when its relational
characteristics persist even though the elements themselves and/or
their location change. Thus in the case of universities with linear
plan we may show buildings, open spaces, traffic movement, pedestrian
movement, services system and phasing of buildings as elements and
determine how they are manipulated to produce designs which are
different but all quite related to the original model. Fig.3*1
shows this and it is largely self-explanatory.
Components of Architects' Tacit Knowing
Having suggested that the majority of architectural works are
directed by historically emergent model solutions, that the process
of design in all these works is to do with adapting and manipulating
the components of known systems, and that tacit conventions of a
certain kind predispose architects to respect certain emergent
models, we must now specify these conventions in detail.
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As Polanyi has suggested we have to reject the idea of wholly
explicit knowledge. Whether it is attempting anagrams or architect¬
ural design, human beings will always be ahead of data and use all
the means within their reach - sensory images, symbolic generaliza¬
tions, verbal formulations with all their overtones and undertones,
social conventions and imperatives,and values - including all the
lore of practices and procedures of any field. While this means
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that taoit knowledge cannot bo formulated in an absolute, once-
and-for-all way, it should not prevent us from understanding the
implication of its existence and functioning at a particular point
in time. In order to substantiate this view we might identify for
the field of architecture the following network of habits, attitudes
and ways of seeing1^ as essential components of an architect's
tacit knowing:
1. Metaphysical Beliefs:
(a) set of received beliefs
(b) mythical beliefs
(c) standards and regulations
(d) ways of seeing







(b) dominant technical aspects.
Some detailed discussion of each of these components is necessary
in order to clarify how they affect the nature of architectural
design.
Metaphysical Beliefs: these are the sort of abstract notions which
architects accept without much questioning and as a matter of
oourse. Many of them are taken as absolute truths and therefore
take on a metapkysioal status. Further specification of elements
within this category will establish more clearly their effect on
the prooess of design.
(a) Set of Received Beliefs
Through their training, architects develop a shared definition of
what their profession is all about, and this aids them in the
interpretation of problems and formulation of solutions. In other
words, implioit social organisations play an important role in
sorting out problems of knowledge within the field of architecture.
This process, which involves shared communication and shared inter¬
pretation of particular design instances, is based on different
kinds of social links. For instance, in the early stages of his
career an architectural student may rely entirely on his limited
experience and his individual make up in formulating solutions to
architectural problems. But as his training proceeds and as he
exposes his work to his tutors, the set of received beliefs begins
to have a strong hold on his design thought. At some stage of his
development the student begins to take for granted models that are
acceptable to the architectural community and those who teach him
will be anxious to see that the student's attention is drawn away
from models that are not acceptable. But students receiving
direction from their tutors represent only one type of social link.
There are many others, such as informal communication between
architects, formal collaborations, intellectual ties, communication
through learned journals and so on, which servo to strenghten the
force of received beliefs.
(b) Mythical Beliefs ^
All human endeavours have a mythical component, and normally the
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least likely the event giving rise to a myth, the most readily
acceptable is the myth. The very substance of myth is its non-
rationality; faith in it demands the absence of doubt. Myth must
not be regarded as a defect; it is rather a mode of communication
amongst the members of a given group. In all mythical systems
vital episodes recur in several different versions. For instance
we find the conviction that the human body provides the ideal
standard of measurement not only in Vitruviu3 but during Renaissance
times, and more recently in Le Corbusier's works (both in his
writings and in his buildings). Another marked characteristic of
mythical systems is that we will meet in all of them lasting series
of binary discriminations as between moral/immoral, legitimate/
illegitimate, good/bad. Architectural theory is full of such
distinctions and adherence to such beliefs is what convinces the
architects that they and they alone possess the skills of design.
In architectural theory throughout the ages one encounters many
binary discriminations such as good/bad, honest/dishonest, pure/
impure. For instance, binary discriminations between good and bad
appear in Le Corbusier's writings in connection with flat roofs
and pitched roofs, horizontal windows and vertical windows; and
i
in the 18th and early 19th century Western architecture was highly
influences by a widespread feeling that the classical forms of
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Greece were pure and those of Rome were impure.
(c) Codes of Practice, Standards and Regulations
In many instances these take on a metaphysical meaning, in the sense
that the underlying assumptions and accepted ways of interpretation
are taken on faith. While it is true that the effect of mandatory
standards (e.g. those on daylight, visual privacy, staircase access
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for housing schemes in Britain) is to put pressure on architects
to conform, the occasional emergence of an interpretation slightly-
different from the norm suggests that the profession on the whole
takes the mandatory regulations as something absolute. Further,
compulsion towards a single way of interpreting even suggested
standards as opposed to mandatory ones (e.g. on sunlight), and the
general reluctance to take advantage of the existing machinery for
relaxing such regulations suggests thit codes of practice, standards
and regulations oan assume mythical qualities.
(d) Ways of Seeing
Some points about architects' ways of seeing have already been
made in Chapter II in connection with the works of Viollet—le-Duc,
Le Corbusier, Aalto and Pietila; our analysis of some of these
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architects* design process using the kind of approach Gombrich
has followed suggested that their ways of seeing must be regarded
as root-characteristics of any creative activity.
(e) Organising Principles that Govern Perception Itself
Many architects hold the view that various forms of 'grids' and
'modules' make good design easier. Justifications such as 'grids
bring unity to design' are often employed. It should be noted,
however, that the use of grids or modules is not peculiar to the
5020th century. These techniques were known to the medieval masonsj
Cesarino's illustrations in the 1521 edition of Vitruvius employs
grids. Yignola used grids to draw comparative orders and Doric
porticos. Jefferson and Durand used them extensively in the 18th
and early 19th century. Systems of proportion, simple relationship
V
diagrams using lines and circles arc other organising principles
which in their own small way affect the final synthesis in architect¬
ural design.
Sociological Paradigms: sociologically viewed elements in our net¬
work are a collection of architects* habits which help them in
deriving anagram solutions. They may be based on intellectual
formulations, mechanical aids in the process of design, or shared
generalisations. Depending upon the particular design situation
any or all of these habits may be involved. Further specification
of sociological paradigms include
(a) Symbolic Generalisations
These are the sorts of generalisations that are employed without
question or dissent by the community of architects - for instance
Frank Lloyd Wright's dictum that "the inner nature of architectural
problems always contained a solution in itself". Such a statement
suggests a range of specific actions for its adherents, and the
same applies to statements such as 'form follows function*, 'the
structure (the load bearing elements) must be honestly expressed',
'architectural space is one in which it is evident how it is made',
'the building should reveal the social organisation inside it*and
the like. Rhetorics like these are, in the long run, habit-forming.
These generalisations are not peculiar slogans of the twentieth
century. To the architects of the Renaissance Gothic was 'monstruous
51and barbarousv In the nineteenth century, Pugin felt that Gothic
was structurally efficient, constructionally honest, artistically
coherent and unified, and as a style uniquely suited to Christian
52
worship, whereas Renaissance was pagan.
(b) Values
This term is used here in the strict sociological sense and includes
\
the kind of findings a sociologist establishes when studying a
particular group; for instance differences in values between
112.
architects working for government departments,architects in private
practice and those working for building development firms, the
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political base of their values.
(c) Shared Models
These have been mentioned already; but shared models form the most
important part of our discussion and therefore deserve a more
detailed treatment than the other components in the network. Volflin
54in his Principles of Art History remarks that all pictures owe more
to other pictures than they do to nature. Something analogous is
true of architectural design; that is to say all architectviral
designs owe more to other designs than to the nature of architect¬
ural problems. The major part of architectural solutions are
derived from past accomplishments which the community of architects
accepts as established, and these provide models for its further
practice. But a model, in order that it may gain the status of an
established accomplishment, should be sufficiently new to attract
a group of adherents away from the older model and be open-ended
and not too refined to allow anagram solution to proceed without
too much difficulty. This fact has already been demonstrated with
reference to the four models of university planning, but it can
be elaborated in greater detail. In order to save space we will
55
not attempt such an elaboration for all the four models, but
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simply look at the evolution of linear planning. George Collins
has carried out an extensive study of Arturo Soria y Mata's (1844-
1920) theory of linear planning, his pilot project at Madrid and
later applications of linear planning throughout the world, and from
his studies we know a great deal about the origins of the idea, how
it became known abroad and how it was adapted by other designers.
The essence of Soria's concept of linear planning was as follows:
the spine of his layout was a single principal street of 40 metres
width and of infinite length. This was intersected at 300 metres
intervals by secondary streets of 20 metres width forming large
blocks of 40,000 to 60,000 square metres. The spine was to be
used by trolleys during the day and by freight cars during the
night. The blocks were to be subdivided into moderately sized
plots and the buildings of moderate height on these plots would be
separated from each other by vegetation and from the street by a
5-metre strip of greenery. Large plots for the wealthy faced the
main spine and smaller ones the parallel secondary street, but the
rich and the poor would live in close proximity. Under the spine
and the street were services, and some of the large plots were
devoted to communal facilities. The city would be an endless band
of about 500 metres width connecting the old centres (see Fig.3.2).
This idea of using a transportation system as an organising element
was later followed by Carlos Carvojal Miranda in Chile (1908-29),
by Captain J.W. Petawel of England (1909-11); by Milo Hastings
(Pig.3.3) (between 1909-19), Edgar Chanbless (in 1893) and Arthur
C. Comey (in 1923) in America, by Professor Miliutin in Russia (as
an architect of the 1928-33 five-year plan) (see Pig.3.4), by the
British Mars group (1937-42) (see Fig.3.5)? in the 'forties by
Hilbershimer (Pig.3.6) and Le Corbusier with his Ascoral Associates
(Pig.3»7)* The point worth noting is that none of these is a simple
replication of Soria's model; they have been adapted to suit
particular situations, but the principles that are common to all
are that they coordinate the transportation routes and minimise























ARRANGEMENT OP STREETS AND PLOTS, CIUDAD LINEAL, MADRID
(source* George Collins, The Ciudad Lineal of Madrid, 1959) e
PIG. 3.2 (continued)
and rural living. Even in Lancaster University, where the spine
is entirely pedestrian, all these principles apply. Incidentally,
we must note that the pedestrian route and the vehicular routes at
Lancaster are rearranged, but nevertheless they follow the axial
route as in Soria's model and here we truly see the 'schema' of
anagram solution in operation. Pig.3,8 shows the development plan
of Lancaster University, Soria's linear plan and the plan of a medie¬
val town using the same notation to denote elements.
Arturo Soria and his associates spread their ideas in several
ways. They ran a periodical called 'La Ciudad Lineal'; they
actively participated in international congresses; articles on the
lineal city of Madrid appeared in the English periodical Garden
Cities and Town Planning, and Benoit Levy of France wrote several
articles on their work in his own country, in England and in the
116.
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Between 1909 and 1919 Kilo Hastings in Aaerica evolved his own
version of linear plan. In his plan houses are to be arranged
along the inside of long 'IP shaped road loops penetrating the
countryside. Houses will face a coisnon park that fills the
interior of loops. Incorporated under the single streets are
various servioes.




for linear Stalingrad in
about 1931 consisted of
parallel strips of a residential
zone (l) which included also
y~—;^ c:\t- schools and public buildings, a
>/~~7 ! GQi7 green belt (2), an industrial
~ "" '
zone (3)y an arterial highway (4)
andvthe railway (5). 7 denotes
,2 countryside and 6 the river Volga.
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Hilbersheimer'e linear plan is rather similar
to the Mars plan in that the regional city is
developed as skeletal offshoots from a sain
artery of transportation.
A. industry B. sain highway C. local highway
D, commercial area E« residential area
F. schools in park.
A SETTLEMENT UNIT OF EILBERSHEIMER'S LINEAH
PLANNING OF THE 1940s'
(frora Hilbersheimer, The New City).
FIG.3.6
United States. Of course followers of certain ideas need not "be
linked to one another directly. It is not necessary to know a
particular person in order to he influenced by him. Ties between
adherents of linear planning were created more indirectly on the
basis of common interests in the principles which linear planning
embodied rather than by propinquity or the status enjoyed by Soria
and his associates. Journals and other publications provide a
V




In the industrial city of Le Corbusier and Ascoral
settlement unit3 branch off at intervals from
transportation arteries which in turn connect the
old concentric cities.
THE INDUSTRIAL LINEAR CITY OP LE CORBUSIER
AND ASCORAL ASSOCIATES ABOUT 1948
(source: Le Corbusier, Oeuvres Completes)
PIG.3.7
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and groups are prevented from becoming an isolated cult. Thus
linear planning started off as a visionary idea with its only
executed example in Madrid. But it did have a promise of success
and the major part of the architectural profession's activity
consists in the realization of that promise. The mo3t compelling
of all constituents of our network then are exemplified by the
generalised models of this sort. While they continue to be respected
they aid the individual designer and limit the range of acceptable
solutions.
Shared Constructs: apart from the models disoussed above, the
architeot as an individual belonging to a closed group acquires
a multitude of commitments and compulsions at lower and more concrete
levels. These have been named shared constructs. The sub-components
of shared constructs are
(a) Representational Aids
These are commitments to accepted ways of representing an architect¬
ural idea. The mere fact that one produces drawings before one
builds must to some extent influence what one conceives. For
instance we know that three-dimensional representation affected
architecture and painting profoundly from Renaissance times up to
the end of the 19th century. There is also evidence for the fact
that presenting buildings of the past with the aid of cross-sectional
isometric diagrams started by Auguste Choissy led to the perception
57of buildings as complex objects composed of simple shapes. There
are many modern buildings in which axonometric representation has
had a considerable influence on the design idea.
(b) Dominant Technical Aspects
A second and perhaps the most important element of shared constructs
is represented by the dominant technical aspects that provide
stimulus for architectural ideas. We are not concerned with the
special technical problems a particular design task may present;
our concern is rather with the generalised commitments a designer
has to certain technical aspects, regardless of the design task.
This also includes the dominant concern of a group of architects
for particular technical aspects at certain periods of history.
Some examples may clarify this. The architects concern for
external and internal proportions of buildings during the Renaissance
is well known. In Baroque and Rococo the dominant concern was
with the quality of natural light, and one sees a similar preoccu¬
pation with the natural light in many of Aalto's works. Investi¬
gations in history should reveal many such technically-based
constructs which are shared by the community of architects and
which strongly influence the nature of architecture.
This completes our description of the network of the
architectural community's habits, attitudes and ways of seeing.
This list is by no means exhaustive; it is 6nly intended to il¬
lustrate the kind of implicit factors that affect the nature of
design. It is these factors that enable an architect to be ahead
of data on design problems and suggest solutions of sorts. It is
the existence of tacit knowledge resulting from them that induces
shared commitments and compulsions of a metaphysical, theoretical,
methodological, technical and representational kind on architects.
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Relevance of Inventive Aspects
The preceding sub-sections and the last chapter carried our
schematic description of how design is actually done as far as it
can go, and now we may summarize the implications of such description.
The essential significance of different types of information is only
to a limited extent understood by all the participants in the
building process. The nature of design is such that we may expect
the architect to select even further from the data whose worth is
appreciated by everyone. Observable patterns in the process of
design as it is done suggest that architects impose architectural
systems of a kind upon the range of design requirements, and this
modifies the degree of importance attached to each piece of informa¬
tion. It is in this respect that implicit knowledge rather than
explicit knowledge looms large. Of course, early fact-gathering
in a field of design where there are no precedents tends to be
random, and every kind of data that is available is collected, but
at later stages of development of a design type, data collection
becomes more purposeful and less time consuming, Thus emergent
models in a particular design field offer a sense of direction
for the fact-gathering activity of an architectural practice. But
emergent models in the majority of instances are implicit or sub¬
merged; whilst one can observe evidence for their existence in
architects* explanations of their design, in critics' reviews, and
so on, the description of the model itself is quite difficult.
As has already been pointed out, emergent models are not
objeots for replication; neither are they solution-images (e.g.
a stxidy bedroom suggested as the only and the most obvious solu¬
tion to student living). A model is a systematic repertoire of
ideas contained in an established architectural example. It
suggests further issues, taking us "beyond the specific problem
requirements in response to which it originally emerged and it is
this suggestiveness and deployability that makes a model something
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more than a solution-image.- The description of a model requires
some key terms and expressions with clarification of relations
between elements, and these get supplemented as model refinement
proceeds. For instance, we used coordination of traffic and pe¬
destrian movements, minimising cross-currents of traffic, mixing
the benefits of urban and rural living, avoidanoe of disturbance
to already completed areas by subsequent building activity, etc.
as the key phrases to describe linear planning. If a particular
model is to become a useful speculative tool these phrases and key
terms employed for its description must be sufficiently rich in
their implicative power. Thus it is no coincidence that adherents
of Soria y Mata or Ebenezer Howard's original ideas have been
stimulated into producing interesting practical applications that
bear the label of their respective masters.
Of course there is always the danger that models will acquire
a metaphysical status and will be permanently insulated from testing
through practical application and evaluation. The more persuasive
an emergent model, the greater the risk of it becoming a self-
oertifying myth. But even the worst of emergent prototypes like
the tower blocks seem to yield to the demands of experience, and
because of this the danger of models becoming straight-jackets is
considerably reduced.
If our schematic description of the design process and the
part played by models in it has caught the essential structure of
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design activity, then some interesting consequences for the study
of design-related information follow. The primacy of models suggests
that search for form is less important than a concern for what can
"be called 'process'. For example, in the case of design of chairs,
originality 3hows itself first in such things as material used and
methods of manufacture, and these in turn are affected "by social
factors like who makes the chair,how many people can have it, and
so on. Changes in the technical and social aspects of the process
lead to modifications in the form of the - prototype - this indeed
is the essence of our concept of neutral analogy; but in spite of
these ohanges a new chair will fall within one of the finite range
of emergent prototypical forms. This primacy of social and techni¬
cal aspect of process over form has been shown to be historically
typical for all branches of design. This does not mean that 'form'
is unimportant; it means, rather, that - excluding some rare instances -
commitment of designers to emergent models is strong, and that
progress in design ia achieved only through ohanges in 'process'.
So a brief-writer or an architect who formulates his own brief
must work with emergent models, ana information on the two aspects
of the process in a nested and overlapping way. In a reasonably
developed design field, identification of emergent models and
their description should provide key terms and phrases pregnant
with design implications whioh facilitate the choice of the most
appropriate model, whioh in turn offers directions for design-
related fact-gathering.
The main argument so far has been that analysis of inventive
aspects can increase our understanding of the process of design.
In the next chapter we wish to show how this understanding can bring
practical improvements to the process of brief-making.
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IV. INFORMATION ANN DESIGN
In order to show the relevance of inventive aspects to brief-
writing we begin by considering how briefs are written conventio¬
nally. Brief-makers, be they architects or administratox's, are
concerned with the description of the nature of the building
required as exhaustively as possible, and most design guides and
checklists are used as aids to that description. Activities which
users are expected to carry out and resources reqxiired for these
activities are traditionally treated separately. In architecture,
space forms a major pai't of the resources required for different
types of activities and therefore spaces are given 'use-names'.
Thus use is closely related to the behavioural conception"'' of
activity and the data on it are a set of typical averages derived
from statistical treatment of the observations of behaviour. The
building required is then described in terms of a taxonomy, giving
an aocount of spatial and functional characteristics such as size,
volume, opening for light, air, communication between spaces, and
so on. This in essence is the process leading to a schedule of
accommodation which constitutes the major part of a traditional
brief. Design activity is seen as something that involves the
establishment of a systematic fit between built space and activity.
Standards and regulations to some extent work against the notion of
fit between space and activity. There are two reasons for this:
first, standards and regulations themselves do not make explicit
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the assumptions on which they are based; secondly, designers on
their part make no attempt to uncover the intentions behind regu¬
lations and standards; instead, designers often regard them as
disadvantages from which it is difficult to free oneself. Space
standards themselves are based on statistical averages of observable
behaviour which are then converted into normative elements. In
this sense there really is very little difference between standards
and the way a schedule of accommodation is usually derived.
A number of methods for collecting information about space
requirements normally precede the process of brief-making. The
Room Data Sheet Method devised by a number of architects working
in hospital planning, the Activity Data Method devised by the
Ministry of Public Building and Works (1966) and the Royal Institute
of British Architects' method (1965) are a few examples. As the
name implies, RDS takes the room as the basis and accepts it as
part of a schedule of accommodation. ADM is more fundamental: it
attempts to record details of the activities that are to take place.
The RIBA's method of studying user requirements attempts to identify,
besides the activities, the equipment required and the people invo?"3d
in the activities to be carried out in the proposed building. There
are many combinations and adaptations of these three methods that
are in vogue in the architectural field. The usual kind of questions
that these methods aim to answer are: who is doing what, where and how?
In the field of architecture there are many who would express
scepticism about the methods described above, but their reservations
usually concern the methodology and not the principles behind the
idea of a schedule of accommodation derived from a consideration
of users' activities. Those who reject these methods do so on
grounds of practicability and of benefits not being proportional
to the effort expended. Since there exists no informed critique
of these methods at a fundamental theoretical level, the credibility
of these methods never gets settled; their application in practice
becomes more a matter of fashion than of conviction about their
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usefulness. This is not the place to settle such a vast issue,
but even mentioning the usefulness of data collecting methods bring
us to the relation bet-ween different types of data and inventive
aspects. Our aim here is not to suggest that the schedule of
accommodation can be discarded; it is rather to suggest that some
of the simplifications that inevitably result when one employs a
schedule can be avoided by the inclusion of qualitative formulation
An exhaustive description of the required environment is
neither useful nor desirable; after all, there is a limit to the
amount of data human beings can absorb; persistence in absorbing
too much will result in what is known in psychology as 'cognitive
stress*. Psychologists suggest that we never see new information
as unique but always connected with past information it resembles.^
Here lies the importance of models, and if the designer is going to
have difficulty in shedding his commitments to personal as well as
communal models, what is the point in attempting an exhaustive
description of the nature of the building required in a neutral
language? The relationship between new and old information
strengthens our assertion that a brief-writer should work with
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emergent models and design data hand-in-hand, but it does not
provide any basis for linking the two in a practical way. However
if we stop to ask what happens between information and its trans¬
formation into design we realise that information and design are
not discrete categories; that is to say any thought about design-
related information is also a thought about design itself. Further,
those key statements we used in Chapter III to describe a model are
in fact design concepts. When we talk about seeing new information
in some way connected with old information, it is these concepts
that provide the link between the two. In the process of design
it is hard to know where information stops and concepts begin, and
where concepts become concrete ideas. Somewhere in this process
the skills of the designer also play their part. Although skilled
performance is closely connected to information processing, there
are some difficulties in relating it to the idea of design informa-
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tion and concepts. Appendix 4 deals with design skills and it is
worth pointing out that the content of this appendix stresses the
importance of pre-8xisting patterns of response or lower-level
models. Although information, concept and design are highly inter¬
related categories, in order to study them closely we must consider
them individually and examine their role in the process of design.
Information
We have mentioned certain types of information (e.g. functional-
practical, information on qualitative aspects, inventive information)
without attempting an explicit definition of it. As the objective
so far has bean to understand the nature of design and to describe
the context and the complexity of the issues involved, this was
justifiable. However we have now reached a point where the task is
to make certain practical suggestions and therefore it is important
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to "be clear about the term •information'.
There is a considerable literature on information systems for
designers, yet it i3 very hard to find a definition of what is meant
by information for design. Ever increasing literature on informa¬
tion systems for design suggests that designer and information
scientists have only an implicit idea of what kind of data are
useful in the design process, and consequently everything that is
vaguely suspected to be useful for design is supplied to designers.
The structuring of it all is largely left to the ability of indi¬
vidual designers and brief-writers.
The emergence of the whole subject of information theory and
of psychologists' attempts to apply it to the study of man has led
to widespread confusion between the notion of information per se
and various formulae used in calculating its amount.^ This does
not mean that information theory does not offer any insights useful
to the field of design, but rather it means that in the application
of it to the problems of translating briefs into design solutions
we cannot give any precise mathematical formulations. There are
however some general insights which some of the basic principles
of information theory (particularly those on the notion of 'noise'
or redundancy, and on the idea of equating information in this
technical sense largely with unpredictability) offer; but they are
too general to be applicable to the subject matter of this thesis.
In ordinary language the word 'information' has different
meanings. It can, for instance, mean communication or exchange of
knowledge; it can simply be a warning or advice or notice or a hint;
it can convey the idea of documentation and records, intelligence and
news, messages and reports, and so on. From these different interpretations
of the term 'information* we need to select a meaning and present
a definitive statement which applies particularly to our study.
The central concern of this study is with all those aspects that
determine forms form in the sense of 'orderly assemblage of parts'.
Information can be said to be relevant to design, if the situation
or event that particular information describes determines form in
space and/or time regardless of where the information originates.
Thus a short definition would be simply 'that which determines form*
At the early stages of design activity the form in question is a
representation of some state of affairs. In this case our short
definition becomes 'that which logically determines representational
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activity*. Some of the key phrases used to arrive at this defi¬
nition must now be clarified. The phrase 'determination of form
in space and/or time' takes into account the importance of factors
like phasing, future provisions, adaptability, and so on. Exchange
of views and ideas between client, architect, xisars and consult¬
ants can be regarded as a complex scheme of information transmission
some of which can determine form,and hence the inclusion of the
phrase 'regardless of where the information originates'. Further,
as has been pointed out in Chapter I, clients* attitudes to the
provision of design-related information is varied, and architects
often supplement the information they get from clients with infor¬
mation from other sources and with inventive information. Lastly
it may be thought that there is contradiction in the idea of in¬
ventive information and information defined as something that
logically determines representational activity. In recognizing,
formalising and specifying inventive information we are attempting
to account for it as logically as possible.
It seems that information can determine form in two ways: a)
by a process of arrangement of parts; and b) by a process of selection#
An example of a) would be a study bedroom whose form is determined
by the designer from information on basic requirements of the user,
i.e. the need to sleep, the need to study, the need to rest, the
need to entertain friends, and so on. An example of b) would be
selection of a form of study bedroom from recommendations in a
design guide. At the early stages of design both processes of form
determination are present, but depending on who the architect is,
case a) or case b) predominates the process.
One of the problems of data collection is to know whether a
piece of information is relevant to design or not; this problem is
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particularly acute in the case of social aspects of architecture.
Our definition of information strengthens the two-way relationship
between information and its transformation and can be used as a
criterion for choosing the relevant information and for discarding
the irrelevant. In discussing information, architects and methodo-
logists often speak of 'all the information needed for design*. A
definable point in any sequential array of information can be
formally considered as informationally sufficient; for instance the
quantity of information necessary for deciding whether A is equal to,
greater than, or smaller than C is: A^ B, B>C. This is the infor¬
mationally sufficient array of information, and any subsequent data
or repetition of these data would be redundant. However convincing
this may be from a logical point of view, it is highly misleading
9from the psychological point of view of information for design.
The psychological informational sufficiency with respect to design
depends upon the strategy of information utilization a designer will
adopt, and upon the manner and rate at which he will use the
information. In short it will depend on the conoepts embodied by
the model solutions which an architect considers as most suitable
for the problem he is tackling.
Concept
In the past when 'concept' was considered a generalised mental
imago there was no problem of definition. Attempts to go beyond
the idea of incommunicable mental pictures have to face the diffi¬
culty of producing a definition acceptable to all fields which deal
with the idea of concepts. For instance, philosophical writings
suggest^ that abstraction is consideration of logical form of
contents, and that such abstracted forms are concepts. Consider
for instance how many notions follow the general pattern called
'oscillation'. The swing of a pendulum, the swaying of a tall
building, the vibrations of a violin string, all these are examples
of oscillation. Now if we omit all references to tall buildings,
violin strings and pendulum, we would probably define the form-type
as 'rythmic movement to and from'. Thus when we consider the form
of various things or events and call it by a name that does not
suggest any particular thing or event we are deliberately abstracting
form from all things that have it, and such an abstracted form is
'concept'.
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Bruner et al. suggest that a certain group of psychologists
accept this definition and elaborate it as follows: 'concept' is
defined by the common elements shared by a collection of objects,
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and attaining a concept 'inductively' is similar to producing a
composite photograph "by superimposing instances on a common photo¬
graphic plate until everything idiosyncratic has "been removed and
all that is common emerges. Another group of psychologists feel
that a concept is not the common element in a group of objects,
but is rather a relational thing, a constituent part of the process.
Bruner et al. suggest further that entering into the details of
such a controversy is relatively unproductive. It is more useful
to regard 'concept' as a matrix of inferences between sign and
what it signifies, so that one goes far beyond observable properties
of an object or event that simply help one to name it. We see the
plan of a building with an open court, all the habitable rooms have
windows facing the court and none facing the outside; wo infer that
it is an inward-looking building. We infer further that such a
building is probably located in a place which does not offer an
attractive outlook or that it is a building for users who prefer
to shut themselves off from outside onlookers. Thus we may define
concept as the network of inferences that are or may be set into
play by an act of categorisation.
♦
A comprehensive definition of concept then is that it is an
abstraction. It is a hypothetical construct. One who has a concept
can do things that others cannot do. Achievement of a concept is
demonstrated by use of abstraction for classification, communication
and indeed design, according to the standards of a particular culture
or group. Reference to culture or group is important, for concepts
are relative. What one generation of architects regards as sound
and objective concepts may be regarded as irrational by the siibse-
quent generation. In recognition of this fact we shall give con¬
temporary as well as historical examples in our explanation of
different types of concepts and their relevance to brief-making
and design which now follows.
Four types of concepts can be distinguished: class concepts,
dimensional concepts, explanatory concepts or principles, and
singular concepts.
Class Concepts: Knowledge is highly ordered. Knowledge of the
concept of windows implies knowledge of xneir position in a cogni¬
tive structure. Windows are a subordinate part of what can be
called physioal control devices; other subordinate elements of
physical control devices are walls, roofs, rooflights, ventilators
doors, Windows in turn have their own subordinate classes: sash
windows, timber windows, steel windows. Thus class and category
here are synonymous, and they are discrete structures; they vary
qualitatively from one another: columns, rooms, beams, corridors.
Unidimensional classes are defined by one feature or one attribute
only: red objects, massive things, brittle materials. But most
class concepts tend to be multidimensional: long dark unfriendly
corridors, inward looking arrangement of rooms, in situ concrete,
framed multistorey block of flats. Thus class concept is "either
a set of elements satisfying some criterion or else the criterion
itself*' We may illustrate the properties of classes with re¬
ference to physical control devices. If we regard the purposes
of these as filtering, forming barriers, offering switching mecha-
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nisms, offering connection, a window possesses the attributes
of a filter, switch and connector. A window acts as a filter to
heat and cold, and as a visual connector; and since it can regulat
both these by being open or closed it serves as a switch.
The language of logio and psychology makes three principal
distinctions between conjunctive, disjunctive and relational
classes.A conjunctive class is defined by the presence of
several attributes. Pugin attempted to set up a conjunctive cate¬
gory for churches: all churches should have pointed windows, steep
17
pitched roofs and spires. To give an example from contemporary
practice of design, the brief for a children's home may state that
the proposed building must attempt to combine the virtues of one's
own home with the requirements of group living.
More difficult to grasp is the disjunctive class defined by
l8
any one of two or more attributes. Alberti - following his
recommendation of a number of desirable plan shapes for churches -
suggests that plans derived from a square may be enriched by one
chapel at the far end or, in addition, a central chapel at each
side, or an odd number of chapels at each side. For a circular
plan he suggests the addition of six or eight chapels, and for
polygonal plans one chapel for each wall, or one each to alternate
walls. At the early briefing stage of a housing project an archi¬
tect may suggest to his clients either to build an entirely lovr rise
development or, if they want to build a mixed development using some
tower blocks, he may suggest that they choose the tenants for the
tower blocks extremely carefully and provide as much compensatory
provisions as possible for the inconvenience created by this type
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of block. According to many case studies elderly people spend
a great deal of time sitting by the window observing the outside
world; in view of this, a brief for an old people's home may suggest
that the main rooms of flats must look onto a busy thoroughfare or
into a well designed internal area (e.g. courtyard) of lasting interest.
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The main difficulty in the acquisition of disjunctive class concepts
is caused by their arbitrariness; that is to say the lack of relation
between those attributes which can substitute one for another.
The relational class is characterised by a specifiable rela¬
tionship between defining attributes rather than by the simple
presence of these features. All systems of proportion in archi¬
tecture are relational conoepts. In one of his projects which mo¬
dified an existing environment based on his ideas on defensible
space, Oscar Newman suggests that public seating in the centre of
a public path must be provided in such a way that it is "at a
distance from dwellings sufficient to eliminate conflicts over use,
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but close enough to bo tinder constant surveillance by residents".
Building regulations specify certain relations between riser and
tread of staircases.
What is particularly instructive about psychological findings
on class concepts is that the manner in which a person classifies
new instances depends to a large extent upon concepts he has con¬
structed out of instances he has already encountered. In other
words, when one learns to categorise a set of events one is doing
more than simply learning to recognise instances encountered; one
is also learning a set of rules that may be applied to other instan-
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ces. After all, when a student of architecture learus about
emergent model solutions he also learns something about the circum¬
stances in which these models may be used as solutions, tridimensional
classes are more easily learnt than multidimensional ones, and of
the latter conjunctive classes are easier to learn than disjunctive
and relational classes. We know that legal writings use a consi¬
derable amount of disjunctive and relational classes in order to
avoid ambiguity and very often to such an extent that the text
becomes incomprehensible to the layman. But in architectural brief-
writing the exact opposite happens. The temptation to write the
brief in terms of unidimensional and conjunctive classes can be too
strong to resist. For instance in the example of public seating
and public path mentioned in connection with Oscar Newman's work,
a brief-writer is more likely to employ one of the following state¬
ments rather than a relational description: 'anonymous public seating
must be avoided' or 'public seating should not interfere with the
privacy of residents'. If statements such as these are to avoid
ambiguity they need to be expanded, giving more information about
the design situation. Such an expansion is highly likoly to employ
multidimensional classes, more particularly disjunctive and relational
classes. Now the implicative power of emergent models is largely
duo to the fact that they embody multidimensional concepts, Thu3
coordinated traffic and pedestrian movement, minimisation of cross
currents of traffic, combining the benefits of urban and rural
living, avoidance of disturbance to already completed areas by
subsequent building activity, etc, which we used for describing
linear planning are in fact examples of multidimensional class
oonoepts.
Dimensional Concepts: Making sense of the environment involves
not only organising things and events into abstract classes but
also positioning them in abstract dimensions. Class concepts and
dimensional concepts have a great deal in common, but generally
olasses or categories are discrete and dimensions tend to be conti¬
nuous. Narrow corridors, expansive open spaces, gloomy rooms,
compact lay-out are a few examples. Since the relevant perceptual
qualities such as size, colour, loudness, etc. are involved in
the definition of most dimensional concepts in most human activities
they do not pose any special problems. But those based on abstract
dimensions - for instance degree of privaoy, environments that
create a high degree of impact on the users - do pose problems to
which we give a detailed consideration in Chapter V.
Explanatory Concepts or Principless Oscar Newman's personal space
concept is in fact a principle and involves a higher order of
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complexity than the types of concepts explained so far. A principle
aims to state interrelations between dimensional and class concepts,
and takes the form of a proposition whose truth values may be
established. For example: a clear definition of spaces as public
spaces and private and personal spaces (using highly obvious physical
elements such as curbs, bollards, fences, etc.) leads to a better
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maintenance of these spaces. In the long run principles are ouch
more important than concepts, but concepts play a more direct part
in the process of design; principles help us to understand and
predict events, while conoepts help us to identify the events and
refer to them and as such are cruoial for our explanation of the
model-based thinking of the architect.
Singular Concepts: The distinction that psychologists make between
this category and concepts in general is that singular concepts
are a cluster of mental images, memories, perceptions, affects,
associations, based on either personal experience or acquired through
25
communication with others. For instance it is common to speak
of one's own idea of a home, a good life,a good book. Singular
concepts have much in common with symbolic generalisations; but
the former are personal, while the latter involve group commitment.
Much research and discussion on productive thinking suggest
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that 'synthesis' in general is governed "both by a process of
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sampling from class items previously learnt and by a conceptualised
ideal or model which is in fact what the subject anticipates to be
2Q
a desirable solution. This is very much a conclusion we our¬
selves reached in the last two chapters through the study of design
instances, but in the case of architectural design it is very diffi¬
cult to establish class items that have been learnt previously.
In our explanation of class concepts we argued that there is a link
between concepts and emergent models. Psychological studies enable
us to strengthen that argument. In The Psychology of Thinking
Johnson^0 points out that in the case of complex problems 'synthesis'
resembles a multidimensional concept, in that the descriptions of
the product are analogous to the attributes of a concept. A model
is a conceptual achievement. It is a general conceptualisation of
solutions, not a particular solution, very much like a class concept.
Like in class concepts, knowledge of models is a cognitive acquisi¬
tion dependent upon past experience, training and social communication.
Class concepts are standard and fixed in a particular culture,
whereas models are 'transient' and difficult to standardise, b'hile
class concepts aid classification of objects and communication about
objects, models guide production of solutions and to a certain
extent communication about solutions.
It is these facts about models or conceptual ideals in general
that tie the notion of concepts with the notion of information for
design. Our observations in Chapters II and III distinguished
between personal and emergent communal models. Certain types of
personal models, for instance those used as heuristic devices, are
of course difficult to identify; but other type3 of personal models
and all the emergent models can be at least roughly identified,
and their attributes specified. Even when models ere implicit or
submerged a close scrutiny of successful^1 buildings of sufficient
similarity to the one proposed should yield extremely relevant
design concepts. The explanation that design is model-based has
so far been essentially a description of architects' thought pro¬
cesses. In this chapter we see the possibility of transforming
that description into the beginnings of a, method. In the case of
Epstein's attempts to apply linear planning principles to the uni¬
versities of Lancaster, Ghana and Warwick we have seen that the model
and these diverse situations possess at least a few analogous pro¬
perties. In stretching the concepts by which a model is described
we simply exploit the existence of these structurally analogous
properties. Through the inclusion of concepts which are precise
we can help the architect to identify and develop model solutions
to fit particular circumstances. The extension of the notion of
information for design to inolude complex but precisely formulated
concepts can also determine the validity of the proposed solution
by enabling us to check the extent to which the proposed model and
the field of application are isomorphic. Thus we move away from the
idea of a fit between activity and space which underlies the tra¬
ditional approaches of brief-making to a richer situation where the
aim is to produce a 'goodness of fit' between the major attributes
of emergent models and their field of application.
We end this chapter by pointing at the difference between concep
and information. Concepts are attributes of models and as such give
directly certain features of built form. Information on the other
hand only helps us to determine built form and in itself is not
'form' or a feature of 'form'. While concepts compel the designer
to settle down to immediately obvious solutions, information
enables him to keep a free and open mind and use it to stretch
and develop concepts further and further. About this aspect of
information there is a great deal more to be learnt but the scope
of this thesis permits us to consider it only with reference to
information on qualitative aspects of design.
Chapter IV : Notes
1. What is implied here is that behavioural conceptions can lead
to simplifications -which may affect the quality of design. A brief
illustration may strengthen this point: 'dining' can be regarded as
an activity requiring resouroes: following the approach of anthropo¬
logists it can also be regarded as interaction between people, objects
and environment. The latter view is obviously more multidimensional
than the behaviourist view. As we proceed we shall discover how
important differences of this kind can be.
2. We can regard ADM, RDS, etc. as extensions of behavioural research
and as such they can produce highly relevant design-related information
for specialised areas like an operation theatre in a hospital or a
photographer's dark room. It is pointless to pretend that data on
every kind of space can be gathered using methods of this kind. The
drawbacks of ADM, RDS, etc. as by-products of behavioural research
are discussed in Appendix 3.
3. Bruner, J.S., "Oh Going Beyond Information Given" in Contemporary
Approaches to Cognition, Harward, 1957*
4. The reason why only emergent models are mentioned here is that
certain types of personal models - particularly those that are used
as 'heuristic devices' - are unlikely to be accessible to the brief-
writer, unless of course he is also the project architect. Further,
since they are idiosyncratic, communication about this kind of models
is likely to be difficult.
5. The same applies for the notion of 'techniques'. It is also
possible to link the elements - information, concept, skill and
techniques - with the sequence of design operations and talk about
information needed at the analysis stage, concepts leading to
synthesis, etc. Other than being of academic interest, such complex
links seem to be of little practical value.
6. There are however some psychological works which offer a clear
and helpful explanation of the difference between the two and it is
from one of these that our later definition of information has been
developed. See for instance
(a) Gleason, Henry Allan Jr., Workbook on Descriptive Linguistics,
New York, 1955* pp.266-83.
(b) Mackay, D.M.,"Information Theory and Human Information Systems"
in The Impact of Science on Society, a UNESCO Publication, 1957•
7. This definition of 'information' has been adapted from Mackay, ibid.
8. The aouteness of the problem of using data from social research
has been analysed by Brolin, Brent C. and Zeisel, John, in"Kass Housing,
Social Research and Design" in Architectural Forum, July/August 1968,
pp.67-71.
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9. The discussion on informational sufficiency is based on the
treatment of it by Bruner, J.S., Goodnow, J.J,, and Austin, G.A.,
in A Study of Thinking, New York, 1956, p.65»
10. The main references for the ideas on concepts expressed here are:
(a) Bruner, J.S., et al., ibid.
(*) Dienes, Z.P., and Jeeve3, M., Thinking in Structures, Stroudsburgh,
Penn., 1965
(c) Johnson, Donald M., Systematic Introduction to the Psychology of
Thinking, New York, 1972.
(d) Rietman, W.R., Cognition and Thought, New York, 1965«
11. Langer, Suzanne K., An Introduction to Symbolic Logic, New York,
1953, P»43.
12. Bruner, J.S., et al., op.cit., pp.62-64.
13. (a) Bruner, J.S., et al., op.cit.
(b) Johnson, Donald M., op.cit.
14. Rietman, W.R., op.cit., p.98.
15. These attributes are taken from Norberg-Schultz, Christian,
Intentions in Architecture, Oslo, 1963* pp.112-14; but his inter¬
pretation of each attribute is slightly different from ours.
16. (a) Bruner, J.S., et al., op.cit.
(b) Langer, Suzanne K., op.cit.
17. This example was suggested by Geoffrey Broadbent in a privately
obtained paper.
18. Wittkower, Rudolf, Architectural Principles in the Age of
Humanism, London, 1949* PP.3-4.
19* Research by Pearl Jephcott has identified what type of families
living in tall blocks seem to be reasonably satisfied and what kin<*
of compensations for the inconvenience caused by these blocks may ue
provided. See "Homes in High Plats - Some of the Social Issues" in.
Architecture and Social Sciences edited by Raman, P.G., Edinburgh,
1973, PP.71-95.
20. Haynes, K.J., and Raven, J., "Old People - Study of Living
Patterns" in The Architects' Journal, 26th October, 1966, pp.1051-66.
21. Newman, Oscar, Defensible Space, New York, 1973, pp.167-69.
22. Bruner, J.S., et al., op.cit.
23. Newman, Osoar, op.oit.
24. It can be argued that some of the concepts used to describe
linear planning can be developed into principles. This is true, but
the process by which concepts are transformed into principles is
complex. Let us consider our example of personal space. As we have
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already pointed out, interest in territoriality grew largely as a
result of problems posed by anonymous open spaces which the modern
block planning and tower blocks created. From this interest grew
certain researches about open spaces around buildings which now
offer the principle about personal space. Until this process is
complete concepts remain concepts, serving as components of emergent
models.
25. Johnson, Donald M., op.cit., p.36.
26. Problems treated under 'productive thinking' tend to be those
which do not have a single correct solution and have to be discussed
in terms of the degree of suitability for the situation, originality,
and so on.
27. Psychology of productive thinking normally uses preparation,
production and judgement to describe the sequence of operations
involved. These are rather similar to analysis, synthesis and
evaluation. In order to keep the terminology as simple as possible
the term 'synthesis' which is familiar to architects will be employed.
28. This is known as 'production by response hierarchy' in the
language of psychology.
29. Johnson, Donald M., op.cit., p.331.
30. Op.cit., pp.331-32.
31. These should include buildings that are considered successful
both by the profession and by their users.
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V. INFORMATION ON QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF ARCHITECTURE
The idea of quality in architecture is cormeoted to the fact
that the purpose of buildings transcends the satisfaction of merely
utilitarian requirements. The object of this chapter is to define
this 'quality* which we all recognise in successful buildings and
to examine how brief-making can benefit from such definition.
Architects oan and do create qualitative features in their
designs without being able to offer a credible explanation of what
these are and how they are conceived; this is rather similar to
native speakers' capacity to produce complex sentences without
being able to explain or even being aware of their underlying
phonological and grammatical structure. In suggesting this parallel
the tacit assumption is that the creation of architectural quality
is governed by some kind of orderly, dynamio and law-like structure.
How valid is this assumption? If it is valid, how does one construct
that structure? Having constructed it, how does one know if it
embraces widely differing examples of architecture in a meaningful
way? Other than offering an academic explanation of the so-called
qualitative aspects of architecture, what other useful purpose can
this structure serve, anyway?
The answers to these questions are tc some extent contained
in the nature of our proposed structure, and therefore it seems
best to begin by making its outlines explicit. A study of theories
of architecture"'" in different periods of history suggests that there
are two recurrent, diametrically opposed views about quality in
architecture. On the one hand there is the view that increasing
the effectiveness of the functional/practical aspects of architecture
is what produces pleasant buildings, while on the other hand there
is the view that quality in architecture involves enhancing the
interest of users in the building through the creation of special
effects using mass, space and light. The view taken in this
chapter is that it is not necessary to think of these two extremes
as mutually exclusive; it is in fact more profitable to accept that
quality in architecture involves both, and on this basis construct
our structural approach. The phrases 'increasing the effectiveness
of the functional/practical' and * enhancement of users' interest
through the creation of special effects' can be regarded as two
distinct functions of qualitative features of architecture, where
both extremes appear in closely connected ways. For instance, a
well designed foyer of a concert hall serves to increase the
effectiveness of the functional/practical because it enables
efficient ticket-checking, allows people to wait in comfort for
their friends, and so on. At the same time it is also an inviting
plaoe and a transition plaoe from the public world of the streets
outside to the isolated world of the concert hall; it also aims at
preparing the concert goer for an intense, formal occasion. Although
it could be argued that the latter characteristics are also concerned
with the funotional/practical aspect, it cannot be denied that
producing inviting spaces involves the creation of certain special
2
effects.
Past architectural theories reveal further that qualitative
aspects of architecture are described (a) with respect to factors
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such as mass, space, line, solids, voids, landmarks, paths, rooms,
volumes, roof lines,edges; an<l (b) with respect to faotors such as
privaoy, friendliness, dullness, monotony, and dignity. Both
(a) and (b) represent a variety of unrelated terminologies and in
order that they may be incorporated in a structural view of archi¬
tectural quality it is important to devise a system of universal
categories as opposed to familiar terms like the above, so that
the latter may become sub-categories of the former. We suggested
in Chapter III that it is expedient to call entities such as those
given in (a) as 'elements', since this term can accommodate several
types of these at a Variety of levels. Terms such as privacy,
friendliness, etc. are abstract ooncepts, so we will simply call
them 'abstracts'. We have already pointed out that in describing
buildings we not only refer to elements but also to relations
between them. Thus the term 'relations' designating meaningful
ways of ordering and distributing elements can be used as a compo¬
nent of our structure. Lastly, in describing the quality of any
environment it is very difficult to overlook the interaction between
objects and users - that is to say the quality of an environment
cannot be considered in isolation from any of the actions and events
that take place in it. It may seem superfluous to state that a
space must be created keeping in mind the actions and events in
which the space itself or its elements will play a part. But the
temptation to oonoem oneself only with the behavioural and ergo--
nomio notion of a series of isolatable activities as opposed to the
anthropological view of social interaction in which users and
objects bring about actions and events is sometimes difficult to
resist.
Elements, actions, abstracts and relations give us universal
categories of features of an environment.^ By combining these
with qualitative functions we obtain a function/feature model which
enables us to explain qualitative aspects of design in a precise way.
Fig.5.1 shows this model, and to see how it can help in describing
environments let us examine our example of a foyer a little further.




Enhance interest B D F
FUNCTION/FEATURE MODEL OF ARCHITECTURAL QUALITY
FIG.5.1
Item A refers to functional/practical aspects such as efficient
ticket—checking, and waiting in comfort $ items B and D are con¬
cerned with the fact that it should be an inviting place and that
its oharacter is such that it puts the concert goer in the right
mood for an intense, formal experience. Traditionally, of course,
actions and events are not considered relevant to the formulation
of qualitative aspects of design. But consider the following criti¬
cism of the foyer in the Queen Elisabeth Hall by Yehudi Menhuin:
"... acoustically the foyer is a jungle. If it
is full of people it sounds like a bird house at
the zoo. It seems to me not sufficient account
has been taken of the presence of people talking
in it."4
Consider also the criticism summed up by the two cartoons in Fig.5.2.
All these are concerned with actions and events? cartoon I shows
the need for functional effectiveness with respect to actions and
events that take place in a foyer; cartoon II is partly to do with
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the failure to create interest in the act of conversation through
better seating arrangement. Both are of course connected with
elements (foyer and 'furniture in it), but we can only apprehend the
features of these elements which make a contribution to architectural
quality through a description of actions and events in which these
elements are involved. With respeot to items C and D, very often
abstracts are not important in themselves but what is important is
what is being said using them, and what is being said is usually
concerned with elements and relations (e.g. compactness). In rare
cases however certain qualities of environments need not be very
closely connected to the tangible elements and their relations. An
extreme example of where qualities of environments are created in
this manner is when set designers try to capture a variety of en¬
vironments through abstract means, that is to say without employing
any realism. Something like monumentality, for instance, can be
just an image. Although we may be able to trace components of that
image to physical features, these need not he the ones which we
PIG.5.2 (II)
•If they do sit down they
cannot have a proper
conversation*
*1 could have wished
tkat the design of




conventionally associate -pith elements used for creating monumental
"buildings. Also, in any ordinary talk about qualities such as,
for instance, privacy or cosiness, there is only an implicit refe¬
rence to physical features. For these reasons it seems more desirable
to list abstracts as separate categories; however in the example of
the foyer a requirement such as that it should allow efficient
ticket-checking belongs to, A as well as to C, and the formulation
5
that it should be a welcoming plaoe belongs to both B and D.
Item E deals with the functional effectiveness of particular ele¬
ments with resoect to other elements, for instance the requirement
that circulation between foyer and auditorium must be smooth and
effective. Lastly, with regard to item F, it may be suggested that
the atmosphere of the foyex* must be in sharp contrast to that of
the concert hall. This feature/function model is thus a way of
considering and describing the qualitative side of architectural
requirements. Although qualitative requirements are rather subtle
and intangible, the proposed model enables us to bs clear about
requirements of this kind. It is a way of considering qualitative
aspects of design in all their complexity and in their dynamic
relation to other factors. Qualitatively speaking, an environment
or setting becomes a frame of reference within which actions and
events take place; it is an organiser of both physical facts about the
environment and of possibilities for actions and events. Thus the
role of qualitative features of architecture is not merely psycho¬
logical, but is to be seen as playing a social, aesthetic and, in
many ways, a practical part in actions and events.
Qualitative features of design are certainly to do with a frame
of reference in the mind of users and all the physical propex-ties of
the environment as well as the actions and events that take place
in it are involved in the imprinting of that frame of reference.
Substantial group agreement on what that frame of reference is in
a qualitatively desirable environment does exist and can be discerned
through the employment of our hypothetical function/feature classes.
By this it is not meant that such classes can be proved to exist in
the mind of users, like Platonio archetypes, but that features of a
qualitatively successful environment can - through systematic study ~
be seen to embrace these classes in unambiguous ways. This is the
gist of our theory about qualitative aspects of information. One
very obvious limitation inherent in the nature of this theory is
that topics such as aesthetics, symbols, meaning, and so on cannot
be covered by the function "enhancement of users' interest and
creation of effects'. These topics are certainly part of archi¬
tectural qualities, but our attitude here is that what is analysable
must be analysed, and to do so is not to deny or ignore the existence
of the unanalysable. Problems of aesthetics^are personal and contro¬
versial and we make no attempt to include them in our theory.
However some aspects of symbols and meaning can be analysed, and
are included in our model.
Symbols and Meaning as Components of Architectural Quality
Symbols are creative outgrowth of man's nature. They represent
concepts that he cannot or chooses not to deal with directly. They
are frequently used to signify the mysteries of life, cosmos and
7
God. Architectural history reveals a variety of symbolizations.
Ex-ect stones of the Megalithic period symbolized the procreative
forces? massive walls at different times in history have symbolised
power? the imperial palaces of Home symbolized the divine order
represented by the emperor? and the Christian Church adopted much
of the Roman symbolism. The paleo-christian basilica attempted to
represent heavenly Jerusalem;'the Gothio cathedral stressed the
importance of heavenly aspects further. The architecture of the
Renaissance was also based on a number of symbolic ideas (e.g.
Vitruvian man defining a oircle and a square a3 representing the
Q
reconciliation of divine perfection and earthly existence ).
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Aocording to Norberg-Schultz the development of this kind of
symbolization was halted by the nineteenth oentury tendency to
devalue symbolic features of past forms through misuse (e.g. tho
use of domes and pediments to dignify museums, banks and other
institutions). Norberg-Schults suggests further that with the
need of modern architecture to create meaningful environments the
demand for cultural symbolization has come to the fore once again.
However the situation seems much more complex than this. In his
The Eclipse of Symbolism^ Fingesten suggests that in an age of
intense scientific enquiry symbols representing man's fears, respect
and devotion seem to become less useful. Since symbols stand for
something beyond themselves, they seem out of harmony with the
empirical temper of our times. It is of course possible that in
an ensuing age interest might turn from soience to faith and supersti¬
tion, and symbolism might again become widespread? but it is hardly
advisable to develop a system of what future architectural features
may symbolize on the basis of such a conjecture. It is true that
symbols representing man's fears, respect and devotion are only one
type. At lower levels there are many other kinds of symbols which
are very much part of actions and events in which human beings
participate* but architectural writings rarely attempt to make any
distinction between different kinds of symbols. There has been a
great deal written about symbols by distinguished authors in many
fields - but the insights these works offer have not yet penetrated
the field of architecture.
Human beings select by one means or another stimuli whioh
reach their brain. Information changes form as it moves along the
path from stimulus-object to percept within the mind: for instance,
there is a difference between our knowledge of a particular house
and the mental concept 'house'. Thus percepts and concepts are
mediated, but they are still directly linked to stimulus-object*
symbols are one step removed from this immediacy, Symbols are not
the only things which represent other phenomena. In fact it is
customary to call the class of objects employed to refer to or to
represent something else as a sign, and to treat symbols as a type
of sign.*^
There are three primary factors involved in the use of signs:
1) a stimulus (that is any object, event, quality or relation that
can be perceived) which may be employed as a sign*
2) that which sign refers to, calls attention to, or oausos some
organism to take account of, which is called a referent*
3) for a sign to function, an organism must grasp the relationship
between it and the referent it stands for. Any suoh organism is
an interpreter.
Thus when a factory worker (interpreter) hears a whistle (sign) ha
knows that it is time to stop the work (referent). If an object is
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to function as a sign, the interpreter must shift attention from
the object itself to its referent - that is to say the factory
worker does not pay any attention to the intrinsic qualities of
the whistle itself. Here lie at least some of the difficulties of
using architectural elements as a sign - and therefore as symbols -
particularly if the intrinsic qualities of architectural elements
as objects draw attention to themselves.
The classification of different kinds of signs depends upon
the attributes one selects. But to understand signs in connection
with architecture it is necessary to focus attention upon the rela¬
tionship between a sign and its referent. On this basis three kinds
of signs may be identified"^s icon, index and symbol. Icons repre¬
sent formal associations, that is to say when a statue acts as an
ioon it is the physical resemblance that relates an icon to its
referent. Percepts and concepts involve natural relationships to
phenomena, and so it is with index. Clouds are a sign (index) of
rain, snoring is the index of someone sleeping. We constantly
employ this type of sign in our normal adaptation to the environ¬
ment. The third kind of sign is the symbol. It is distinguished from
the other types of sign by virtue of an arbitrary relationship
between stimulus - object and referent (in contrast to the formal
relationship of an icon and its referent, and the natural x-elationship
of an index and its referent). The wave of our hand which is a
symbol is not related to the departure of a friend (referent) in
the same way that smoke is associated with fire, or clouds with rain.
The relationship is much more arbitrary, but symbol involves implicit
rules or meanings for attaching it to a particular reforent.
Modern architects, when they attempt to create symbols, seem to bo
unaware of this basio characteristic. For instance Eero Saarinen's
TWA Terminal at Kennedy Airport is supposed to symbolize flight.
But in actual fact it is not a symbol, because it attempts a direct
relationship between its own form and that of an aircraft. So the
most one can say is that it makes a half-hearted attempt to be an
icon, and as such it may or may not have on the users the effect
which the architect intended. There are many other examples in
modern architecture which suggest that designers have not understood
the nature and consequence of the human use of symbols. First, symbols
reduce our dependance upon immediate sensory experience. Second,
our ability to communicate depends largely upon symbols, and since
a wide variety of stimulus-objects produced by human beings can be
used as symbols (closed ey9s, raised arms, buildings raised on a
podium, clapping of hands, etc.) it is necessary that all the users
know or are aware of the implicit rules or meanings for attaching
these stimulus-objects to referents; otherwise the intended communi¬
cation will not ocour. This suggests that an architect can hardly
oreate symbols through his design, and that he has to use symbols
which have already evolved in sooiety. This does not mean that man
oannot create new symbols, but rather that he does so only under
oertain circumstances (usually when drastic changes in sooiety are
taking place) and even then it takes a long time for society to
understand, accept and use the meanings linking the symbol and its
referent. Lastly, as we have already mentioned, symbols not only
reduce our dependance upon sensory experience but also allow us to
create worlds which have no empirical reality at all.
We are now moving away from a consideration of symbols as
those founded on man's fears, respeots and devotions, to a consideration
of them as a type of sign playing an important part in the inter¬
action between man and objects. The arbitrary nature of symbols at this
level makes the understanding of the meanings which link symbols and
referents important for effective comnmnication. It is necessary to
probe deeper into the idea of meaning in order to say anything useful
on the symbolic aspects of architecture.
There is considerable controversy surrounding architectural
literature which deals with the issue of meaning.^ These works
attempt to derive their explanations and methods from semiology,
linguistics and structural anthropology. Our view is that the
meaning of architecture and of its components can be effectively
considered directly as qualitative features. In applying some of
the insights coming from other fields, many works while clarifying
certain issues also introduce new confusion which could be avoided
by a direct attack.
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Three types of meaning can be distinguished, namely the meaning
of relational systems, referential meaning and emotive or connotative
meaning. We will consider eaoh of these as encountered in architecture.
We begin by considering the meaning of relations,for this is much
less understood than the other two and therefore more likely to lead
to misunderstanding; and also because structurally speaking referential
and emotive meanings seem to follow naturally the meaning of relations -
that is to say the former two may be said to begin where the latter
leaves off.
Meaning of Relations
When we think of meaning it is almost inevitably in terms of
elements of architecture; for we take relations between different
elements for granted, since they sesm to he merely a set of arbi¬
trary rules about arrangements - rules that must be followed if one
is to design a building that meets certain practical requirements;
but in itself the manner in which elements are put together has no
meaning. For instance, in an attempt to analyse the meaning conveyed
by the form of a hall of residence"1"^ Charles Jenks considers appea¬
rance of architectural elements such as the total linear form, linear
glass wall, linear concrete wall, concrete volume, precast walls,
concrete sheds, metal funnel, and so on but not the interrelationship
between them. He does not see specific arrangements of these ele¬
ments as having any meaning by themselves. A close look at a simple
design will soon convince us that the arrangement of elements does
carry some meaning. If we think of the rings shown in Fig.5»3 as
walls, the breaks as openings, the six dots as stools and the other
shapes as altars, icons, kneeling benches, coat racks and baskets,
only oertain specific arrangements will produce a chapel. Although
the function of praying can happen with any arrangement of these
elements, the building receives the significance of a chapel only
17when the elements are distributed in a certain order.
Likewise, the converse should also be recognised, that is to
say the same architectural arrangement may have many different meanings
3.8
This is no better illustrated than by Herman Hertzberger*s assertion'
that "A form's yield can be increased without the need to do less
than justice to its primary function. Therefore a form must be
capable of interpretation in the sense of being conditioned to play
a changing role. It must be made such a way that the implications
are posed beforehand as hidden possibilities evoked without being
openly stated. Everything must be so formed that one can make it
relevant to himself according to his own interests and in this way
it may contain separate, adequate implications for everyone." The
restaurant in his student hostel in Amsterdam (Fig.5*4) illustrates
the fact that a concrete shelf arranged at a certain height can he
interpreted both as a bench and as a table.
It may seem unnecessary in this connection to refer to the
idea of meaning at all, particularly sines it appears that conve¬
nience rather than anything else makes it possible to use the shelf
both as a bench and as a table. There is however more to it than
this. Function tends to be fixed across cultures, whereas meaning
can vary. The same concrete shelf if provided in a place where
matters are more formal will have an entirely different significance.
Once the function of objects gets established it is difficult to
know where meaning has stopped and where function (or utility) has
taken over. Questions of meaning are certainly subtle and it may
well be that meanings of objects cannot be considered in isolation
from functions of objects, but the process of design can benefit a
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great deal by regarding meaning as though it is prior to function.
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PLAITS FOR A CHAPEL
(sources William S. Huff, 1966)
FIG.5.3
J
hertzberger's student quarters at weesperstraat, amsterda
(source: Architectural Record, July 1968) ^STERDA
PIG.5.4
Referential Meaning
This type of meaning is generally accepted as the dictionary
meaning, although a good dictionary may give some indication of
connotative or emotional meaning as well. There is a problem in
considering referential meaning of architectural elements. Much
confusion has been created by the tendency of investigators to
identify meaning totally with the words used to designate the object
and to think that once the words have been studied the problem of
meaning has been solved. The object and its situational meaning
must be studied independently of language. After all, objects must
have signified something in the pre-linguistio period of the human
race. Words too have meaning, but that constitutes a separate
problem. The meanings of words are to be found in the process
by which they enable the originally established meanings to recur
in the absence of th.e objects and as such they are a part of human
communication. The meaning of architectural elements arises from
social interaction when the object is present and not when it is
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absent, " Other than this general difficulty, in architectural
contexts referential meaning poses problems only when an architect
has to choose between alternative elements which seem to have equal
validity - for instance between double bedrooms and what has come
to be known as "duplex rooms' among architects who design halls
of residence} between living/dining rooms and separate living rooms
and dining rooms in housing} between bed-sitting rooms and separate
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bedrooms and sitting rooms in old people's homes. Undoubtedly
the question of economics comes into decisions of this kind, but
an analysis of what each alternative can mean to the users concerned
can provide a more profound basis for decision-making.
Emotive or Connotative Meaning
We not only grasp what elements such as study bedroom, living
room, or a home, and abstract conceptions like privacy are, but
react to these emotionally: sometimes weakly, sometimes strongly,
sometimes positively, sometimes negatively. In this way elements
and abstract embodiments serve as prompters of reaction and beha¬
viour by the user. The existence of this aspect of meaning is
illustrated by the example shown in Fig.5.5- If shows how a simple
blockvork podium in the central point of a hall in a school can
have several connotations and prompt a variety of behaviours by
the users. As the designer of the building puts it, "the children
take it for granted. They use it to sit on, as a table, to stand on,
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to make announcements or just to become taller people".
It is a mistake to think that connotative meaning resides in
the nature of architectural elements or in the abstracts we mentioned
earlier. There are at least two principle sources which are respon¬
sible for the generation of connotative meanings (l) association
with users: as mentioned in Chapter I, for some people the living
room of a house could be a symbol of graceful living, while for
others it may simply be a place with a television set and a few
comfortable chairs; (2) circumstances of usage: the sam8 elements
in different circumstances can carry quite different connotations.
That is to say the nature of the context has an effect upon the
connotations which people put on physical features. To take an
extreme example, an experiment conducted in widely differing parts
of Africa shcv3 that in jungle areas blue sky is a favourite ele~
2}
ment which connotes 'sunshine', 'life' and 'blessing'; while
green areas in desert zones, with their associations of foliage, water
JERTZBERGER•SMONT SSO I PRIMARYSCHOOLATDELFT. (Source:ArchitecturalRe ord July1968) "IG.5.5
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eto. carried the same highly valued connotations of 'blessing' and
'life*. Units in a block of flats which was well known in the area for
its gloomy appearance were highly valued by the residents themselves;
in comparison to what they used to have (in many cases cold and damp
units in tenements with outside toilets) the present flat was a
considerable luxury.^
Finally, it is possible to notice in many elements of a building
such things as formality, informality, castialness, intimacy, and so
on. These are quite different from abstracts like privacy, friend¬
liness, etc.; they are an integral part of connotative meaning and
can be labelled as levels of elements. The difference between
levels such as formality and informality is often shown in the
choice of elements, the expression they receive, and the intercalation
between them. Factors like these, together with the type of users
and the context in which the building or an element is placed,
produce certain connotations. For instance compare the dining room
in Fig.5.6 with the one in Fig.5«4» The former- is steeped in the
academic tradition of a formal refectory and the latter takes account
of present day students' inclinations towards informality.
It would be convenient if connotations which buildings or their
elements can have could be established in an objective way. UnfortUr-
nately, no adequate method of measuring connotative values of
buildings and of their architectural elements is available. Perhaps
the least inadequate ones are those developed from the works of
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Osgood, Suci and Tannenbaum. They tested the reaction of many
persons \ising a matrix in which scales from 1 to 10 marked off th3
polar contrasts of pairs of adjectives such as good-baa, beautiful-
\
ugly, strong-weak, light-dark, high-low, warm-cold, and so forth.
DINING ROOM, ST.ANTHONY'S COLLEGE, OXFORD
(source! RIBA Journal, August 197l)
FIG.5.6
Than each subject was given a list of words to evaluate on all those
scales? words such as patriotism, love, communism, revolution, woman,
mother, and many more. Each term had to be evaluated on all scales
whether the subject thought it appropriate or not. The evaluations
were then tabulated and subjected to highly sophisticated statistical
analyses by computer so as to draw for each evaluated word a kind
of 'profile* of the connotations. One might expeot that people's
reactions to words would be highly individual, but in fact a high
degree of agreement was found, so that in most cases there is a
typioal 'bell curve' of reactions. In measuring connotation of
words, Osgood et al. found it convenient to use three different
types of scales: l) evaluation as represented by adjectives like
good-bad, beautiful-ugly, clean-dirty, pleasant-unpleasant, private-
public, happy-sad, etc.? 2) potency as represented by hoavy-light,
hard-soft, masculine-feminine, etc.? 3) activity as represented by
free-constricted, positive-negative, warm-cold, etc. A number of
research workers in the field of architecture have used this method
to obtain preference profiles of alternative designs, and have
employed these profiles as a guide for decision-making.
Our review of symbols and meaning has brought to light a
number of shrewd and suggestive observations from other fields.
There certainly are difficulties in dealing with symbols at high
levels. But a consideration of symbolic aspects of objects and
situations at lower levels (that is to say consideration of inter¬
action between objects and users as symbolic interaction based on
socially constructed meanings) enables us to include at least a
part of symbolic aspects in our function/feature model of architectural
quality. Symbolio aspects and the associated notion of meaning at
this level can legitimately be seen as part of the function of en¬
hancing users' interest and increasing impact and effects created
by features of an environment. However in order to show more clearly
all the qualitative functions of various features of an environment
we have to look at examples of successful architecture more closely.
Qualitative Features of Architecture in an Illustrated Example
Any building considered successful would have served us well
as an example. Mackintosh's Hill House has been ohosen partly
because there does seem to be agreement as to its architectural
quality between the architectural profession and the client who
commissioned the project, and partly because of the availability
of data on this project.
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The site of Hill House is on a gentle south-sloping hillside
with a good view towards the town of Helensburgh and the Firth of
Clyde beyond. Mackintosh paid particular attention to siting,
orientation and layout. The garden was laid out according to his
instructions in order to enhanoe the outlines of the principal
facade on the south side. The house is built on a terrace of earth
supported by stone retaining walls running west to east, and on the
east becoming the wall of a conically-roofed tools shed. Further
south there are a terraced lawn and a tennis court. (Fig.5.7)
Externally, the house while being undoubtedly modem has a certain
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affinity with the Scottish baronial idiom.~ Mackintosh made
special efforts to plan the house carefully to meet the requirements
HILL HOUSE, HELENSBURGH1 by C.R. MACKINTOSH
PERSPECTIVE FROM SOUTH WEST
(from Scottish Arts Council Exhibition, 1968)
FIG. 5.7
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of the particular family, and in fact insisted on spending some
time with them before beginning the design. Mr Blackie, the client
of Hill House, a publisher, made useful notes of his impressions of
the architect and the progress of the commission, and at one point
writes "with him (Mackintosh), the practical purpose came first.
29The pleasing design followed of itself as it were."
The house consists of a principal block running east/west with
the service block running north/south and the internal angle thus
formed encloses a small courtyard (Pig.5.8). The entrance is to
the west at the gable end, and the first space as one enters inside
is the hall, of which the staircase forms an integral part. The
library, on the south side of the entrance, was to be used by Mr.
Blackie as an office whenever business visitors came to see him at
home. There is a conscious attempt by the architect to mark clearly
the more intimate private domains of the hall using elements like
steps, screens, furniture, etc. (Fig.5.10). The drawing room was
designed to meet the varying needs of the members of the family and
contains two large alcoves. One of these is a bay projecting on
the south facade, from which there is a good view of the Clyde
estuary (Pig.5.11)f it has window seating, bookcases, and two doors
leading into the garden. The second alcove is spacious and is
designed to accommodate a piano. The remainder of the room may be
seen as a winter end, served by a small window and a fireplace well
screened from the door, and is in contrast to the sun room or alcove
facing south (Fig.5»12). The library interior in contrast to the
brilliant sparkle of the drawing room and the hall is a small warm
room facing south, lined with book shelves and cupboards in dark
oak (Fig.5.13). The main bedroom on the first floor derives its
form also from the pattern of use. The bed is placed in a large
FIG.5.9ENTRANCE HILLOUSEHELENSBURGH (source:EdinburghArch tecturalAssociation)
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(eouroe: Edinburgh Architectural Association)
alcove, and a "barrel vaulted ceiling clearly marks this space off
from the rest of the room (Fig.5»14). Once again the functional
effectiveness of the bed alcove is greatly increased by the small
■window - it gives the impression that the area is well protected,
and it is possible to gain an outside view from the bed and yet
avoid being seen from outside. The wardrobes are built in, they
do not dominate the room and yet are located in a well-lit area
(Fig.5.15). Along the internal wall is the fireplace, with a warm
protected seating area next to it. Both -externally and internally
Mackintosh used a number of novel features, and this is more or less
self-evident in the figures included.
The qualitative features of this scheme may be effectively
highlighted by listing them and by indicating to what class they
belong in our function/feature model. Where necessary we also add
some comment and explanation*
1. In Fig.5.9 ve notice that the private area of the entrance hall
is dearly marked through the use of steps, i.e. by raising this
zone from the more public part adjacent to the library.
Qualitative features marker of private zone (a).
2. Although the raising of this private area is achieved through
physical means, it does induce certain psychological effects; a
visitor knows straight away that the steps connote a certain barrier
between private and public zone and thus will be reluctant to
trespass this implicit line.
Qualitative feature: connotative meaning (B and D).
3. From Fig.^.lO and Fig.5.8 it is clear that there is a gradient
from the relatively public area of the entrance to the private £one
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to the even more private zone of service areas.
Qualitative feature: effective sequence of elements (e).
4. The staircase, "because of the way it is lit and because of its
location, adds dignity to the entrance hall.
Qualitative feature: dignity (D).
5. The staircase is partially concealed and therefore without it
being monumental its location is made obvious.
Qualitative features: subduing the impact of a particular element
in order to create certain effects (b)5 clarity of location (a).
6. The manner in which the staircase is located and screened off
from the more public area of the entranoe hall also makes it clear
that it is part of the private zone.
Qualitative features: marker of private zone (A); connotative
meaning (D).
7. The form of the.drawing room follows the pattern of use.
Qualitative feature: activity marker (G).
8. The area near the fireplace - because of its location in relation
to the door, the large window and the esterior — effectively becomes
the winter zone.
Qualitative features: effective relations (E)
9. At the same time, the small window in this area, the arrange¬
ment of furniture around the fireplace, etc. indicate that it is
a winter zone.
Qualitative feature: meaning of relations (F).
10. The interior of the library is in contrast to the entrance hall
and drawing room.
Qualitative feature: contrast in effects created by different
elements (F).
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11. The form of the main "bedroom also follows the pattern of -use.
Qualitative feature: activity marker (G).
12. Wardrobes are designed such a way that they do not dominate
the appearance of the room.
, Qualitative feature: subduing the impact of a particular element (b).
This by no means covers the entire range of the qualitative
features of Hill House. We could discuss the scheme much more
extensively to obtain many more features, but what has been noted
so far provides a list of some rather effective illustrations of
significant components of our function/feature model as encountered
in this scheme. In the next section we indicate in a general way
(rather than with reference to particular buildings) what kind of
architectural features exemplify our seven basic classes.
Towards a Detailed Specification of Feature/Function Classes
The feature/function model shown in Fig.5«l is intended to be
applicable to any example of architecture. Although a detailed
specification of all the qualitative features encountered in archi¬
tecture as classes of this model is impossible, we must at least
make an attempt to enumerate those that are illustrative of the
major types.
A. Elemental features designed to increase the effectiveness of
functional/practical. Important features of this category are:
I. Barkers of different types of cones such as public, semi-public
and private? we have seen this being applied to the entrance hall
of Hill House (items 1 and 6 above). Another example is the
provision of lay-by spaces between corridors and seminar rooms in
educational buildings. At a much broader level, Oscar Newman's ideas
on defensible space^ are concerned with marking of zones of a
different kind. Alexander et al. have also pointed out the practice
of providing a semi-public zone between the private world of the
house and the public world of the main road in a number of Peruvian
settlements."^
II. Clarity in the location of elements, as exemplified in item 5
above.
III. Familiar elements. Traditional architectural solutions tend
to be more easily accepted and put to proper use by the inhabitants
of a building than unfamiliar solutions such as, for example, open
plan classrooms, landscaped offices and open plan houses.
IV. Present day rather than archaic or obsolescent elements.
V. Appropriatness of elements to the types of users for whom the
building is designed.
B. Elemental features designed to enhance users' interest in the
environment, increase its impact and create effects. Typical fea¬
tures of this class includes
I. Subduing the impact of certain elements of a space so that its
overall appeal may be preserved. We mentioned how this category
can be applied in our discussions concerning the foyer of a concert
hall and Hill House.
II. Little known architectural solutions. Unfamiliar solutions
oan carry special impact and help to create atmosphere.
III. Bated elements. The use of obsolescent elements can add 'colour'
and 'setting' to a design.
IV. Puns. Architects sometimes use intriguing elements to create
interest in the environment. Some examples from Lutyens, Venturi
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and Stirling reveal this aspect.
V. Referential Meaning.
VT. Connotative Meaning.
C. Abstracts which increase the effectiveness of the functional/
practical. Included in this class are items like privacy, defensi-
bility, safety, tidiness, compactness, spaciousness, quietness,
D. Abstracts which enhance users' interest in the environment, increase
impact and create effects. Items like dignity, impressiveness,
uniqueness, come into this category. Also features like privacy,
spaciousness, quietness, etc. mentioned under C can be effects
created as opposed to tangible, physical measures, and therefore
may be included in this category. Similarly, referential meaning
and connotations need not relate to elements of architecture but
can be abstract characteristics of a particular environment. He
have already mentioned that in most cases abstracts are connected
with elements and relations? but from the practical point of view
of reminding the architect about the existence of these qualities
it seems desirable to list them separately.
E. Relational features which are designed to increase effectiveness
of the functional/practical. Features illustrative of this class are:
I. Effective sequence of elements. He saw this exemplified in
Hill House (item 3).
II. Effective relation between elements, as illustrated in the
design of the living room in Hill House (item 8).
III. Simple relation between elements,^ can help such tasks as
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direotion finding, identification of entrances, exists, and so on.
IV. Building type, room type, space type indicators; that is to say
index signs.
V. Compact arrangement.
VI. Familiar combination of elements. Well known combinations are
more easily accepted and utilised by the inhabitants of a building.
For instance, a two-stor9y dwelling having living areas on the
ground floor and sleeping areas on the higher level will be more
readily accepted than the reverse.
VII. Marking boundaries between elements. This is very much a
theatrical technique and very often finds its way in architecture
in the form of changes in floor levels or changes in finishes which
define certain uses for specific areas.
VTII. Possibility of surveillance of indoor as well as outdoor
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spaces
F. Relational features devised to enhance intorest, increase
impact and create effects. Typical features belonging to this
class are:
I. Meaning of relations.
II. Avoidance of monotonous arrangements.
III. Introduction of novel arrangements. New and striking combi¬
nations of elements make a design fresh and unexpected, and ideed
give the impression that ideas are also new and important (e.g.
in Aalto's Sayanatsalo community centre the largest room - the
assembly room - is on the top floor).
IV. Contrast created by different elements (e.g. between the living
room and the library in Hill House).
V. Complex relations between elements. This is the opposite of
simple relations discussed under E above. While simple relations
*
can help such functional/practical aspects like direction finding,
identification of exists, entrances, etc., complex relations can
he employed to make the environment richer, so that it allows
complex layers of actions and events to take place. While simple
relations are usually to do with either/or questions (e.g. inward
looking arrangement or outward looking arrangement), complex rela¬
tions are to do with a way of achieving both. For example, Denys
Lasdun's plan for the University of East Anglia attempts to combine
the benefits of an inward-looking arrangement with those of an out¬
ward looking view offered by the site.
VI. Laok of transition markers between spaces. Leading users
abruptly from one kind of space to another without the introduction
of any transition space can be useful in creating impact. This
happens, for instance, at Piazza San Marco in Venice. After walking
through many narrow streets, pedestrians are suddenly faced with
a large piazza with important monuments, landmarks, and the Grand Canal
at one end.
VII. Diffuse arrangement of elements. Boundaries between elements
may be deliberately blurred to allow a free and smooth flow of space.
An example of this would be allowing a garden to flow into a living
area without any abrupt barrier.
VIII. Complexity in appearance (many of the Renaissance palaces do
this by the use of such features as rustications, pilasters, and
so on).
IX. Destruction of formality (for example, asymmetry).
G. Features closely conneoted with actions and events that take
place in a space. It is very difficult to specify these features
as universally applicable categories, and yet as pointed out
earlier in connection with the example of the foyer for an audito¬
rium, it is important to bear in mind actions and events while
designing a particular space.
These then are some of the qualitative features,illustrative
of the major types, and we may incorporate them in an expanded
version of the feature/function model as shown in Fig.5*16. It is
of course one thing to be able to recognise qualitative features
and analyse their function, and quite a different one to work out
the means by which they can be applied in the process of briefing
and design. We conclude this chapter by looking at the possibility
of using the feature/function model as a tool in this process.
Qualitative Features and the Process of Brief-Making and Design
Answering the requirements of a brief can be thought of as
consisting of the following: 1. analysis of information related
to design in terms of the requirements of the users and of the
client; 2. transfer, in which the analysed material from the brief
is transferred to the language of design and represented (that is
to say a decision is made on the kind of resource required - e.g»
space, equipment, furnishing, and their interrelations); 3« re¬
structuring, in which the transferred material is restructured in
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PIG.5.17
The distinction between analysis, transformation and re¬
structuring is hard to maintain in any absolute sense, but consideration
of these as though they were separate processes can promote under-standing.
The most natural place where thinking on qualitative features takes
place is at the stage of analysis and transfer. To demonstrate how
this can happen we will consider the example of the design of study
bedrooms. In the U.K., the University Grants Comaiij • £'s space
standards usually form the basis of an architect's brief, and these
standards are shown in Appendix 6. Although these space standards
are based on certain analyses of already completed student residences,
the project architect of a new commission will take a close look at
the requirements given in the brief and determine the qualitative
features of the building. It is here that the function/feature




CLASS A CLASS B
Funotional effectiveness Enhancement of interest, etc.
a) viewing possibility
from both sitting and
standing position
b) enable reading in bed
must help in achieving a
subtle balance between privacy
and openness. One way of doing
this is to have large windows
set sufficiently back from the
outside face of the building
as shown in Fig.5»l8 below.85
SECTION THROUGH STUDY BEDROCK
WINDOW, SOMERVILLE COLLEGE,
OXFORD
(source s Dowson, 1969)




2 and 3 should not be allowed
to dominate the appearance of
a room. One possible solution
is to provide them in a lobby
between the room and the access
corridor as shown in Fig.5.19
below.36
STUDENT HOUSING, GUILFORD
(source t Maguire, 1971)
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5 desk chair must enable tilting,
free shifting, leg
stretching, etc.
6 bed that the bed is a
popular study location
must be borne in mind
while choosing the type
of bed and in the design
layout
7 bookshelves students may want to
pin-up board re>-arrange these
etc according to varying
personal requirements
8 walls opportunities for imprinting
the student's personality on
the character of the room by
facilitating easy pinning up
etc. without danger of perma¬









as shown in Pig.5•20
overleaf





choice from a variety
of room types - not so
much different in shape
but with different possi¬
bilities for furniture
arrangement, as shown in
Fig.5.21 overleaf
certain connotations may be
desirable (eg that of a group
of houses), others may not












Related to functional effectiveness
a) acoustic privacy may be provided
by some buffer zone between study
bedroom and access corridor (see
Fig.5.18)
b) tidy appearance can be provided
by avoiding awkward shapes, restrict¬
ing the number of materials and care¬
ful choice of furniture and fittings
CLASS D
Related to creation of effects, etG.




Related to the functional/practical
a) alternative furniture arrange¬
ments must respect functional
relationships between different
items of furniture (eg light source
on the left or in front for study)
b) relation between study bed and
other areas — eg one bathroom to
serve two or three bedrooms, the
relationship being marked clearly
(see Fig.5.18)
CLASS F
Related to the creation of effeots,ete.
a) avoid institutionality by grouping
six to eight bedrooms and by avoiding
long corridors
b) dissimilar effects in different
rooms (study bed,communal rooms,
corridors,etc.) by the use of varied
fenestration, lighting, materials,
textures, and so on.
ACTIONS AND EVENTS : the design of study bedrooms is a problem of opposite^ —
i.e. a place where one works and sleeps, a place of retreat and also one to
entertain friends, a place of privacy yet part of a larger unit. The design
should reconcile these polar opposites without denying their existence.
This hypothetical example of design of study bedrooms is
intended to illustrate how the function/feature model can be used
as a stimulus for considering a number of issues which often get
left out or left to the discretion and talent of individual archi¬
tects. Function/feature classes help us to name qualitative fea¬
tures, and therefore enable the thinking involved in conceiving
them to be made explicit. As Ivor Smith pointed out, although
the physical environment acts as a background to life, different
environments function at different intensities.^® The function/
feature model helps us to specify with some precision what these
intensities should be for a proposed building. The seven classes
of this model act as a kind of scaffold using which we may syste¬
matically construct formulations about architectural quality? once
these formulations are completed the scaffold can be removed. In
other words, in the final description of information on qualitative
aspects of design reference to elements, abstracts, relations,
actions and events is not necessary.
Returning to the process of design outlined in Fig.5.IT in
practice one would not simply settle down to the idea prompted by
the classes given by our model. One would evaluate each solution
to see whether it is acceptable from the economic and technical
point of view and from the point of view of the users of the buildin
If it is not acceptable, then the solution may have to be restructu¬
red? quite often it may be necessary to go back to the brief and
carry out the operation again, beginning with analysis. This
remark simply illustrates the familiar methodological stiggestion
that no sequence of design operations should be considered linear.
Very often words like 'loops' and 'cycles' ai*e used, but the best
explanation is through the analogy of crossing a broad, deep,
swift river. If one does not know how to swim, and does not have
a boat, it is necessary to go up and down the bank of the river
until a place is found which is shallow enough to serve as a ford.
The time and effort spent walking along the side of the river are
not only not wasted; they are absolutely essential to the crossing.
Chapter V s Notes
1. In fact the structural view of architectural quality was
originally developed from an examination of past architectural
theories. For the sake of clear and direct presentation a detailed
account of qualitative aspects of architecture in past theories is
not given in the main text "but in Appendix 5*
2. The distinction "between what is a functional aspect and what
is not is very hard to maintain in any absolute sense. For instance
one can argue that even architectural mouldings like architraves and
freezes are functional devices. For our purposes the need to make a
precise distinction between functional aspects and those aspects which
create effects is less important than accommodating both in our view
of architectural quality.
3. There is a kind of 'fit* between the classes elements, events
or actions, abstracts and relations and the grammatical classes of
ordinary language. Elements are most typically expressed by nouns
or pi'onouns, abstracts by adjectives and adverbs, and events or
actions by verbs. But most ordinary languages also provide ways of
shifting the class membership of terms - for instance by expressing
events or actions by nouns - thus making it impossible to place an
= sign between the two sets of terms. It is this fact that led the
author to adopt these new terms.
4* Queen Elizabeth Hall: An Appraisal, RIBA Journal, June 1968,
pp.258-59.
5. We have already pointed out in Chapter IV that terms like
•inviting place' should be expanded with the aid of multi-dimensional
classes, so that they may be more precise. Expansion will probably
lead to something like *to make the foyer an inviting place the
design should make an attempt to subdue the impact of such things
as ticket counter, signs indicating various spaces, displays of
information about future programmes, etc. and yet these must be
obvious to the users. Seating spaces should be located such a way
that there is awareness of the movement of people but no interference
caused by it. Lighting should indicate that it is a public space,
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VI VERBAL DESCRIPTIONS AND PHYSICAL DESIGN -
A STUDY OF FACTORS AFFECTING THE TRANSFORMATION
So far we have attempted to capture the essential structure
of designing as a human activity and have considered how this
structure affects the process of data-gathering in general and on
qualitative aspects of architecture in particular. However it is
not true that hy providing the architect with all the necessary
information one automatically gets a good design. A great deal
depends on the architect's ability in transforming the verbally
formulated requirements into physical design. In order that the
study of information and design in their full dynamic relation may
be carried to its logical conclusion, this chapter is devoted to
the analysis of factors affecting this transformation. Whilst it
cannot be denied that there are many architects who possess the
skill of translating written requirements into design to the full
satisfaction of clients and users, a theoretical account of the
principles underlying this transfer is almost non-existent in
architectural literature. That is to say the practice of design
has far out—distanced theoretical explanations."'' The main reason
for this is that practitioners still believe that designing is an
art and its skills can only be acquired by a sensitive person
through repeated practice. Such a view has stood in the way of
probing beneath the surface of the obvious principles and procedures
that govern the functioning of the transfer. It is true that
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sensitivity is an indispensable ingredient of good design, but
this should not obscure the fact that the transformation processes
involved in designing are amenable to rigorous analysis and description.
Continuous communication between all the participants is essential
for the emergence of good design. But even in situations highly
conducive to uninhibited exchange of views there is a 'focus' and
a 'direction* which -underlie all human communication, and this almost
inevitably produces certain conflicts. After analysing this focus
and its associated conflicts this chapter introduces a theoretical
model of communication between clients, users and architects, and
uses it to illuminate matters concerning briefs, translating these
into buildings, and the bases on which one may assess the success
of a design.
Focus and Conflicts of the Design Process
The focus of everyone concerned with the building activity
has for a long time been (and to some extent still is) the designer
himself in that he has traditionally taken particular delight in
giving his clients and users buildings with a certain individuality.
This tendency for architecture to be more a representation of the
designer's 'genius' than anything else can be traced back to
2
Renaissance times. In the Middle Ages the names of architects
did not matter very much; as Pevsner put it^ "they were content to
be workmen working for a cause greater than their own fame". But
during the Renaissance with the appearance of perspective and the
associated individual monocentrism things changed. Renaissance
architecture was created for the merchants of Florence and the
"bankers of kings, and artists and architects were chosen for reasons
of pride and prestige. This had the effect of increasing the social
status of architects. We see this trend "being strengthened with
the appaearance of the Romantic conception of art which included
architecture towards the end of the 18th century. Although the
modern movement wanted to abandon the 'prima donna' role of the
architect and wanted to initiate a scientific approach to the study
of users' requirements and design, it did not entirely succeed.
Such things as personal expression, making bold statements through
architectural design, and introduction of visual novelty have
impeded a real change of focus.
Nevertheless more recent developments in the field of archi¬
tecture and urban design suggest that a radical change is in the
process of taking place. There is certainly more widespread research
interest in establishing users' requirements, often involving
collaboration with social scientists. The pressure on those who
initiate building projects to introduce user participation in
decision-making is increasing, and indeed there are a number of
recent projects where participation has been put into effect with
some success (e.g. housing scheme at Byker, Newcastle b3r Ralph Brskine
housing for steelworkers at Terni, Italy by Giancarlo De Carlo).
Lastly and perhaps most importantly a certain radical realism has
been emerging in some of the recent literature on architecture and
urban design. For instance, Kevin Lynch's workT treats the most
subjective aspect of urban design, the environmental image, from
the standpoint of users of the city, and explores methods of
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identifying substantial group images. There are many other works
which suggest that the introspective and rather idiosyncratic
nature of traditional architectural theory is being replaced with
another theory whose central concern is with making architecture
less and less a representation of its designer and more and more a
representation of its users#
In this sense the focus is gradually shifting away from the
architect towards the users. In spite of this, the communication
pattern in architectural situations is highly varied. Broadly
speaking, there are two basic directions in which communication
between the participants of the design process- proceedsi l)horizontal
where there is an uninhibited exchange of views; 2) vertical - which
could be a) descending - with the extreme example of someone in
power giving instructions to his subordinates; or b) ascending -
when those affected by the decisions made attempt to communicate
with those who have the power to take such decisions. A descending
system of communication normally seems to be well organised, as it
follows readily from the structure of authority. The user feedback
or ascending communication tends to be only partially developed^
even in situations highly conducive to democratic practice. The
consequence of the existence of a 'focus1 and a 'direction' in
interpersonal communication between architects, users, clients,
consultants, and so on is that it introduces certain conflicts,
and we may explore these in terms of three sets of opposing 'poles':
n
(a) emphasis on new forms vs respect for emergent exemplars; (b)
general emphasis on form vs concentration on process as explained in
g
Chapter III (this naturally follows from (a) ); (c) literal inter¬
pretation of clients requirements usually expressed in terms of
solution images (e.g. study bedroom, classroom, tutorial rooms, etc.)
in a schedule of accommodation, as distinct from free exploration
of what physical resources are needed for the actions of users and
the events in which they take part. These three sets of differences
are closely related hut not identical. Generally speaking, in
practical situations the issues raised by these differences are
never well-defined. For the most part, such expressions as "my
client insisted on having a certain type of room", "my architect
was guided by some formal ideas" are essentially battle cries of
those who wish to defend themselves or criticise the work of others.
It is rare for these conflicts to be analysed in detail or for their
implications to be worked out carefully. The difference in attitude
expressed by emphasis on new forms on the one hand, and respect for
emergent models on the other, is concerned with the extent to which
an emergent exemplar can be expected to meet changing requirements
of users. We deal with this in the next sub-section. The social
#
aspects of the process and a free exploration of the resources required
by users are related to ways in which architecture can be made more
a representation of users than of architects, and this has to be
discussee^ in the context of interpersonal communication between all
the participants of the process of design.
Emergent Models and the Process of Design
Chapter II pointed out the importance of personal models,
9
Chapter III and IV the importance or emergent models. If model
solutions of one kind or another have a central place in the design
process, it follows that designing involves choice, articulation and
refinement of models with a view to producing a physical equivalent
of the written requirements contained in the brief. The majority
of models involved in ordinary architectural practice tend to be
those that have been recognised as accomplishments of the profession..
One of the difficulties in translating requirements into design
can be traced to the fact that the designer can often have a wrong
view of the emergent model he is employing. It is essential to
recognise that each emergent model has its own 'genius1; that is to
say each model possesses certain characteristics such as, for instance
a capacity for generating anagrams or a capacity for combining its
basic elements at a variety of levels. This can be illustrated
further by a consideration of emergent models in the field of housing.
The three models high rise/high density, low rise/high density and
low rise/low density each have their own limited possibilities for
significant variations. That is to say there are only limited
alternatives for the constructional, the spatial or the services
system for each model. Rather than bemoaning the lack of some
features in a certain model, the designer must respect those fea¬
tures of the model that produce a high degree of user-satisfaction
and yet be prepared to alter those which inconvenience the user.
Unfortunately, designers' attitudes towards emergent models have
tended to follow fashion; architects' reactions to tall blocks
illustrate this quite clearly. The reasons for the general change
of view on tall blocks are many.^ Firstly their original aim -
to clear the ground - became obscures they became a symbol of prestige
Secondly, tall blocks became an easy solution for clients without
professional advice to adopt a package deal. Also the cost and
local shortages of housing meant that wrong kinds of families came
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to "be housed in tall blocks. Criticism however has been directed
at tall blocks as such, and not towards their misuse as models.
Models Emerge as a result of complex design, planning, economic
and social circumstances. Tall buildings, for instance - at least
as far as London is concerned - emerged as a result of the work of
Whitfield Lewis at the Housing Division in 1950 who took an overall
Ly
look at housing which led to the idea of 'mixed development'. The
aim was obviously to attempt a match between dwelling type and
type of household. No doubt the prevailing architectural ideologies
of the time had a part to play in the emergence of tall blocks as
models.
Despite this it would be simply untrue to say that tall blocks
cannot meet certain basic human needs, as it is possible to provide
compensations for many of their deficiencies, e.g. adequate traffic-
free play-spaces; private allotments in place of gardens; well-designed
waiting areas near lifts; reliable lifts; adequate, well-lit and
well-defined (in terms of whom the space belongs to) lobby spaces
in front of flats as compensation for the lack of a door-step; and so
12
on.
Also, in adopting a model or in rejecting an emergent model as
inadequate, architects and clients have repeatedly shown a remarkable
lack of understanding of the adaptability of users. In certain
cases this has been assumed to be much greater than it is, while in
other cases it has been assumed to be non-existent. The case of
tall blocks of flats illustrates both these assumptions. The tendency
in mass housing has been to freeze all provisions which aid the
process of adaptation. As we said before high-rise blocks came
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borough should have them), architectural ideology and ill-considered
ideas on high density. In some cases architects and clients never
considered the adaptability of users, while in other cases it was
implicitly assumed that users would adapt to this new form of housing.
In accommodating large families in this type of housing their potential
difficulties were totally ignored. Recent studies show that families
in the higher socio/economic bracket do adapt to them very well~"^
and in rejecting the model outright the architectural profession is
now ignoring the adaptability of this type of family. The aim here
is not to advocate the building of more tower blocks, but to suggest
that in certain specific contexts such blocks can be legitimate.
Total rejection of them as type solutions or models following fashions
is unproductive, as there is the problem of using the existing stock.
Furthermore, where buildable land is in short supply it may well be
necessary to build high. In both these instances it is necessary
to bear in mind that certain types of users are more adaptable than
others, and that in any case some form of compensation, as mentioned
above, is necessary. The latter consideration involves considerable
relaxation of the formal ideals of the architectural community. Or.ee
compensations are provided (e.g. play areas, communal facilities)
tall buildings will certainly not be elegant blocks set on a sea of
uncluttered green space as the profession wanted in the early days.
Of course the necessary compensations could be built into the building
leaving the green spaces free. Fig. 6.1 is an example of a rare
design by Walter Segal which shows some understanding of the notion
of compensation. The building was not built for various reasons,
but it does illustrate the importance of the architect's willingness
to relax formal ideals. The spaces provided for play activities
would inevitably prevent the building from becoming a tall, slender
block, but the abandoning of formal requirements is definitely
necessary. The space provided may not be sunny and protected from
the wind, but this will be the case in many play areas provided at
ground level. It is however a matter of proper design. In the case
of the high-level play area, although it is difficult to make it as
sunny as one in the open, it can be projected from undesirable winds
and, if necessary, it is possible to produce a controlled environ¬
ment in the play area. Questions of economy are of course
important; but this is a different matter altogether.
Broadly speaking, all emergent models - because they undergo
trials, followed by revisions and refinements - must theoretically
15
meet all human requirements. If certain established models do not
appear to be meeting certain needs it is because often the designer
does not want to relax his formal and aesthetic ideals, thereby
reducing the full potential of a model. For instance, such features
as landscaped offices, inward looking layouts, open plan layouts and
so on have so much visual and aesthetic appeal for designers that
they overlook the fact that certain modifications to the basic idea
may be necessary in order to meet the requirements of the particular
situation (e.g.acoustic privacy in the case of landscaped offices
and open plan layouts, the requirement for outside view in inward
looking buildings). Good architects have always shown a willingness
to make adjustments to emergent models and therefore a readiness to
give up some of the formal ideals of their time. The history of
architecture abounds in examples that bring strength to this point.
Two quite different examples from Renaissance architecture (which
was dominated by a certain formal ideology) illustrate it well. In
Urbino during the Renaissance architects like Laurana, Francesco di
Giorgio and Brarnante worked on a variety of projects, ana in fact
\
it is believed many of these architects worked as a team. All of
them were aware of and indeed contributed through their writings
to the then emerging principles of classical architecture (centrally
planned buildings, proportional systems, use of circles and squares
as symbolic representation and so on), yet the Ducal Palace at
Urbino, illustrated in Fig.6.2 is not 'classical' in the sense
exemplified by the 'ideal city' shown in Fig.6.3 The architects
were quite prepared to relax some of their formal classical ideals
in order that the building might respond to the topography and the
existing medieval parts of the palace, and indeed to medieval Urbino.
The second example comes from Palladio's work. Palladio's work
and 'Palladianism' as practised in England exemplify the model-based
thinking of architects very well. It is well known that Palladio
modelled his own buildings on the great buildings of ancient Rome
and the 'Palladians' in turn modelled their works on the buildings
he executed. But what was less well known to the 'Palladians' was
the fact that Palladio, on many occasions, used elements of his
models of antiquity with considerable flexibility. For example in
his design for the Palazzo Iseppo Porto at Vicenza (unfinished) he
took great portions of the entablature between the columns of the
internal court to light the upper galleries (Fig.6.4). Current
Italian thought on Palladio is quite contrary to the 'idyllic'
English interpretation of his work, and attempts to set him in the
context of contemporary Mannerists. Nevertheless the example cited
above should not be regarded as a Mannerist device solely aimed at
visual impact. It must be seen rather as an instance where a good
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architect makes certain adjustments to the established elements of
an emergent model (classical architecture) in order to achieve
certain functional results.
It is true that to an architect engaged in the active practice
of design the relaxation of formal ideals may seem like a compromise
which dilutes his best ideas. But history reveals that nearly all
good architects were prepared to use the formal principles of their
time in a flexible way, and in fact every time they did so this
211.
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proved to "be a strength and not a weakness. Formal ideals are a
result of the architectural community's belief system; they can and
should he revised or even abandoned if they are in conflict with
the requirements, interests and experience of users. How groups
of users express their requirements, interests, aspirations and so
on depends on the 'focus' of all the participants in the process of
design. When the focus is on architects, as was the case in our
examples of Renaissance architecture, rather than users and clients,
one rarely gets a response from the users, and in this case the onus
is on the architect to ensure that the model solution he employs
meets all the needs of users and, if necessary, to make the required
revisions to his model in order to satisfy the basio requirements of
users. But when the focus is on the users, one can expect considerable
healthy criticism from them, and in this case it is a question of the
architect approaching the problem with a free and open mind;"^
occasionally, users' criticisms of the model solution may be unfair,
in which case it is the designer's task to explain its suitability;
in other instances he may well have settled for a particular model on
the basis of its 'formal' or 'aesthetic' appeal, in which case he
should make use of the users' criticisms in introducing revisions
to the established model. Only in this way can architecture be
made richer, reflecting the diversity of users' requirements.
Of course design is not determined simply by what is acceptable
to the users. The interpersonal communication which informs design
decisions is much more intricate than our discussion on the 'focus'
and 'direction' of communication has implied so far, and oalls for
a more detailed exploration. A communication is not intellegible
if it is considered as an event separated from the social context
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of which it is a part, and in fact it can only be understood in
terras of its total setting, including the relationships of the
participants to the code or language that is employed, their rela¬
tionships to one another as members of a group attempting to commu¬
nicate and the manner in which whatever is being communicated
(information, message, etc.) acts as a link between the source and
the receiver. In order to define the total architectural setting
in which communication takes place we must be clear about who the
sources and the receivers of that setting are. The situation is
obviously complex, for even in the straightforward case where an
architect explains his scheme to the users and is prepared to make
certain changes in the light of their criticisms,the architect acts
both as source - because he generates inventive information - and
as receiver - because he accepts information from client and users
through their criticisms. Similarly users receive the design and
through their criticisms generate new information; thus they are both
17receivers and sources. Our task here is to analyse the interpersonal
communication between participants in the building process without
losing sight of its dynamic dimension. In the next section we
develop a model of this communication using a system of notations to
describe the participants and their roles, and show how this model
can be used to relate communication, transformation and assessment
of design.
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Interpersonal Communication and the Role of Participants in
the Design and. Building Process
The term 'source' implies source of design information or
message, "but when we talk about reception we use it to describe not
only the reception of information by the brief writer, the architect
and the critic, but also the reception of the design itself by the
users. Thus 'Receivers' and 'Sources' cannot be neat categories if
we wish to analyse interpersonal communication in all its dynamic
dimensions. We may list the roles of participants in different
circumstances as follows:
Client : Source of information on the type of building required;
cost limitations; social and technical aspects of building process;
management policy; nature, number, type of occupancy; sex, age distri¬
bution etc. of users; feelings on flexibility, interrelationship
between spaces, future requirements etc.; sociological data on users;
internal environment and so on. Receiver of design and information
on users.
Users : Source of information on requirements and undesirable
features which are to be avoided in the proposed building. Receivers
of design.
Brief writer : Source of information to the architect. Receiver of
information (of the type described under the heading "Client") from
clients and users.
Architect : Source of inventive information and design. Receiver
of information from clients, users and brief writer.
Critics s Source of inventive communal information. Receivers of
design.
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Society at large: Source of inventive information in the form of
prevalent ideology. Receiver of design.
This description is only a rough one and is advanced here as a
suggestive rather than definitive way of describing the rolos of
participants in the design and building process. In real situations
the roles can of course vary - for instance in some cases the architect
may also be the brief writer and clients and users may be the same
body; it is however possible to adapt this description to suit any
particular situation. A study of the roles of the different parti¬
cipants in interpersonal communication given above reveals that two
quite distinct entities are involved - one is 'Information' and the
other 'Design'. Both these entities lend themselves to an analysis
in terms of source and reception.
Although the progress from information to its transformation
into design is a continuous and cohesive process, it seems to have
distinct aspects and occurs in two quite; different settings. Fig.6.5
is a way of showing the communication that takes place using rectangles
for the information aspect and circles for the design aspect. The
first box represents client and users who communicate information on
various requirements to the brief writer. The actual users may not
be known at the early stages of design, but users of a building
similar to the one proposed can advise clients on the desirable
features of the proposed building. Just as the inhabitants of a
19
city build up substantial group images of their city, we may
















the desirable features of that type of building, and these group
feelings may be elicited through the use of methods of environmental
evaluation explained in Appendix }>. Thus information is communicated
by the client and users to the brief writer. The architect is both
a source and a receiver, since he receives information on clients'
and users' requirements and generates inventive information and
therefore design. Inventive communal information is also generated
by critics and theorists and is usually expressed in the design
process as a form of the prevalent ideology of the profession;
society at large also provides certain forms of ideology as we saw
in the case of tower blocks. At the same time, an architect knows
that his design is not only to be received by his particular client
and users but also by architectural critics and society at large.
Thus critics and society are both receivers and sources. Therefore,
any design responds to a variety of information from a number of
sources; users are the most involved receivers of the design; and,
as pointed out earlier, an architect must try to accommodate any
criticism of his proposals by users and clients, and this is repre¬
sented by the feedback shown between Design and Source 1 and Receiver 4•
In diagram 6.5 the vertical dimension also represents temporal
differences between different procedures.
Thus we have a description of the interpersonal communication
between participants in the design and building process as a procedure
by which source and receptors are related through the instrument of
information and design. Fig.6.5 relates these four basic components:
source, receiver, information and design in rather complex ways,
reflecting the dynamic nature of the communication involved in any
design situation.
Besides describing the interpersonal communication between
participants, diagram 6.5 can also be used to show how a design is
judged traditionally and to pinpoint the shortcomings of this pro¬
cedure. Following this we may also suggest how it may be improved.
At the present time a critic or a jury giving certain awards (e.g.
Civic Trust awards) simply compares the information provided in the
brief with the design, talks to the architect who provides some of
the inventive information and using these elements, together with
the prevalent ideology of the profession (in which the critics or
the jury's own ideology has a place) as a basis, the design is
judged. This process is diagrammed in Fig.6.6 where the dotted lines
show the assessment process. This is one way of evaluating the
quality of a design, but it has one built-in problem, for the critic
or the jury is often too familiar with the kind of information
encountered in typical design situations and when that information
is coloured by communal inventive information almost instinctively
anticipates only certain types of solution - all others are ruled
out as inferior or unworthy of commendation. This is why many
award-winning schemes and competition-winning schemes turn out to
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be failures in many fundamental ways. If, however, we direct
attention not upon the correspondence between information (that
contained in the brief and the inventive information provided by
the architect and critics) and final design, but upon the manner
in which Receiver 1 and Receiver 4 have appreciated a) the nature
of the building required in the case of the former and b) the nature
of response to the final design in the case of the latter, we oblige
the critic or jury to enquire just how users receive the design and











Thus the critic must examine thoroughly the degree to which the
"brief writer has appreciated users' requirements and then test how
the design reflects this by considering users' response.
Thus this procedure, which is diagrammed in Pig.6.7 suggests a
way in which the critic or jury may avoid a situation in which the
judgement of a design is affected by the inventive aspects (both
personal and communal) of the profession. This does not mean that
inventive aspects are unimportant or unnecessary - indeed we pointed
out their importance to the design process in Chapters II and III.,-
but it is one thing to be clear about their role in the design process
and another to allow them to interfere with the assessment of a design.
The Brief and its Transformation into Design
We have already made several references to a few principles
governing the transformation of information into design. A clear
description of interpersonal communication between the various
participants which we have just completed is a necessary first step
in formulating such principles. Before summarising these principles
we must describe the part played by a written brief in the process
of transforming information into design.
Unfortunately, extreme views about the nature of the information
which a brief can provide are not uncommon. The brief has been
regarded alternatively as a volume of totally useless data, or as
21
the finest instrument ever devised by the profession. On the
contrary, the brief must be regarded simply as a conveyor of informa¬
tion through the use of ordinary language, and as such possessing the
qualities and liabilities of any communication involving ordinary











one must understand three essential and architecturally relevant
implications of using the brief as a vehicle of communication:
1) the brief is subject to the limitations of ordinary language.
All languages possess numerous grammatical and lexical ambiguities,
and these are usually resolved by the linguistic context. But what
is really important is that the words used in the brief are rooted
in the finite experience of those who write it, and to a large extent
they have mealing only in terms of their social, economic, administra¬
tive and cultural context. Therefore all the information presented
must be understood in terms of this type of background.
2) brief writers expect to be understood. ~ Yfriting to be understood
might seem to be a truism, but it is quite suprising how many designers
have dismissed a brief as being too complicated and difficult to
23understand. Brief writers concern themselves with concrete situa¬
tions involving the need to provide certain resources for a group
of users to perform certain activities; thus they are trying to
represent a group of people who often need to satisfy some of their
basic requirements (e.g. in mass housing). It may not always be
possible for an architect to understand precisely what the brief
writer actually means, but he should not assume that the brief writer
was intentionally trying to be difficult and obscure.
3) the architect as a translator must attempt to produce physical
interpretations of the brief writer's intentions as understood by
the user/client body. The principle of attempting to translate a
brief writer's intentions may seem so obvious as not to be war Hi
mentioning, but there is more here than one might suspect. Architects'
commitment to emergent models can be so strong that a check on whether
that 'model' matches the intentions of the brief writer may not be
performed at all. Further, in architecture intentions tend to be
expressed in the form of solution-images (e.g. study-bedroom) which
are liable to obstruct the exploration of users' requirements at a
basic level. Exploration of basic requirements will almost certainly
lead to several adjustments by the architect to the brief. An example
may illustrate this. If we interpreted the schedule of accommodation
for halls of residence developed by the U.G.C. (see Appendix 6) we
would simply get a corridor residence as shown in Fig.6.8a. There
may not be anything wrong with this, in fact it may well be the most
economical solution to the particular problem. But if we wish to
24allow the original intent in all its dimensions to influence design,
we must make certain adjustments based on what different participants
understand by the intentions of the brief. The adjustments made by
Maguire and Murray to the information contained in the U.G.C. schedule
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are as follows: the built-in wardrobe and the wash-basin, both
impersonal objects, tend to dominate a small room and restrict
variations in furniture arrangement; they should go out. This
resulted in paired single study-bedrooms off a shared lobby with
wardrobes, shower and WC (Fig.6.8b). This also helped in avoiding
groups of large numbers of bathrooms, WCs, etc., which would have
contributed to the feeling of institutionality. It was also thought
that some shared rooms, particularly for younger students, were
desirable, and these were incorporated, again opening onto a lobby
with toilet and wardrobes (Fig.6.8c). Simple cooking and coffee-
making was the next informal centre around which new groups could
form. From a socialisation point of view, a unit of ten seemed to
the architects appropriate (Fig.6.8d). From there they progressed
to a larger group which to them seemed perceivable as a 'place' and
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STUDENT HOUSING AT GUILFORD : SITE PLAN
(source: RIBA Journal, April 1971)
PIG.6.9
this unit, unlike the other units at lower levels, had no specific
activity associated with it, except that of access. The next level
group was formed around a central communal place, possibly a site
for a small-scale social building with a laundry. Figs.6.9 and 6.10
illustrate the physical translation of these basic adjustments made-
to the information regarding the design problem. It will be noticed
that abstract requirements live 'avoiding impersonal objects inside
the study bedroom', 'avoiding institutionality', 'making a group of
buildings perceivable as a place' and so on provide criteria on
which adjustments to the brief were based.
Thus the designer must strive for a kind of equivalence rather
than literally giving the client what he wants. In a sense, this is
ground floor
second floor
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just another way of emphasising the idea of basic requirements
rather than solution-images, but it reinforces the need for radical
alteration to a statement such as '120 study bedrooms are required'.
2 6
Such a statement, as Maguire puts it, "obstructs discussion of
needs: e.g. the need to sleep without disturbance, to undress and
dress in privacy, to get away on one's own for a while, to have a
personal 'place' which responds to oneself". The notion of 'equivalen
is therefore crucial and needs to be developed further.
No good design can look like a direct physical interpretation
of what the brief asks for. A brief cannot avoid 'solution-images':
after all, from the point of view of written language it is more
economical to say a study bedroom rather than a space where a student
can work and sleep without hindrance, dress and undress in privacy,
and which is a personal place that can respond to oneself. Words
used to designate any one thing cover areas of meaning and not mere
points of meaning. Further, since the significance of abstracts like
'privacy' and many of the actions and events that may take place in
any space can vary not only for different groups but also at different
times, any absolute, once-and-for-all formulation on what a study
bedroom should be is not possible. This does not mean that all the
study bedrooms that have been built in the past will have faults,
but rather that if one wants to re-employ the same pattern of arrange¬
ment one must be prepared to make certain adjustments to this pattern
so that it may fit the particular context. The precise nature of
the adjustments will depend on an exploration of basic requirements,
once these adjustments are made the new solution will not be a close
correspondent of a solution-image stipulated in the brief but an
equivalent; and the word 'equivalent' is used to denote a model
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solution which has undergone certain revisions and developments in
order that it may satisfy the requirements of a specific context.
So, an equivalent may be said to be any design solution (a collection
of elements and their relations) containing physical features which
in specific ways meet carefully elaborated requirements. Achieving
equivalents (as opposed to the physical interpretation of a brief)
does depend on the competence of the designer, but a clear explana¬
tion of the restrictions which confront an architect who strives for
equivalence may be of general use. The main restrictions stem from
the type of design problem that is being handled and the attitudes
of the designer about being 'faithful' to the brief. No-one who
tackles problems from an established field of design is completely
free to do what he likes, for the historical background always tends
to dictate the extent to which the users and clients of a building
will accept a particular design as a 'faithful', 'accurate' or
'effective' transformation of the requirements formulated in the
brief. Moreover, attitudes towards what is an acceptable solution
vary at different periods in the history of a particular design field,
and this must be considered if the architect is to produce an acceptable
transformation. The pressure from tradition becomes even greater
when the architect has to produce designs for a client who has
commissioned many similar programmes before; the architect is then
confronted not only with a general pressure to conform to certain
acceptable standards, but also with the immediate necessity of making
any change to those solutions already executed acceptable to those
who are acquainted with them. The so-called faithfulness to the
written stipulations of a brief is always a problem, since written
language must use abbreviations and certain simplifications of real
requirements. A transformation which is an exceedingly literal
interpretation of a brief can therefore lead to simplistic design
solutions. At the other end, when an architect is concentrating
on equivalence there is a danger of total disrespect for the
intentions behind the brief. . Literal interpretations of a brief
which fall below an acceptable standard seem to be more common than
correspondingly inadequate attempts to achieve equivalence, for the
gross simplifications of the former arise primarily out of ignorance,
oversight, unwillingness to employ critical thinking and failure to
comprehend the true nature of design.
Because many average architects have naively assumed that
architecture is simply to do with objects and nothing more, the
common tacit assumption results that designing involves physical
interpretations of verbally described elements. In other words
the traditional emphasis is on elements, whatever their scale may be.
Enough has been said to indicate that the emphasis should be on the
relationships between elements and on the contexts in which objects
and human beings interact in distinctive and structured ways. So,
mistakes made by architects striving for equivalence are less numerous
since they are made with eyes wide open. There is of course a
relatively wide range of possible legitimate and acceptable solutions
beginning with somewhat literal interpretations of the brief to
rather highly 'equivalent' interpretations. There seem to be points
at both ends of this scale where design solutions fall off rapidly
in meeting usex-s' requirements effectively and in being qualitatively
successful.
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A Summary of the Principles and Procedures of Transformation
So far in this chapter we have set the transformation process
in the general context of interpersonal communication between parti¬
cipants in the design and "building process; we have tried to examine
the implications of our earlier suggestion that design is essentiallv
model-based; and we have spelt out how changing the focus of all
participants could affect transformation processes. All that remains
to be done now is to isolate the principles and procedures of trans¬
formation and describe them in a way that makes them assimilable in
the process of briefing and design.
Architects seem to be constantly facing a series of polar
distinctions which force them to considers a) basic requirements of
the user as opposed to solution images; b) striving for equivalence
as opposed to literal reproduction of what the brief asks for; c)
the genius of an emergent model as opposed to its formal integrity;
d) respect for an emergent model as opposed to emphasis on inventing
new forms; e) general emphasis on process as opposed to form. Good
design results when an architect exploits the potential of continuous
communication between all the participants. In order to melee the most
of this communication an architect must understand where the focus
of all the participants lies and the directions in which communication
is proceeding. In practice he may encounter a variety of situations,
but they will all fall into one of the following combinations:













Situation a) suggests a patronising attitude on the part of those
in authority, and must be avoided as far as possible. In situation
d) uninhibited criticism from users may not be available, so the
onus is on the architect to establish priorities based on his know¬
ledge of successful buildings similar to the one being conceived.
The model of communication shown in Fig.6.7 will be of help in
assessing the effectiveness of his proposals. In situations b), c),
e) and f) the architect must approach the problem with a free and
open mind, explain his model-based thought process to clients and
users, and in response to their views be prepared to make certain-
adjustments to the brief and the final design. Revisions to the
brief are to be based on an expansion of the intentions of the brief
which also includes the brief's formulations on users' requirements.
Intent (when expressed in terms of all its significant levels) pro¬
duces the necessity to strive for equivalence, as opposed to literal
interpretation! of the brief which is often written in terms of
solution-images. When the final solution is restructured to accommo¬
date users' criticisms, functional/practical aspects must have priority
over qualitative aspects in general and visual aspects in particular
Forms acceptable to users must have priority over architecturally
prestigious forms; that is to say the architect must be prepared tc
give up a model's formal integrity if it interferes in any way with
users' expectations and feelings. Expressing the nature of the
building needed in terms of elements, relations, abstracts and
actions or events can help in determining the kind of adjustments
needed in the brief and in the final design. It can also help in
giving parts and wholes simultaneous consideration. Good design
involves transforming verbal descriptions of parts - that is to say
elements - into design with the structure of wholes (relations,
abstracts, actions and events) in mind, so that they all fit together
as a unit.
Chapter VI : Notes
1. One exception to this is the work of design methodologists.
They are certainly interested in making the thought process public;
but as far as the author knows no methodologist has attempted to
provide an explanation of the factors which govern the transformation
of verbally formulated requirements.
2. De Carlo, Giancarlo,'Architecture in the Seventies', an Architecture
of Participation, The Melbourne architectural Paper No.3, 1971»
3. Pevsner, Nikolaus, An Outline of European Architecture, Harmondsworth,
1943, p.93 in 1961 edition.
4. Lynch, Kevin, The Image of the City, Cambridge, Mass., I960.
5. The written and executed works of Bonsiepe, De Cai\Lo, Erskine,
Goodman and Hertzberger are in this vein.
6. For instance in educational building projects one would expect
a free exchange of views between the building development officer,
the head and members of staff of the department concerned, the
architect, and so on. The author's observations in two different
situations suggest that there is a certain design hierarchy which
inevitably makes the communication not only 'vertical' but also in
'the main 'descending'. "
7. Historically, the Renaissance period seems to be the time when
a preference for new'forms derived from Roman ruins began. The
authority which exemplars exerted on Gothic builders is well known
and it can be noticed in any study of Gothic cathedrals.
8. Once again Gothic builders were exclusively concerned with the
technical aspects of the building process (particularly with structural
aspects) rather than with formal aspects. To them the form was supplied
by the exemplars. In contrast Renaissance architects show a high
level of interest in formal aspects of building. There were of course
technical innovations, but often they were of incidental importance,
serving rather to give expression to their formal aims.
9. Appendix 4, which explores the skilled performance of an architect,
also suggests that pre-existing patterns of response - that is to say
detailed level models - regulate various design skills.
10. Campbell, Kenneth, 'The Rise and Fall of the Tower Block',
Chadwick Trust Lecture, reported in Architects' Journal, 23rd July
1969, pp.151-52.
11. Jephcott, Pearl, 'Homes in High Flats - Some of the Social Issues',




14. Segal, Walter, 'Low-cost Housing and User Participation' in
Architecture and Social Sciences, Raman, P.G. (ed.), op.cit.
15. In Chapter III we argued that, in spite of advances in ergonomics,
the prototypical forms of chairs remain limited, since the arrangement
of components such as seat, hack-rest, arm-rest, etc, are conditioned
by human seating requirements which have remained largely unchanged.
Each prototypical form becomes accepted by those who design largely
because it has undergone real world trials and subsequent revisions.
It is not difficult to demonstrate that each prototypical form of
chair can in its own way meet the seating, resting and leaning re¬
quirements of human beings. Those new ideas which do not undergo real
world trials and those that do not meet basic seating needs of human
beings never gain lasting popularity among users and designers. For
this reason disrespect for emergent exemplars very often amounts to
desertion of the practice of designing. For instance, a sack filled
with polystyrene nodules has been put forward as an alternative to
the conventional armchair, in the last ten years or so. Although it
has enjoyed some popularity with young people it has not been uni¬
versally accepted as an alternative to the armchair.
16. Users, architects, clients, brief writers differ from each other
in the type of information they wish to convey and receive, in the
medium they use to convey a message, and so on. Although this makes
perfect communication between them impossible, a relatively high
degree of intelligibility can be promoted if individuals participate
in the affairs of the group in question. Further, linguists suggest
that even people of widely different cultural backgrounds tend to make
generalisations which appear to be very similar (see Osgood,C.B.,'The
Cross-cultural Generality of Visual Synesthetic Tendencies' in Beha¬
vioural Sciences 5» I960, pp.146-69). So in the interest of increased
intelligibility an architect must, wherever necessary, explain the
thought process that led to the choice of a particular emergent model.
Such an uninhibited explanation is more likely to help than hinder
interpersonal communication. Models after all are generalised solu¬
tions, and since certain similarities do seem to exist in the gene¬
ralising tendencies of different people, the explanation of a proposed
solution as model-based is likely to promote understanding.
17. An analysis of the roles of participants as receivers and origi¬
nators is in fact a simplification, since some of the participants
can also act as purveyors and censors of information. But it is
necessary for the following reason: we can, by introducing the factor
of 'noise' and the notions of 'encoding' and 'decoding' take account
of the purveying and censoring roles of the participants, but the
resulting description of communication would be far too detailed for
our purpose. The bases of such a description (although they may be
interesting from a theoretical point of view) are not easily mani¬
pulated to fit varying situations encountered in architecture.
18. Communication between society at large and the architect cannot
of course be called interpersonal communication. But at least part
of it takes place in the form of a discussion of the current ideology
of the profession, exchange of opinions about particular buildings,
and so on. In these activities leaders of opinion play an important
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part and we may include some of their views in our analysis.
19. Lynch, Kevin, op.cit.
20. The well-known Pruit-Igo housing is an extreme example of this
kind, hut there are many more less well-known examples.
21. Forum on 'Briefing the Architect' organised hy the Building
Centre on 28th April, 1966 in which architects, clients and builders
took part, showed clearly the prevalence of both points of view. See
'Proceedings', published by the Building Centre, London, 1966.
22. There are many reasons why architects do not always understand
the brief writers' intentions, but the most important one is the fact
that design thought is model-based. Models incorporate generalised
information and hence make it difficult for the architect to be
concerned with particulars a brief may be mentioning.
23. See Building Centre'Forum on 'Briefing the Architect', op.cit.
24. The intentions of a brief are normaly derived from a complex
exchange of views between various participants and as such they can
be seen as representing different levels, e.g.: what the source wants
the receiver to understand by a message or a piece of information;
what the receiver does understand; what the particular message or
information means to the majority of people; what experts in the
communicating group say the source must have meant; and so on. Once
we lay bare these different levels they can guide us in making the
necessary adjustments to the requirements given in the brief.
25. Maguire, Robert, 'Approach to Architecture', RIBA Journal, April 1971.
VILA SUMMARY OF
CONCLUSIONS
VII A SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
The task we set ourselves was to explore certain theoretical
aspects of information and its transformation into design. At the
"beginning we pointed out the importance of viewing all human pheno¬
mena as indivisible and this led us to consider information and design
not in isolation; leach other, but together in all their dynamic
dimensions. As a first step in this direction we attempted to identify
all the factors that determine the nature of design. They were i
(a) factors in the spirit of architectural vocation which individuate
designers? (b) factors belonging to the collective consciousness of
architects as professionals; (c) information on functional/practical
aspects; and (d) information on qualitative aspects of buildings.
As conventional studies of determinants of design are exclusively
concerned with the functional/practical aspects we decided to concentrate
on the other three aspects and their interrelations. Most of our
conclusions are theoretical in?nature; they aim to bring together
accepted knowledge, facts,and research findings on the nature of design.
In order that we may test the degree to which the theoretical conclusions
of this thesis are successful we must begin by summarising the significant
generalisations.
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1. Design Frocegg as a Model Based Activity
Architects do not derive designs direotly from problem x-equireraents?
they are developed by imposing pre-determined model solutions of
different kinds on the range of problem requirements. This does not
mean that the nature of architectural tasks has no bearing on design,
but rather that an architect can never know the nature of his task
except as it has filtered through his pex*ceptions? therefore his
understanding of problems and his feelings about what might be suitable
solutions are largely a function of his past experience, his assumptions
and his purpose. No matter how often we are told we are wrong, we
alter our perceptions only under certain circumstances. This is not
/
something that is peculiar to the architectural profession? it reflects
generally the nature of human mind. Factors such as architects1 past
experience, assumptions and purposes are vague and rather general.
Nevertheless, examination of what architects say their inspirations
are reveals that these factors manifest themselves in (a) models of
visual characteristics? (b) models used as psychological aids to the
discovery cf form? (c) personal prototypes? (d) the emergent communally
respected models? and (e) the architectural profession's network of
habits, attitudes and ways of seeing. Of all these we said least
about models of visual characteristics as we felt that they were the
least important? the observations we made on the other models and the
network of habits, etc. may be summarised as follows:
A» Models Used as Aids to the Discovery of Form
Our treatment of this type of model was limited because of our concern
with the explanation of how the majority of practising architects
oonduot their affairs. Nevertheless, we discussed all that is essential
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about the circumstances in which individual architects develop new
architectural ideas. Problems requiring the invention of new forms
only emerge -under special circumstances, usually when the profession
feels that the potential of conventional solutions in solving central
problems has been exhausted; and in this sense the emergence of new
ideas has to be prepared by the progress of ordinary practice.
Occasionally, awareness of new and unconventional problem requirements
also helps in stimulating new ideas. When architects disregard this
fact about the circumstances in which novelty emerges, and persist in
producing new ideas, their works remain unrecognised academic exercises.
Assuming that the professional practice of design is at a stage
where there is a readiness to recognise new ideas, the process involved
in developing them calls for significant alterations to the ways in
which an architect habitually perceives the nature of design problems,
and to his views on what might be suitable solutions. If we see an
architect's past experience, his assumptions and purposes as 'schemata'
then we may say that inventiveness involves making new use of acqtiired
schemata. It is a remarkable fact that the same form or pattern of
relationships can be embodied in a variety of entities, and inventiveness
involves exploiting this fact. It consists of making a concrete
picture of something 'A' and then using it to evolve a concrete some-
thing else 'B'. This is the essenoe of models used as psychological
aids to the discovery of form, and the process is subtle; it takes
training and more often than not it requires that the entity used as
a model for advancing a new idea has some intrinsic relevance to the
architect.
B. Personal Prototypes
An examination of invariant characteristics in different types cf
23?
projects executed by particular architects suggests that in the
majority of cases there is a consistent employment of pre-existing
solutions in new situations. These may be schemes previously designed
by the architect himself or features of schemes by others which the
arohitect attempts to emulate in his design. These prototypes are not
simply transferred to new situations: they are systems in the process
of growth and as such undergo development and re-interpretation through
application. He say that models of this type are personal because
the choice of one model rather than any other in practice remains
subjective. Nevertheless these models ax>e much more tangible and
concrete than those which are used as aids to the discovery of form;
hence communication about the host of relationships which personal
prototypes embrace is that much easier. It is of course possible
that some of the models which evolved as heuristic devices in the
first place oan become concrete and may be used as prototypes by
arohiteots. Also, at a certain stage of repeated application and
development, personal pz'ototypes become recognised as successes by
the profession (owing to the fact that their features oan bs communi¬
cated in intelligible ways) and these are the origins of the emergent
communally respected models to be discussed next.
•%
C. Emergent Communally Respected Models
1 2
Following Michael Polanyi and Thomas Kukn we may distinguish between
implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge. In solving problems such
as those of architectural design implicit knowledge plays a most
important role, and this knowledge is acquired by the act of practising
design rather than acquiring rules for its practice. Implicit knowledge
does not consist of unanalysable intuitions of architects, but rather
it is embedded in the shared exemplars of professional achievements.
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Creative architects develop an awareness of the existence of these
models and their response to problems therefore does not consist of
bizarre and remote solutions, but of ordinary solutions in large
numbers. New models gain acceptance as established accomplishments
because older ones reach a saturation point as a result of repeated
application and the new models appear to be more successful in solving
certain problems which architects come to recognise as crucial. The
major part of an architect's day-to-day practice of design involves
the realisation of the initial promise of success shown by emerging
models. What constitutes significant design data is not always
determined by the architect or anybody else. These tend to be that
class of facts and theories which from time to time emergent solutions
show to be particularly revealing of the nature of design. Design
consists of devising practical uses for these facts and theories,
and in this process emergent models and their elements get articulated
and developed. Although design tasks are complex, emergent models
have the effect of simplifying them. Models as collections of
readily available solutions are easily manipulated as units, and
those models that are not acceptable to the community of architects are
automatically ruled out. This limits the range of available solutions
and therefore the choice is made simpler.
As with personal prototypes, communally respected models are not
simply transferred to new situations. In fact their application to
different situations involves re-arraging their elements to suit
particular contexts in such a way that the new solutions are intelli¬
gible as off-springs of the established accomplishments. We may say
that a solution has model characteristics when its relational
characteristics persist even though the elements themselves and/or
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their locations change.
Thus a model is a systematic repertoire of concepts and as it
gets applied it suggests further issues taking the architect "beyond
the particular problem requirements which he aims to meet. It is
this suggestiveness and deployability that make emergent models
useful specx^lative tools. We can use this fact and enrich the con¬
ventional notion of information for design by including in it concepts
of suffioient implicative power derived from a study of emergent
models. We shall summarise how this can be done in the sub-heading
after the next.
D. A Detailed Specification of the Components of Tacit Knowing .
Emergent models are highly influential in shaping the architectural
community's tacit knowing and can be expressed as consisting of a
collection of the community's habits, attitudes and ways of seeing.
They include: (a) a set of received beliefs; (b) mythical beliefs;
(c) limited ways of viewing codes of practice, standards and regula¬
tions; (d) special ways of seeing problems and their solutions; (e)
principles of organising space which govern the perception of architects;
(f) symbolic generalisations of the profession; (g) the profession's
system of values; (h) representational aids; (i) the profession's
inclination to concentrate on certain technical aspects at certain
periods in history. These factors together with emergent models help
the architect to be always ahead of data. They are certainly implicit
or submerged but we can observe evidence for their existence in
architects' explanations of their work, in critics' reviews, and so on.
They are a system of codes with the characteristics of language snd it
is only a slight exaggeration to say that that an architect 'sees' with
this system of codes.
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Sharing this network together with commitment to emergent
models makes architects believe that they and they alone are uniquely
qualified to practice the design of buildings. Implicit social
organisation promotes faith in models acceptable to the architectural
ooramunity and it develops through many different kinds of social links,
for example students receiving direction from their tutors, informal
communication between architects, formal collaboration, communication
through learned journals. Mythical beliefs largely consist of binary
discriminations between, for example, honest/dishonest, moral/immoral,
good/bad, pure/impure. They must not be regarded as defects as they
are a system of communication amongst architects and as such play an
important role in informing them of the many features of emergent
models. Standards and regulations when they are interpreted in
limited ways also promote full communication and a relatively unanimous
judgement within the architectural profession. Architectural history
shows that views such as , for example "antiquity is the only source
of the rational" "Gothic is the model of rationality" "20th century
structures like aircrafts and ships are of rational construction"
"landscapes are good sources of built fcrm" significantly affect the
nature of architecture of different periods, and no ordinary sense
of the word "interpretation" fits these intuitions through wThich
architectural ideas are often bom. Therefore they have been labelled
as ways of seeing. Symbolio generalisations consist of habit-forming
verbal expressions like "form follows function", "the structure must
be honestly expressed", "the building should reveal the social
organisation inside it". General acceptance of rhetorics like these
at different periods in history is what leads architects to think
that the ax-ohitecture of their time is unique and different from other
periods. Although analysis of design as it is done suggests that
ordinary architectural practice can proceed with few such symbolic
generalisations, the distinctiveness of the architecture of a
particular period seems quite generally to increase with the number of
generalisations its practitioners have at their disposal. By the
time generalisations like 'form follows function' or 'a building
must reveal the social organisation inside it' are accepted, practi¬
tioners have ali'eady developed an implicit understanding of what terms
such as 'form', 'function', "social organisations' etc. are supposed
to mean. All r.ew ideas in architecture involve, among other things,
the abandonment of accepted symbolic generalisations.
Values are more widely shared than symbolic generalisations
among architects, and give them a sense of group or community.
Although not all architects apply these values in the same way they
are important determinants of group behaviour. As Thomas Euhn put it
"men did not all paint alike during the periods when representation
was a primary value , but the developmental pattern in plastic arts
changed drastically when that value was abandoned."^ Finally, the
network of shared habits includes constructs such as particular ways
of depicting architectural ideas (e.g. using perspectives, axonometric
projection or models) and exclusive attention to particular technical
problems at particular periods (e.g. daylight, structure, proportions,
services). These are more concrete than the other components and
significantly determine the nature of architecture.
Emergent models are an integral part of this network of habits,
attitudes, values, and the sense of the model theory may be expressed
as follows: buildings are modelled more on each other or on objects
or systems of architectural interest than in conformity with any
abstract criteria of styles or in direct response to problem
requirements. The disciplinary networks of beliefs, values, etc.
are modes of communication through which the properties of emergent
models are transmitted to the profession.
2. Consequences of the Model Theory
Design related information may be defined as that which
determines form (the orderly arrangement of parts) in space and
time. A piece of information can determine form in two wayss (a)
by a process of working from first principles? (b) by a process of
selection from readily available solutions.
The amount of information required by different designers
varies. In fact informational sufficiency depends upon the strategy
for information utilization a particular architect adopts and the
manner and rate at which he will use the information. Bt-oadly
speaking, model theory suggests that an acquired ability to see
resemblances between apparently disparage architectural situations
plays in the design process a significant part of the role traditio¬
nally attributed to proper analyses of the problem. Once a new
situation is seen to be analogous to a design instance previously
encountered, one simply uses attachments that have proved effective
before. That ability to see group-approved resemblances is the main
thing students acquire while tackling studio projects. If our model
theory has portrayed the essential characteristics of the design
process, then it follows that informational requirements of designers
depend upon the concepts embodied by the models which an architect
considers as suitable solutions to the problem in hand. A brief
•writer can therefore significantly affect the thought process of a
designer by extending the notion of information to include desirable
features of emergent models. Also, disjunctive and relational class
concepts can help him to be precise about certain requirements. By
providing complex but precisely formulated concepts in the brief we
go beyond the traditional idea of a •'fit* between activity and space
to a more dynamic but realistic situation of producing a fit between
the major attributes of an emergent model and its field of application.
3. The Application of Theoretical Models in Architecture
The two theoretical models used in our study of architectural
quality and interpersonal communication constitute a way of talking
about important issues of architectural design. Both involve new
terminologies and help us in linking highly disparate issues such as
the functions of a building and their architectural effects; or in¬
formation aad. design; or clients' interests, users' interests, society's
interests in a building and architects' and architectural critics'
predilections. They help us to identify new relations, notice
hitherto overlooked facts and pay simultaneous and adequate attention
to 'wholes' and 'parts'.
A. The Function/Feature Model of Architectural Quality
The qualitative functions of architectural features may bo described
as increasing the effectiveness of functional/practical aspects and
creating special effects, enhancing users' interest in the building
and producing certain impacts. The features of any environment can
be classified as elements, relations, abstracts and actions or
events that take place in the environment. By combining these we
obtain a function/feature model of architectural quality, which
enables us to consider architectural quality as a kind of frame of
reference inprinted in the mind of users of a building. The seven
classes of this model can be seen to embrace features of qualitatively
successful environments in a universal way and therefore can be used
as a tool for evaluating whether or not an environment is successful
from the users* point of view as well as a design tool. Although
there are difficulties in including topics such as aesthetics as
parts of our function/feature model, topics such as symbolic aspects
of architecture and the associated meanings of features of an
environment do form an integral part of this model.
B. Design and Interpersonal Communication between Participants in
the Building Process
In all human communication there is a focus and a direction. In the
case of architectural design the focus has traditionally been on the
architect, but there are signs that it is shifting away from him
towards the users. Human communication tends to prooeed in two
directions : (l) horizontal - when all participants deal with each
other on equal terms? (2) vertical - from those in power to take
decisions to those affected by those decisions, and vice versa.
The existence of focus and direction in communication, forces
architects to choose between a series of polar distinctions: (a)
basio requirements of the user as opposed to solution images; (b)
striving for equivalence as opposed to literal reproduction of what
the brief asks for; (c) the genius of an emergent model as opposed to
its formal integrity; (d) respect for an emergent model as opposed to
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inventing new forms; (e) general emphasis on prooess as opposed to
form. The choice in each case must be related to users' requirements,
interests and aspirations. These factors are intellegible only when
they are considered in the context of interpersonal communication
0>
between all the participants of the design process. Client, users,
society at large, the architect, all have a role to play in that
communication. By regarding each of these participants either as
receivers or as sources of design or design related data we are able
to produce a model of interpersonal communication. This helps us in
formalising what aotually happens in architectural practices at the
present time, notice the deficiencies in that system and construct a
new model which can overcome them.
These then are the major conclusions of this thesis. The model
theory unifies factors of the architectural vocation which individualise
designers, and factors belonging to the collective consciousness of
the profession. Thus it provides an account of the inventive aspects
of architectural design. The function/feature classes provide a way
of describing architectural quality. Our explanation of the attributes
of emergent models and of the role of in+erpersonal communication in
the process of design attempts to establish the relationship between
different aspects of information and their role in design.
No theoretical work of this kind can be complete without an
appraisal of its significance to the field of architecture and some
suggestions for future research ensuing from it. This will be the
concern of the final chapter.
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VIII SELF-CRITICISM AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In Chapter I it was pointed out that successful theoretical
works can change the traditional outlook upon a range of familiar
issues, introduce new methodologies and procedures, and stimulate
further research. Some of the simple examples included in Chapter VI
and Appendix 7 attempt to illustrate the value of the methodologies
and procedures evolved in this thesis, hut no worked example so elemen¬
tary as ours can represent all that has emerged in the course of this
study. We have already mentioned in Chapter I that the significance
of theoretical formulations has to he tested according to the criteria
of agreement with facts, generality, parsimony, consistency and
explanatory value. He "begin hy specifying these criteria in greater
detail.^
Criteria for the Appraisal of our Theoretical Formulations
1. Agreement with the Facts : Do the facts from the field of
architectural design that are called upon to support a particular
conclusion really support it? The conclusion should also he consistent,
or at least not inconsistent, with other known facts.
2.' Generality s How many instances from the field of architectural
design does the theoretical formulation 'accommodate' in the sense of
heing not merely consistent with them hut of positively providing for
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them a place within its framework? If the formulation is true, i.e.
in agreement with facts, how widely is its truth exemplified?
3. Parsimony s Generality should not he achieved through an ad-hoc
multiplication of postulates to meet the demand of special cases.
The fewer the postulates the better suited a particular theoretical
formulation is for illuminating aspects of the design process.
4. Logical Consistency : There should he no internal contradictions
in a good theory.
5. Explanatory Value s The theory should increase our understanding
of the phenomenon under consideration. It should supply more in the
nature of an argument than just an analogy. Once the theory* s
postulates are accepted and its rationale understood it should
produce a sense of inevitability and the explanations should possess
olarity and conviction.
It is necessary to develop fxi.rth.er the significance of the last
criterion. The word 'explanation* is used here to denote a description
that is more general than those available at the beginning of any
theoretical research. For example if one wants to describe the way
in which tenants use the space immediately outside their dwellings,
an explanation would consist of some general principles embodying
conditions tinder which human beings take possession of space and the
relationship this space has with other spaces (e.g. public walkways)
as in the concept of territoriality. This concept is at the same
time mox*o general and more precise than a description of how outdoor
spaces are used in a particular scheme; however it is still a description.
It is given in terms of what universally occurs or something that
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happens relatively frequently and will always "be found to happen.
Although explanation and description are one and the same in the
broader sense, we can say that a phenomenon has been explained only
when the relation between a generalisation and concrete cases is made
explicit. That is to say, it is important to know how the general
principle applies to the specific fact. To say that the concept of
territoriality explains why outdoor spaces are used in certain ways
we must also show that users do not tolerate encroachment on what is
necessarily their personal space. From all this follows the way in
which we shall use the word 'understanding*. Understanding is achieved
as a result of adequate explanation. Understanding any phenomenon
involves the apprehension of a generalised description of it followed
by an assessment of how the generalisation is intelligible in terms
of the specific structure of the phenomenon. In applying the fifth
criterion we will have to make efforts to follow these meanings of
the words 'explanation' and 'understanding' as closely as possible.
With reference to the list of five criteria, they are not totally
discrete; for example, explanatory value and generality are highly
interconnected. Nevertheless the criteria are sufficiently distinct
to be used as separate tests of nearly all the conclusions of this
thesis. Finally, in employing these criteria our main aim is to
advance Belf-criticism. But these criteria also show a way of imposing
rigorous and explicit requirements on the so-called theoretical studies
of architecture. Consistent employment of them should identify
omissions, difficulties and successes of eaoh theoretical formulation
and point out directions for future research.
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A Critique of the General Model Theory of Design
In essence our model theory shows that buildings are modelled
more from each other and from objects of architectural interest than
from problem requirements stated in a neutral language, or from abstract
canons of style. It has a certain coherence and it unifies a wide
variety of instances into a single theory, and as a result possesses
satisfactory parsimony and logic. It may be thought that the archi¬
tectural profession's network of habits, attitudes and beliefs, which
is an essential part of our model theory, is just another name for ca¬
nons of different styles. This however is not the case, since canons
of style are mainly historians' tools for classification of works of
architecture. Although theoreticians and practising architects have
often spoken about the styles of architecture, while designing
buildings these have always been given new interpretation corresponding
to the spirit of specific periods of history. In this process of
interpretation the network of values, attitudes, and so forth has an
important place. The model theory is supported by facts from pragmatic
studies of examples of architectural design, from psychology of
perception, psychological research on creativity and from theories
of knowledge. The model theory is certainly a description of how
design is done and models of visual characteristics, personal proto-
types, the emergent communally respected models and the disciplinary
network of values, attitudes and beliefs are component parts of this
theory. Our analysis of these components is concerned with showing
how the general model theory applies to specific facts and hence the
explanatory power of the theory a3 a whole depends upon the extent
to which the components of the theory are successful.
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Difficulties in our Explanation of Models Used as Psychological
Aids to the Discovery of Form
That new ideas emerge only under certain circumstances and that
this emergence calls for significant alterations to the vays in which
an architect perceives the nature of problems and to his views on
what might "be suitable solutions is common sense. More complex and
problematic from the point of view of evaluation is our explanation
of the process by which architects deliberately make new use of
aoquired schemata. This explanation is in accord with certain facts
found in the field of psychology and in the nature of the design
process itself* But investigation of the way in which architects
develop new ideas is by no means extensive, and therefore it is dif¬
ficult to say how widely exemplified is the truth of the theory that
new ideas involve deliberate re-interpretation of available or already
constructed patterns and that these patterns must have certain intrinsic
relevance for the person using them. The formulation as it stands
is fairly parsimonious and free of any internal contradiction, but it
must be admitted that any further development and research on how new
ideas are developed may show it to be lacking. The explanatory value
of this formulation is perhaps the most problematic point. Our
recourse to explanation in terms of the hobby horse and Picasso's
sculptures provide only certain analogies and nothing more in the
nature of argument. It must, however, be noted that it is this par¬
ticular conclusion that most architects find attractive and meaningful
2
to them and it also offers a number of problems for further investi¬
gation.
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An Evaluation of our Observations on Personal Prototypes
The conclusions on personal prototypes are quite extensively
supported by our pragmatic analysis of a number of architects' -works
and they are not inconsistent with the schemata thesis which was
invoked as a support to our model theory in general. There is also
a high degree of generality, since we were able to see the employment
of personal prototypes in a wide variety of instances (for example
in housing, in present day practice, in examples of historical archi¬
tecture, in university buildings and in industrial buildings). The
contents of our formulation on personal prototypes were not multiplied
in any way to meet the particular demands of these varying examples,
and hence the formulation is parsimonious. Extensive discussion
about what really happens when architects attempt to use the same
pattern of relationship in diverse design situations - for instance
with reference to Epstein's linear plan - shows that there are no
internal contradictions about our thesis concerning personal proto¬
types and its explanatory value is not by any means lacking.
The Value of our Observations on Emergent Models
As with prototypes, our conclusions on emergent models embrace
facts from a wide variety of design situations such as university
planning, medieval buildings, early timber frame constructions,
Renaissance architecture and public buildings of the modern movement.
Other than supporting the model theory our conclusions are also con¬
sistent with some well known psychological findings on creativity,
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on anagrams and emerging ideas of the sociology of knowledge. The
view that design mostly involves selection of an emergent model
followed "by re-arrangement of its elements to suit particular situa¬
tions is a simple and coherent view and has no internal contradictions.
Our explanation of the role played by emergent models in design throws
light on why creative architects when asked for ideas produce rela¬
tively ordinary ideas in large numbers. That design competence
involves acquiring professionally respected exemplars and that they
are to be acquired by the practice of doing design as opposed to
acquiring them through rules for practising design enables us to
understand a great deal about the design process. This is a way of
going beyond just a conceptual study of the design process and allow
for what is practical in its description.
Components of Architects' Tacit Knowing - A Critique of their Elucidation
The fact that the network of habits, attitudes and ways of seeing
developed by the architectural profession determines the nature of
design does possess explanatory value. It enables us to understand
how architects construe design and designing. In the absence of
reliable data on every aspect of what a building should do, architects
have to continue designing and this involves certain communal commit¬
ments to their own ways of looking at the world. So far as it goes
it is a coherent point of view and indeed, agrees with a number of
findings from the social sciences. But the notion of tacit knowing
has not demonstrated its generality by any means, although the examples
cited to illustrate the components of tacit knowing indicate sufficiently
that historical studies can confirm their generality across different
periods and across different tranches of architectural design. In
describing the process adopted by ordinary architects we made several
critical remarks about the failure of previous attempts to comprehend
design as it is done by the overwhelming majority of architects; and
we attempted to bring out many common features of design thought
which make it possible to speak of architectural tradition in reason¬
ably precise ways. But our approach is open to the criticism that
it gets carried away by the notion of tacit knowing and while empha¬
sising the continuity between traditions in architecture it glosses
over the important differences between them. This is true, but the
reason for not studying the difference between the network of beliefs,
values, etc. across different periods is that although there are
differences, they do not amount to a difference in the thought process
adopted by architects. In other words, design thought is always
model-based and difference in tacit knowledge of different periods
gives rise to commitments towards different models. It is hoped that
this clarification ensures that the explanation of architects' tacit
knowing is free from any contradictions. Finally, our description
of communal inventive aspects is advanced as a suggestive rather than
a definitive piece of work and as such provides many avenues for further
research. They are listed at the end of this chapter.
A Critical Look at the Consequences of the Model Theory and Tacit Knowing
Proper assessment of the relative merits of our conclusions demands
their subdivision, (a) Information is that which determines form in
space and time either by a process of selection from known solutions
or from first principles, (b) Information requirements of architects
depend upon the models at their disposal, (o) A brief can influence
the thought processes of designers by providing (in addition to
information on users' requirements) clearly formulated concepts
extracted from emergent models. All three conclusions are by-products
of our model theory. Item (c) is a suggestion for a new procedure
and Chapter VI and Appendix 7 attempt to indicate its value. The
other two conclusions are theoretical formulations aimed at increasing
our understanding of design, and therefore have to be assessed accord¬
ing to our criteria of agreement with facts, generality, parsimony,
logical consistency and explanatory value.
Design information - as that which determines ways of ordering
elements of a building - is of course common sense and it is artificial
to speak of agreement with facts in this connection. But generality
and explanatory value are a different matter. The explanatory value
of our definition lies in the fact that it puts into proper perspective
a number of activities related to the process of design. For example,
choosing a solutioji from a design guide is only one way of determining
the building form or part of it, and the tendency to regard design guides
and bulletins as the ultimate tools must be resisted. Further, this
definition of information is consistent with the view that information
and design should be analysed together in all their dynaiaio dimensions,
and is in fact a basis'^ for our general taxonomy which consists of
inventive aspects, qualitative aspects and the functional/practical
aspects. The series of major themes that run through our analysis
of inventive aspects and qualitative aspects gives our general defi¬
nition of information sufficient particularity.
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The informational requirements of a designer depend upon the
model solutions he brings into operation - this is a logical and
unified point of view based on a wide variety of facts. A pragmatio
look at the early stages of a design field suggests that data gather¬
ing is random at first, but as emergent models get established it
becomes more purposeful. The study of information processing involved
in anagram solution also shows how it i3 influenced by pre-formed
patterns. Other psychological researches on concept formation and
acquisition of skills (see Appendix 4) also lend support to this view.
Although we made no attempt to investigate its generality in the field
of design, our examination of the emergent models in different areas
implicitly showed that it accommodates a wide variety of instances.
An explanation of how good design comes to be oonoeived is provided
in terms of the importance of multi-dimensional class concepts (par¬
ticularly by disjunctive and relational concepts) embodied by emergent
models and of how they provide a basis upon which sensitive designers
work out the revisions needed to the emergent models at their disposal.
It is this explanation which leads us to suggest that a brief roust
attempt to extend^Jthe traditional notion of information to include
the desirable features of emergent models and describe them in clear
and unambiguous ways. This is the rationale of our procedure suggested
in item (c) above.
The Value of our Observations on Theoretical Models
The conclusion that the employment of theoretical models can
bring together highly disparate entities, helps us to notice hitherto
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ignored facts, and unify parts and wholes may seem rather grandiose.
Nevertheless in our two limited applications a number of elements of
that conclusion have been demonstrated and much evidence for this
point of view can be found in Appendix 2 and the references sited there.
Reoent developments in architecture and urban design have been char-
racterised by simplifications of varying kinds which have led practi¬
tioners to a numbef of either/or situations like, for example,
traditional methods of construction or industrialised methods?
intuitive design or rationalised procedures; landscape design or
building design? conservation or redevelopment? users' requirements
or clients' requirements? functional aspects or aesthetic considera¬
tions? individual buildings or townscape; and so forth, In the
majority of these cases the answer should have been 'both'. Nays
and means must therefore be found for avoiding simplifications that
result from polarised situations like these, and the use of theore¬
tical models as a way of thinking about issues takes us in this
direction. What has so far been said by no means demonstrates
either the agreement with facts or the generality of our conclusions.
They are nevertheless highly plausible conclusions and the two ex¬
amples of function/feature classes of architectural quality and the
model of interpersonal communication show the logic of their use.
Instances where theoretical models may be employed do require a
detailed and careful examination. The two instances included in this
thesis which we evaluate in the next two subheadings certainly indicate
that they are valuable analytical tools.
Omissions, Difficulties and Successes of the Feature/Function
Model of Architectural Quality
Description of environments in terms of component features
such as elements, relations, actions and abstracts and in terms of
their two functions, namely that of increasing the effectiveness of
the functional/practical and enhancing interest of users, is an
integrated approach. It goes sufficiently far to recognise the
indivisibility of the notion of quality of an environment. Appendix
demonstrates that our views on architectural quality agree with past
works which have dealt with this subject, and Chapter V shows it is
in accord with our observation on three widely varying environments
(the foyer of a concert hall, Hill House and study bedrooms). It
cannot however be denied that these observations called upon to
support the theory of architectural quality are soraevrhat conjectural.
In fact further research is necessary to demonstrate how function/
feature components are imprinted in the mind of users. Hith refe¬
rence to completeness of coverage there have been some notable omiss¬
ions - for example the topic of aesthetics. The conclusions handle
the question of symbolic aspects and the associated meanings of
t
features of an environment reasonably well, and on both topics there
is an attempt to provide a new explanation. The explanatory value
of the model is further indicated by the fact that it can be used
both as an aid for describing environments and as a design tool.
The Value of our Observations on Design and Interpersonal
Communication between Participants in the Building Process
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Our conclusions have fallen into two distinct parts:(a) those that
explain the focus and direction that exist in human communication and
A
the consequences of their existence; these are factual observations
and there is no need to assess them in terms of our five criteria?
(b) the use of information and design as two distinct areas and the
consideration of participants as either sources or receivers to develop
a model constitute a theory which must be assessed in terms of our
criteria.
The merit of this theoretical model is that it broadens our
understanding of how determinants of design are generated and attempts
to introduce new life into the old problem of communication between
architects, clients, users, critics, and society at large. The theo¬
retical model is logical and parsimonious. So far as it goes it is
in good accord with facts concerning the process of design and human
communication in general. As to its generality, although the mcdel
does have potential for embracing a wide variety of design instances
we have not shown "its application in any one particular instance.
This is largely due to the practical difficulties of observing inter¬
personal communication in architectural practices and due to the lack
of resources for conducting such observations. Attempts to analyse
communication as it is in a particular design instance and to put
forward suggestions as to how it should be, would certainly have been
desirable, but it is not easy to get practising architects to agree
to such an exercise and convince them of its value to their work.
Further monitoring of interpersonal communication between architects,
clients, users, consultants and others having an interest in the
building is beyond the capacity of an individual researcher. Never¬
theless, it offers a future possibility for an inter-disciplinary
study, and until work of this kind can be undertaken the complete¬
ness of the theoretical model must be in doubt. The notion of focu3,
direction and communication, the manner in which information and
design are analysed together, the exposition of design as being
directed by choice between a series of polar distinctions such as
between basic requirements and solution images, equivalence and literal
interpretation, process and form, genius of a model and its formal
integrity, conventional solutions and new solutions give it a high
degree of explanatory value.
Problems for Future Investigation
First we have to understand the conclusions of this thesis only
as a fragment of much larger work on the theory of architectural
5
design. It is therefore' legitimate to ask what problems remain to
be solved before we may develop firm bases for constructing an ade¬
quate theory of architectural design. Generalisations on inventive
personal aspects, tacit knowledge of the architectural profession,
and laws governing the qualitative aspects of design as determinants
of design are useful. He also tried to discover some clues to the
relationships among these generalisations by analysing the place of
models in brief-making and the interpersonal communication between
participants of design. Although these generalisations and their
interrelations are suggestive, the task of developing them into a
consistent theory requires deeper study and the raising of moi'C
questions about them. We now attempt to assemble these queries and
outline a broad programme of further research. Some of our questions
arise out of the deficiencies of our conclusions, others are new
directions to be followed, but all of them call for new, pertinent
facts as well as a different ordering of the knowledge we have already
gained.
1. The Function of Models as Aids to the Discovery of Form: We have
examined these models as a kind of experimental work undertaken by
architects who attempt to evolve new ideas. Our examination was
done through an extended study of Aalto*s and Pietila's methods. In
connection with the process by which novelty emerges we noted that
experimental work of analogous kind (suoh as Joseph Paxton's studies
of plants) plays a role in the general development of architectural
ideas. We also suggested that other than comparing and contrasting
works by different architects, there are no other methods to test the
process by which new use is made of the acquired schemata. Therefore,
for a more detailed study of models used as heuristic devices we will
have to turn to history. What can we say about historically signi¬
ficant experimental work of this kind conducted by architects such as
the process by which Villard de Honnecourt derived patterns for use
in the design of Gothic buildings or the relationship between Yitru-
vian man drawn by different Renaissance architects and the buildings
they designed? How do they differ from the experimental work analysed
in this thesis' Since the subjects used as models are not entirely
arbitrary, what are the factors which determine their choice? Do
these experimental works arisG entirely from the mental equipment of
the particular architect or have they any links with the culture in
which novelty emerges?^ If we can call the use of landscape abstractions
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by Aalto and Pietila, Paxton's studies of plants, and Renaissance
architects' use of Vitruvian man experiments in design thought, what
are the conditions which lead to thought experimental situations of
this kind? Any attempt to produce answers to these questions will
have to be a historical study, but it will have to be a historical
7
study of a particular kind.
2. Further Investigation of the Components of Architects' Tacit '
Knowing: The portrayal of architectural development as a Eeries of
tradition - bound periods governed by the professional network of
habits, attitudes and ways of seeing, and as something punctuated
by sudden breaks in compulsion towards particular establishments has
been borrowed from highly researched materials both in architecture
and outside it. Nevertheless their incorporation into a viable
theory or architectural design calls for more extensive study. In
8
this connection Thomas Kuhn has identified one problem: "asked why
his work is like that of, say, Einstein and Schrodinger rather than
Galileo and Newton, the scientist replies that Galileo and Newton,
whatever their genius, were wrong, made a mistake. My problem, then,
is to know what takes the place of 'right' and 'wrong', 'correct'
and 'incorrect', in an ideology which declares a tradition dead, but
its products living." A set of answers to this question has to some
extent been given by Summerson's analysis of Viollet-le-Duc's view of
9
design. Viollet strongly believed that "Architecture has to do mainly
with the faculty of reasoning. Taste, properly understood, is simply
unconscious reasoning. For the artist, however, unconscious reason¬
ing is not enough. He must analyse what pleases him; he must be
conscious of the logical process which lies behind the successful
result. The architect's education must, therefore, proceed in two
stages. First, he must learn to analyse the masterpieces of the
past; then he must learn to make his own synthesis, serving the
conditions and using the materials dictated by his age." This is a
penetrating answer to Kuhn's question and indeed we ourselves used
it to support our model theory. Our model theory looks backward
while moving forwards, whereas revivalism - a related idea which is
more familiar to historians - also looks backwards but stands its
ground. Although there exist historical studies of individual
architects' thought processes as being model based (such as the works
of Viollet-le-Duc, the Ottoman architect Sinan, Palladianisra and the
relationship between Mies Van der Rohe's works and Shinkel's neo¬
classical buildings) it is reasonable to say that no attempts have
so far been made to build from them a coherent theory of architectural
design. Chapter III attempted to fill thi3 gap but the scope of this
thesis and limitations of space forced it to remain schematic. The
question that needs further investigation is: what are the inter¬
connections between received beliefs, mythical beliefs, ways of seeing,
organising principles, symbolic generalisations, technical constructs
and the emergent ra^del? This question points to many areas requiring
further study. For example, with respect to values and received
beliefs arising from the existence of social organisation, how can
we discover the social influences that produce conformity?"*"*"* If
binary distinctions and reourrence of same episodes are common to
diverse kinds of mythical beliefs, it should be possible to super¬
impose historically significant belief systems of the architectural
profession which have mythical components. This should lead to clearer
understanding of myth as a mode of communication among architects and
tell us something about the thought process of architects.In this
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connection, architects interested in developing theoretical formu¬
lations face a dilemma. The more one reflects on matters such as
belief systems of architects, the more one gets involved with que¬
stions of wide generality; that is to say at a certain stage the
study of architects becomes a study of man. Approaches of this kind
have not so far received whole-hearted approval within the discipline
of architectural research, but undoubtedly the willingness to accept
such a broad view is increasing all the time. Eowevor trespassing
into domains other than architecture in order to produce fresh
approaches to the problems of design can only succeed when facts on
how design is practised are kept in the foreground. Finally, in what
ways does affinity between certain types of models and technical
constructs develop, such as that which occurs between interest in
antiquity and proportional systems and perspectives, between modern
housing schemes and interest in daylight or between -university plan¬
ning in the sixties and walking distance between buildings?
3. Further Studies of Qualitative Aspects of Architecture: The most
important direction for future study is indicated by the necessity to
understand archite"ctural quality as a total field composed of elements,
their interrelations, abstract qualities and the events taking place
in the environment. Cognitive representations of how quality of an
environment is imprinted in the mind of users may be obtained by
asking users to describe environments, draw maps of them, describe
their feelings about these environments or their features. These may
be analysed with the aid of our function/feature model. Comparative
studies of widely varying environments created for the same function
will give clues as to the most valued features of an environment; this
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procedure can "become an integral part of environmental analysis,
which may precede a briefing exercise. Some of the limitations of
the conventional methods of obtaining data which were mentioned in
Chapter IV and Appendix 3 can only be overcome by seriously taking
12
into account the commentaries of users. Human beings do not just
respond to stimuli, they think about their response, modify, post¬
pone and even act counter to received expectation. As a result, in
the analyses of any human interaction the commentaries of the actors
themselves must have a plaoe and the function/feature model should
be used to incorporate these commentaries in the process of making
decisions.
4. Analysis of Practical Instances of Interpersonal Communication in
Architecture: Our critique of the model of interpersonal communication
points to the unresolved problem of using the analytical technique
in examples of architectural practice. An attempt to apply this
technique should try to study at one and the same time each parti¬
cipant, the relation between participants, and the group itself as
a system.
In conclusion, the most significant topics for future study
appear to be: historical investigations of models used as heuristic
devicesj development of the model theory into a coherent theory of
architectural design; deeper studies of components of tacit knowing;
analysis of architectural quality as a total field imprinted in the
\
mind of users and its design potential and application of the technique,
of modelling interpersonal communication in instances of architectural
practice.
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All the above are suggestions for more extensive studies of
topics covered in this thesis, and from these it might be inferred
that the study has raised more questions than it has answered.
This is perhaps as it should be, considering the breadth of view
we deliberately chose at the beginning. Our aim was to carry out
a reconnaissance of a new territory to open the way for more detailed
studies.
Chapter VIII * Notes
/
1. Explanations of these criteria have been adapted from Allport,
Floyd H., Theories of Perception and the Concept of Structures, New
York and London, 1955, PP«5-13»
2. The statement is based on the response the author got for his
seminars on this topic at (a) Department of Architecture, University
of Edinburgh? (b) Architectural Research Unit, University of Edin¬
burgh? (c) Environmental Design Research Conference held at Blacksburg,
Virginia in 1973? (d) Conference on Design Methods held in London in
1974? and (e^ School of Architecture, Trabzon, Turkey.
3. This fact may have been obscured by the order in which the argu¬
ments of this study are presented. We began by speaking about different
types of information and only in Chapter IV gave a definition. The
reason for this approach was that we wanted to begin with a pragmatic
look at design and proceed towards theoretical formulations.
4. Much evidence on these points is to be found in Nida, Eugene A»,
Toward a Science of Translating, Leiden, 1964.
5. The phrase 'theory of architectural design' is used to mean our
interest is in the process of design as opposed to its products. The
latter is the concern of theories of architecture.
6. James Ackerman has advanced the view that assessment of innova¬
tion calls for an analysis not only of itself but of its function
in the culture in which it occurs. See "The Demise of the Avant-Garde:
Notes on the Sociology of Recent American Art" in Comparative Studies
in Society and History XI, 1969? pp.371-384. The essay includes a
number of architectural examples. See also Thomas Kuhn's comments on
this essay in p.403.
7. J.A. Passmore distinguishes between four different types of
historical investigations: (l) daxographical - which tries to tell where and
how an architect lived and what contributions he made? (2) retro¬
spective history begins from important achievements and sets out to
show how previous developments led up to it; (3) problematical history
looks at architects as . thinking, living human beings confronting
various architectural tasks with certain expectancies about the
form of solutions and the methods of deriving thera? (4) cultural
history is interested in architecture as a human endeavour and tries
to show the place of it in the state of society at a point in time.
It is the methods of problematical history that should be systematically
followed in our investigation. See commentaries (on Problems in
Historiography^ in Scientific Change, A.C. Crombie (edj, London,
1973, pp.857-61.
8. Kuhn, Thomas, comment on Ackerman's paper, op.cit., p.408.
9. Summerson, Sir John, Viollet-le-Duc and the Rational Point of View
in Heavenly Mansions, New York, 1948, pp.140-41 in 1963 edition.
10. A number of precedents for an analysis of this kind exist in
the field of sociological analysis of science and the procedures
they use can certainly be adapted to the study of social organisation
in architectural practice. See, for example (a) Hagstrom, Warren 0.,
The Scientific Community, Mew York and London, 1965; (b) Crane, Diana
"Social Structure in a Group of Scientists? A Test of the Invisible
College Hypothesis" in American Sociological Review XXXIV, 1969*
PP.335-352.
11. There is an established procedure of analysing mythical belief
Bystems in the field of anthropology which was originally derived
from the technique of structural linguistics. The technique is
associated with the names of Roman Jakobson and Claude Levi-Strauss.
It can be easily used in our analysis of belief systems of architects
12. There are many works which have proceeded along this path in
analysing human interaction. For example, works by P.P. Strawson
(individuals, An Essay in Descriptive Metaphysics, London, 1959)?
Stuart Hampshire (Thought and Action, London, 1959)? R.D. Laing and
A. Easterson (Sanity Madness and the Family, London, 1964) and Erio
Berne (The Games People Play, The Psychology of Human Relationships,
London, 1966)1The analytical techniques employed in these works






DEFINITION AND EXPLICATION OF SOME OF THE TEEMS AS USED 117 THIS THESIS
The terms contained in this glossary have either "been "borrowed
from fields outside architecture or have been used in this thesis in
a sense different from their everyday meaning. Words which are not
defined are to be xmderstood in their ordinary meaning in the various
contexts encountered in this thesis.
ABSTRACTION
The consideration of form or structure which several analogous things
may share, without any reference to contents.
ABSTRACT
A member of a category of terms that refer to qualities which are
properties of objects or physical environment, but which can be
conceptually separated from the elements whose properties they are.
Typical examples ares privacy, institutionality, compactness, cosiness.
ACTIVITY MARKER
A device, e.g. an element or an arrangement of elements?which goes a
long way towards fixing the function or activity taking place in an
environment or in a part of it. A typical example is the use of
furniture as room dividers to mark different functions of a single area.
ATTRIBUTE
Any property of a phenomenon, thing, event, assumed by the observer
to be significant.
CLASS
Category or discrete structures that differ from one another.
COMMUNICATION
The act of transmitting a message to a receiver. The closer the
resemblance between the intention of the source and the understanding
of the receiver, the more effective the communication.
COGNITION
A general term embracing all the various modes of knowing; perceiving,
remembering, imagining, judging, reasoning and oonceiving.
CONCEPT
Abstractable, public, essential form of a thing.
CONCEPTION
Personal mental image of something.
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CONJUNCTIVE CLASS
A class made up of the conjunction of two attributes.
CONNOTATION, CONNOTATIVE MEANING
That aspect of meaning of objects, environments or situations which
ooncerns the emotional attitude of users of a building.
DISCRETE
Separate, unconnected or discontinuous.
DISJUNCTIVE CLASS
Class defined by either of two or more attributes.
DISPARATE
General sense 'dissimilar' used in this thesis to refer to entities
belonging to different areas of concern - e.g. design and information;
architects, users, clients and society; functions and effects of
environment.
EFFECTIVENESS OF FUNCTIONAl/PRACTICAL
Maximum satisfaction of functional/practical requirements of the
user at the cost of least effort.
EMERGENT MODELS
Established accomplishments of the architectural profession vrhich
have been tested by real world application and as such strongly
influence further practice of design,
EQUIVALENT
Model solution which has undergone certain revisions so that it may
satisfy requirements in specific contexts as opposed to a close
correspondent of a solution-image given in the brief.
EVENT (ACTION)
A category of processes in which users, objects and environment take part.
FOCUS OF COMMUNICATION
The centre of attention in any human interaction or part of it
producing communication.
FORM
Orderly arrangement of components.
FORMAL CORRESPONDENT
A type of architectural design in which the solution-images given in
the brief are mechanically reproduced. Opposed to equivalence.
FRAME OF REFERENCE
A characteristic of all experience which involves judging or evaluating
aocording to a structure of standards developed as a result of the
individual's experience.
FUNCTIONAI/PKACTICAL ASPECT
The name given to information on the physical resources required to
perform various activities, the relationship of activities to one
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another, limitations imposed on finance, the climate and topography
of the site, the standards of thermal, visual and acoustic comfort
to "be achieved in a project? the number of car parks required, capacity
of lifts, sizes of rooms, the network of constraints, and so on.
GENIUS OF A MODEL
The unique qualities at all levels of an emergent model which
distinguish it from other emrgent models.
HYPOTHESIS
A provisional theory to explain available facts.
ICON
A type of sign which bears some resemblance to its referent.
INDEX
A sign indicative of some phenomenal change. Unliko icon, which ha3
formal associations with its referent, index has a natural relationship
with its referent - e.g. smoke is the sign (index) of fire.
INFORMATION
Knowledge of facts about things.
INVENTIVE ASPECTS
Refers to personal, unshared aspects of information which play an
important part in creative acts at all levels.
MEANING
Implicit rules for attaching a symbol to its referent.
MYTHICAL BELIEF
A narrative or tradition without a scientific basis, embodying
popular ideas regarding natural phenomena.
PERCEPTION
The process of recognising or identifying something.
PROCESS
A continuous series of successive but interdependent changes or events.
PROJECTIVE TECHNIQUE
A psychological technique of making users of a building express their
feelings, needs, etc. in an indirect way.
QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF ARCHITECTURE
The patterning of choices made in a particular design which gives the
work its uniqueness.
RECEIVER
A person concerned with or using a building, or a person receiving
information related to its design.
REFERENT
That which a sign refers to, calls attention to or causes an
organism to take account of.
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RELATIONS
Those that specify meaningful connections "between elements, actions
and abstracts.
The sum of the reactions of a receiver of a message or a design in
terms of understanding or lack of it, satisfaction or lack of it, and
emotional attitude.
RESTRUCTURE
To change the form of a design or parts of it without overlooking any
of the problem requirements.
SCHEMA
A mental framework or outline. It is difficult to pinpoint it accurately.
It is something like a set of attitudes but less definite,and it
functions as a kind of vague standard arising from past experience.
SEMANTICS
That part of the structure of a language which deals with the meanings
of words and expressions and also with meaningful structure of discourse*
A transmission or a construct by which an organism ;he actions
SKILL
Ease, rapidity and precision of actions.
SOLUTION-IMAGE
Pre-formed solutions to design problems - e.g. study bedroom as a
solution for student living.
SOURCE
That part of communication network where information or messages of
different kinds are assumed to originate.
SPECIAL EFFECTS
The impact of those features of architecture which tend to arouse
curiosity, heighten emotion, strengthen users' interest, at times
even at the cost of some loss of the effectiveness of the functional/
practical.
STRUCTURALISM
A school of thought in linguistics and anthropology which emphasise
a deep permanent structure of which the observed variations of
language and cultures are forms.
STYLE IN ARCHITECTURE






A type of sign which is characterised by an arbitrary relationship
between stimulus- object and referent (e.g. the wave of a hand is not
related to the departure of a friend in the same way as a cloud i3
associated with rain), hut the stimulus - object and referent of all
symbols are linked by implicit meanings.
TACIT KNOWLEDGE
Knowledge that results from doing design rather than acquiring rules
for doing it.
TAXONOMY
A set of terms so structured that the generic, superordinate terms
at the top define a domain whioh includes increasingly specific items
at several levels.
TRANSFER




DIFFERENT MEANINGS OF THE WORD 'MODEL'
Chapter II mentioned models of visual characteristics, personal
prototypical solutions, heuristic devices; Chapter III the communal
models of the architectural profession; Chapter V the function/feature
model of architectural quality; and Chapter VI the model of inter-
personal communication. In this appendix we consider what is meant
"by these different senses of the word 'model' and analyse the pre¬
suppositions and consequences of using models in any intellectual
activity.^"
The least controversial sense in which the word 'raodel'can "be
used is the scale model. Architects often use it to show how their
buildings will look and it is not necessary to explain its characteristics
in any detail.
Less familiar is the model which involves change of medium.
Here we are thinking of Pietila's and Aalto's use of abstractions
derived from landscape as models of desirable space characteristics.
— 2
We may label this a model of analogical characteristics. The
important difference between this type of model and the scale model
is that the latter is based on identity; its aim is to imitate the
original, whereas with models of analogical characteristics the aim
is more abstract; they are usually conceived to derive or represent
a network of relationships; they share with the real situation for
which they are models not a set of features or an identical pro¬
portionality of magnitude, but the same structure or web of relationships.
Identity of structure among an enormous variety of phenomena makes
possible endless opportunities for devising models of analogical
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characteristics, and this makes them powerful as well as dangerous.
The risk of deriving fallacious inferences from a model of this kind
can only be reduced by an independent appraisal of solutions derived
from it in terms of their suitability to the real world situation.
Models of this kind supply only plausible hypotheses and not final
proofs.
We now move on to consider what may be called an implicit model.
The following description taken from M.H. Abraras' The Mirror and the
Lamp explains its^
"Any area for investigation, so long as it lacks
prior concepts to give it structure and express
terminology with which it can be managed, appears
to the inquiring mind inchoate - either a blank,
or an elusive and tantalizing confusion. Our usual
recourse is, more or less deliberately, to cast
about for objects which offer parallels to dimly
sensed aspects of the new situation, to use the
better known to elucidate the less known, to
discuss the intangible in terms of the tangible.
This analogical procedure seems characteristic
of much intellectual enterprise. There is a deal
of wisdom in the popular locution for "what is its
nature?" namely: "What's it like?" "
Most of the personal prototypes mentioned in Chapter II and all
the communal models analysed in Chapter III belong to this category.
They are a systematic repertoire of concepts using which we describe
or apprehend by analogical extension some area or field to which
these concepts may not direotly apply. The use of a dominating
system of concepts offered by older existing models would seem to
be typical of all creative enterprises and there is nothing unsound
or unnatural about it. What is important however is that the distinctive
qualities of each model, its strengths and drawbacks must bo
constantly appraised.
Lastly we turn to the theoretical model. The crucial difference
between this and the other two types we have mentioned so far is that
the theoretical model is not literally constructed. It is siaply
a way of talking about issues. It is a system of description often
4
involving new terminologies. In the case of the other two types of
models the thought process can often be hindered by the irrelevant
properties of the model object and theoretical models offer total
freedom from such distractions. But this freedom of description has
its dangers as well. As we pointed out in Chapter VII, if one does
not take adequate care the basic demand of any theory to be self-
consistent may be violated. Further the reality one attempts to
elucidate through the use of theoretical models, whether it is archi¬
tectural quality, or the nature of interpersonal communication or, for
that matter, any other phenomenon, can appear mysterious. Most
successful theoretical models are speculative instruments. They can
bring about a synthesis of topics that may appear to be disparate? this
was shown by our function/feature model of architectural quality and by
the model of interpersonal communication. But the outcome of any
attempt to combine highly disparate issues tends to be rather un¬
predictable. The use of a theoretical model can often result in a
tortuous and artificial description of something already known and
accepted as common sense. Yet a theoretical model helps us to notice
what might otherwise be ignored, to give relative emphasis to details
and to grasp new relations.
Notes
1. The classification of different kinds of models and the de¬
scription of their characteristics have been adapted from Max Black's
philosophical treatment. See Models and Metaphors , New York, 1962.
2. Max Black uses the word 'analogue model' and illustrates it with
the example of a hydraulic model of economic systems. This model is
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obviously that much more concrete and tangible, but many of his
arguments are applicable to the models we are trying to explain.
3. In fact Max Black uses this quotation to emphasise the applica¬
bility of the notion of implicit model beyond science.
a) ibid., p.240.
b) Abrams, M.H., The Mirror and the Lamp, Oxford, GB, 1953» pp.31-32.
4. Although a theoretical model is only described and not literally
constructed, this sense of 'model' is continuous with those pointed out
earlier. The relation between the theoretical model and the situation
described is rather similar to that between models of analogical
characteristics and the situations they attempt to model. The important
factor is that the endeavour is directed towards making assertions about
an analysed system to yield insights into unknown fields.
APPENDIX 3.
TOWARDS A COMPREHENSIVE ANALYSIS OF USERS1 SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS
In Chapter IV we suggested, that the traditional methods
commonly used for data collection could be improved and this appendix
discusses the ways in which thi3 can be done.
The criticism of methods like RDS, ADM, etc. is that the
genesis of human actions and the place of objects in these actions
cannot be easily discerned by a non-participating observer. It is
a more complex and multidimensional business than can be expressed
by typical statistical averages to which RD3, ADM, etc. tend to
reduce it. These methods originate from behavioural research which
has been held to model its activity on the positivist conception of
science. Positivism reduced theory to a mere ancillary of prediction
and denied it any explanatory role. This led to the emphasis on
experiments, and the belief that only experiment can lead to
specific empirical results became widespread."''
Edward Hall's work on 'personal space* is a typical example
2
of behavioural research. For instance in The Hidden Dimension:
Hall suggests that perception of space can be reduced to intimate,
personal, social and public distances, and tries to determine these
distances in feet and inches. At this point it is instructive to
look at one of the most severe attacks on Hall's work:
".... it is significant that these fixed distances
have been worked out for human beings on a model
suggested by H. Hediger's work on the territoriality
of animals in his Zurich zoo. It is a noticeable
feature of The Hidden Dimension that no significant
distinction is made, either in terms of concepts
or of levels, either in terms of -method or of
approach, between the studies of contact species and
non-contact species of the animals in the first three
chapters of the book, and the studies of human spatial
experience developed in subsequent chapters.
We recall the comment in the Encyclopaedia Britannica
article on Behaviourism: "Behaviourism is first and
foremost an extension of the methods of animal psycho¬
logy to the study of man", and in the light of this
comment, we seem to have ample grounds for asking our¬
selves whether, in spite of its newfangled name,
provemics is any advance on early twentieth century
behavioural methods
The question as to whether differences of spatial
tolerance might not come into operation at variable
points in each individual case, and the question as
to whether, therefore, cross-cultural comparisons are
quantifiable at all, just never arise. Neither does the
interesting possibility (fundamental to the theory of
indirect communication) that the individual might use
space contrapuntally, in such a way as to counter
received cultural expectations."3
There is similarity between Hall's work and methods like RDS
and ADM. Hall makes an 'unanalysed transition' from one sort of
documentation (overcrowding of rats) to another (spatial codes of
human beings)^. In EDS and ADM although the transition is from one
set of users to another and both sets are human, it can be argued
that the transition is unanalysed, and of course users can act counter
to cultural expectations.
Another criticism of methods of this kind has been advanced by
Giancarlo De Carlo in connection with the design of a kitchen
presented by a group of architects at CIAM's Frankfurt meeting:
"the kitchen was sized perfectly according to the
movements of a woman who had to cook an omelette;
and, the omelette became the topical problem. There
was an incredible reversal of the subject and the
omelette and how to cook it with maximum speed became
a target. The participants at the conference were
working so hard in that direction that"they forgot
the subject was a woman, a human being. Of course
sometimes human beings cook omelettes, perhaps every
day they do this, but the cooking of an omelette
cannot be the main reason to live in a space or to
use a space."5
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So the three issues which seem to discredit methods of "beha¬
vioural research generally, and methods like EDS and ADM in particular
ares l) the problem of unanalysed transition from one set of documenta¬
tion to another; 2) the failure of these methods to make allowances
for the fact that users can act counter to cultural expectations;
3) the simplification that can result from the subject/object reversal
these methods can cause. These criticisms can be countered in at
least three ways. First one can say that they are based on certain
intellectual ideas which bear no relation- to the down-to-earth
problems with which architecture is concerned and therefore can be
more or less ignored. Secondly one can abandon methods like EDS and
ADM as legitimate methods of collecting data on users' spatial
requirements. The third alternative is to look at these criticisms
in a constructive way, try to reduce the dangers of simplification
that are inherent in these methods and attempt to discern the nature
of interaction between users, spaces and objects in all their complexity.
It is this last way which we intend to follow. After all, techniques
like RDS and ADM have been extremely useful in producing highly
relevant information on critical activities that take place in
specialised areas such as an operation theatre or a photographer's
dark room.^ It is of course unwise to regard every kind of space
as though it is specialised to this degree, but it is hard to deny
the fact that a number of methods (for example observation, question¬
naires, interviews, projective techniques of a certain kind) borrowed
from the social sciences have been found to" be quite useful in archi¬
tecture in establishing users' requirements.
The rest of this appendix is concerned with the rationale cf
these techniques and has been derived mainly from a pilot study of
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a housing Bcheme conducted by the author with the help of some
7
architecture students from the University of Edinburgh. These
methods - when employed in the full knowledge of their limitations
and potentials and taking into aocount our suggestion that a brief
must aim to describe design concepts and qualitative aspects of
design - can rescue architects' conventional methods of establishing
users' requirements from the three dangers we listed earlier.
Methods for Evaluating Building Usage
There are several methods which can be employed for analysing
how people use buildings and related facilities. Many of these
methods have been used to study isolated aspects of building design -
e.g. privacy, friendship patterns, appraisal of physical factors such
as lighting, thermal comfort, and so on. What we are concerned with
is an integrated analysis of particular environments which illuminates
areas of conflict between design provisions and users' activity and
experience of the environment. In order that certain valid and useful
general points be made about a number of available methods of environ¬
mental analysis, a seven-day pilot study of a housing estate was
undertaken. Since there were few precedents for an integrated approach
using all the available techniques of environmental analysis the
investigation was experimental. It was concerned with trying various
methods to see what happened.
The techniques used in this analysis included a review of the
buildings' history, brief, design and policies behind them; observations
in the buildings and in the open spaces of the housing scheme,
questionnaires, diaries kept by some of the users about how they
made use of the spaces, equipment, etc. in their homes, and some
projective tests on adults and children living in the housing scheme.
The main objective was to gain an insight into the activity patterns
in a reasonably complex environment and to see what relationship
exists between activity, experience of the environment and the
environment itself. The investigation was more concerned with
obtaining a rough idea of what issues would be raised, what positions
♦
were taken by the inhabitants about some of the architectural decisions
and what conflicts existed between activity and setting than with
obtaining hard sociolgical data.
Often the preliminary reconnaissance provided very useful clues.
Experience in this analysis shows that the investigator should,
before commencing a work of this sort, ask himself what he hopes to
find out; would the knowledge gained be worth the effort he proposed
to expend; what degree of accuracy would render the information
obtained reliable and usable.
It seems that in most cases the expense involved in carrying
out an analysis of this sort forbids any attempt to carry it out at
the early s+ages of design; but it is the usex-s who suffer the
consequences of unresolved issues and conflicts arising from an ill-
fitting environment rather than the client or the authority. A crash
study of a week to ten days could be of great help in avoiding many
of the problems and mistakes.
Observation : Methods of observation register actions or events
as they occur. The success of an observational technique depends
primax-ily upon having a clearly formulated idea of -what it i3 that
the observer is seeking. This implies that the investigator crust
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develop explioit hypotheses about what actions or events take place in
the environment under study. It is also essential that these hypo¬
theses have a clear and definite relevance for design. It is never
possible to encapsulate intelligible design determinants by making a
note of everything that occurs, say, in a courtyard of a housing
scheme. If, on the other hand, one can state explicitly what kind of
actions or events can take place in courtyards - e.g. children convert
the patterns of paving slabs into games of various sorts and this
becomes a source of spontaneous actions and events for groups of
children - systematic observation can verify or disprove this hypo¬
thesis. In other words, decisions on what to observe should be made
in advance. The design relevance of such information is usually-
self-evident, but if there are doubts about the design relevance of
a particular hypothesis the question whether the information resulting
from the verification of this hypothesis will determine form in space
and time either through a process of design or of selection must help
to remove this doubt. Observation ha3 enormous potential in establishing
relationships between physical characteristics of buildings and a
large set of actions which human habitation entails. Once clear
design-relevant hypotheses have been formulated the task of observa¬
tion becomes manageable.
Interview t In the first stages of environmental analysis intervieir
seems to be the quiokest and probably the most economical source of
good information. Early interviews seemed to reveal broad classes
of variables and points of conflict between function and built form;
but as interviews proceeded the information provided by users became
repetitious. At this stage it is necessary to start identifying key
issues: for example in the particular study we undertook these
included "too much noise from the courtyards", "we are not fx-iendly
with people who do not live off the same staircase", "inadequate play
facilities for children". Statements like these were refined into a
set of working hypotheses and tested systematically through observation
and questionnaires.
For interviewing to be successful it does not seem necessary to
hold a formal theory about the phenomenon being investigated. However,
the interviewer must still decide upon a set of specific objectives
towards which interview questions are directed? these objectives may
change and expand as the interview proceeds, but here too as in
observation the analyst must be as clear as possible about the kind
of information he seeks. The interviewex* can use both 'open-ended' ar.d
•olosed' questions. In our particular study 'open-ended' questions
included:
"He have talked to many people about this housing scheme - could we
have your ideas about it?"
"What were your early expectations about the housing?"
"Hhat were your first impressions about the housing?"
When good open-ended questions were asked, the response led to
follow-up questions. Consider the following response offered by one
of the tenants to the question "What is it like living in this
housing scheme?" :
"Hell, it is very noisy, especially in summer. Children
run riot in the courtyards; of course there is nowhere
for them to go. There is an awful lot of graffiti on
walls - vandalism is a problem. The x-e^se chutes are
a dead loss. Outside is awful. Everything looks the same.
It is grey: the floors, walls, everything is grey.
Sometimes it is very depressing."
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A number of follow-up options were available, but the one that was
chosen was* "You said there is nowhere for children to go - there
are plenty of parks in the nearby area. Could you tell us why you
don't send your children there?" While still being essentially
open-ended, this question came closer to the users's basic problem.
Non-directive probes were employed urging the user to elaborate on
his answer: "I am not sure I understand when you say it is sometimes
depressing. Could you tell me a little more about it?"
Non-directive probes seem a useful tool in eliminating some of
the ambiguities which result from the use of ideas like "depression",
"institutionality", "unfriendliness", "variety", eto. The fact that
the user was 'depressed' was rather insubstantial without furtkor
explanation of how this affected his actions or the events around
him. Other examples of vague ideas expressed by the users were:
"I feel a lack of privacy."
"There is no community spirit."
"It is like being in a jail."
This kind of vagueness can be resolved by the use of non-directive
probes, which can later become more directive. Ono tenant, explaining
his depressing impressions, said:
"I just thought it was depressing. The walls were
dull, ugly and drab. Everything wa3 grey. I wanted
to move out and wrote to the Corporation. It was
like moving into nothing. Everything was the same."
The. interviewer continued: "You just mentioned everything was the
same. Could you explain a little more?" The user went on to suggest
what in his opinion contributed to the monotony of his surroundings.
Paraphrasing the ideas expressed by the respondents seems to make
the interviewer's preconceptions about the problem explicit.
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Two shortcomings of the interviewing techniques must he pointed,
out. Ordinary language seems inadequate for the description of
physical environments. This may he partly attributable to the fact
that precedents for this kind of investigation have concentrated on
the psychological and sociological aspects of actions and events.
As a result, the major part of our language contains 1 corresponding'
explanations of human actions. The investigator must he wary of this
hias in his analysis of information from interviews. The answers
given may also he considerably affected by the respondents' image
of what an architect's job is. Answers to questions can often ho
given in terms of what the tenant thinks the interviewer is interested
in — for instance the aesthetic or technical considerations.
Questionnaire : On the selection of items for the questionnaire
there are difficulties similar to those of specifying objectives
for the interview. Since there exists no reliable theory of users'
actions and tendencies related to the physical environment, items
for the questionnaire cannot be extracted from theory alone. There¬
fore one has to rely on interview materials and on one's personal
experience.
One of the commonest mistakes associated with this technique
is 'loaded' questions. This is a common shortcoming of research
techniques derived from market research. Such techniques often
equate answers to arbitrary questions with "what people want". If
questions are not meaningful to the users, then the answers (no
matter how statistically accurate they are) are irrelevant.
Conclusions can be predetermined by leading questions and limiting
alternatives. Architectural research is susceptible to this danger,
as the main drawback of an approach that employs consumer-type
questionnaires is that most consumers only picture a modified version
of what they have at any one time.
It is here that our notion of emergent models is useful. If
our theory about the primacy of 'models' and its relation to socio¬
logy of knowledge and psychology of creativity is accepted, then it
follows that an intelligent architect should be aware of all the
possible prototypical solutions to a particular problem. This means
that if an architect is seeking views on \isers' preferences on
matters of design, he can present them with several feasible alterna¬
tives. One instance where this was done and the only instance of
this sort the author knows of, is when Giancarlo De Carlo was invited
to put forward ideas for steel workers housing at Terni. De Carlo
began the exercise with a public exhibition showing all prototypical
house forms.®
User's Diary i This is a useful combination of questionnaire and
observation techniques. In this case, however, the user is his own
observer. The user is asked to describe some of the actions and
events related to his life-style, but to do so in an uninterrupted
way. This provides the user's diary.
Self-observation as a device has a special virtue. The information
it provides gives a useful picture of the dynamics of space use over
time. Also, the data obtained from self-observation can be compared
with information obtained from other methodss the result is a olearsr
picture of relations between user's activity and building form.
The user's diary is perhaps the quickest way of obtaining
comprehensive and reliable data on the question of who is doing
what, vhere and. when in the building. The form of diary that vas
developed in our particular study aimed at probing certain characte¬
ristics of space use. The main hypothesis vas that utilization of
space as specified in architects' drawings (e.g. living room, kitchen,
bedroom, etc.) would bear little resemblance to actual living patterns
of users, some spaces being used little and others used for functions
quite different to those originally intended. Users in flats were
asked to reoord what they were doing, vhere, and what furniture and
equipment they were using each hour of the day. Since the number of
diaries involved was small, there vas no difficulty in analysing thea.
But if the numbers were large it should be possible to scan thera
using a computer and produce visual statements (graphs, etc.) of
space use over time.
This technique allows the building to be 3een a3 a receptacle
housing dynamic human processes. For instance the diaries of users
in many flats studied showed that they used the kitchen for most of
the activities which we traditionally expect them to perform in the
living room (e.g. letter writing, entertaining friends, reading
papers, studying, having a drink). Diaries also provide information
on group activities - where and when users meet, and what actions or
events result5 which of these tend to occur simultaneously, and when
they potentially conflict; and which events tend to follow one another.
Self-observation seems to have a strong potential for analysing
buildings whose users have different life-styles and goals. In the
case of housing, two or three such observations may be conducted -
for example one immediately after users move in, and one ai^ter they
have lived in the house for over six months. Analysis might show-
changes in activity patterns resulting from adaptation to building
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form, neighbours, and changing living patterns. The diaries might
be produced by users of different housing types. Comparison of
activity patterns might indicate tendencies peculiar to certain
physical settings.
Techniques derived from Projective Theory : It is well known that
there are severe limitations to the conventional techniques of
consumer research. These limitations stem from the fact that users
themselves do not know what exactly they want and have diffieulties
in verbalising their needs. The concept of projection relies on the
notion that users can be made to express their feelings, needs, stc.
(which sometimes are unacceptable or even shameful when verbalised)
through the use of some indirect methods. One such technique that
we used was to ask users to draw their own living room. Users were
observed while they completed their drawings, and the sequence of
objects drawn was noted, which seemed to give clues as to how the
space was used? for instance, most users drew the sofa or the easy
ohair as their first object. The most popular objeot for the second
item was or.o of the off-peak heaters, which was frequently used for
seating (this fact was discovered later). However users sometimes
follow an arbitrary pattern in the sequence of objects drawn - for
instance, just following the edges of a room. In these cases, apart
from the importance of the first object drawn, the sequence may not
reveal much about users' attitude to different objects. Consistent
size distortion in the drawing of objects and relationships seemed to
indicate what conditions were valued. Some of them vastly exaggerated
the floor space, drawing tiny pieces of furniture and this might
indicate that they tended to use the floor space for reading and
working.
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There was also an attempt to apply Kevin Lynch's approach to
environmental analysis. We asked some of the children aged between
5-14 who lived in the housing scheme to draw their homes and their
surroundings. The children up to the age of eight were asked to
produce a drawing of their journey from home to school and of things
they remembered. The older ones were asked to draw the whole housing
scheme and the surrounding areas they frequented. Generally, these
drawings seemed to suggest that the architectural features of the
housing scheme - for instance the covered canopy - wex-e not at all
memorable. The height of buildings (e.g. the flats and maisonnettes)
did not seem to have an important function in constituting the
perceptual image. The old people's home, which is only one storey
high but has a pitched roof, and other conventional features of a
house wore much more prominent in the children's drawings. Unfinished
elements were important features in the environment of children -
e.g. the sites which were not yet built over and wastegrounds which
they used as a playground.
Although there are many parks in the surrounding area, they did
not appear in the older children's drawings. It was discovered in
the interviews that children did not frequent these areas since gangs
of teenagers from other parts attacked the younger children. In some
of the drawings by the younger children the world more or less ended
above ground floor door or window level, and the dominant elements
presented were shop signs, cars, carefully drawn cast iron railings,
fcebra crossings, trees and people. In convrast to this rich little
world stands the new block, with raised ground floor presenting
nothing interesting at this level besides the blank walls for
scribbling a few graffiti.
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The plaoes children used for group activities were drawn in
considerable detail. A good example of this is the staircase in
one of the blocks. Our evening observations revealed that this
staircase is a place of intense children's activity. Also the
colourful window curtains and the red brick school building received
considerably more detailed attention than the grey brick buildings
in the housing scheme.
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October 1974*
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like 'defensible space'. Oscar Newman's work on defensible
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suggestive.
7. 'Environmental Appraisal - A Ten-Day Stint', unpublished paper
prepared by students of architecture, University of Edinburgh,
under the writer's direction. Owing to the limited time that
was available for background research the study was modelled
very closely on an environmental analysis of a high-rise dormitory
conducted by Sim van der Ryn and Murray Silverstein. See 'Dormi¬
tories as a Form for Student Living', Architectural Design, Dec.
1966, pp.623-24.
8. De Carlo, Giancarlo, on.cit.
APPENDIX 4.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INFORMATION AND
THE SKILLED PERFORMANCE OF AN ARCHITECT
In ordinary language the term 'skill' refers to a certain ability
to practise a trade or a craft, requiring knowledge, judgement, accu¬
racy and physical dexterity, normally acquired as a result of long
and continuous training. When a designer is carrying out his ta&k, "by
what criteria his performance can be said to be skilled or competent?
Simply posing the question in these terms implies that design skill
is wider and more general than physical skills. It is of a more
psychological nature and covers mental as veil as physical operations.
Indeed from a psychological point of view the distinction between
physical and mental skill is difficult to maintain in any absolute
sense. Any skilled performance is mental in the sense that knowledge
and judgement are called for, and all skills require some kind of
coordinated overt activity by hands or other effectors. In physical
skills overt actions clearly are the important factors, and without
them the purpose of the skill as a whole would disappear. In mental
skills overt actions play a more incidental role, serving rather to
give expression to a skill than forming an essential part of it.
For instance a designer's drawings and models, except when the graphic
activity is being used as a heuristic device (discussed in Chapter II)
serve to give expression to his mental design skill. Thus they vary
within fairly wide limits without destroying the nature of the under¬
lying design skill.1
In most cases skills involve actions which tend to eliminate
2
discrepancy between intention and performance. Thus in trying to
arrange a given number of kitchen units in a kitchen of a given
size the designer's 'trial and error' graphic activities involved
(i.e. sketching, model making, etc.) are such as will diminish the
conflict between pattern of activity, given space, position of windows,
position of kitchen fittings, cooker, refrigerator, sink, cupboards,
dustbin, and so on. So the intention behind the planning activity
is to reduce the conflict between these factors and it is obvious that
it has to be expressed in terms of information and concepts as defined
in Chapter IV. The designer's intentions and those of the client/user
body can of course be totally different, and the aim of our discussion,
on tacit conventions in Chapter III was indeed to point out where
differences can occur. Further, it may be felt that since the skills
involved in design are varied in character, not all of them may
7
conform to those types in which discrepancy between intention and
performance could be explicit."^ This to some extent is true. In
many cases the immediate intention of an architect can change constantly.
On the other hand, there is always an anticipated ultimate intention
of satisfying both client and users, and indeed that of giving them
something unusual or unique (this belongs to the inventive aspects) end
these play an active part in design skills.
It is usual to think of any skilled performance as consisting
of three processes;^ the receptor process, the translation process
and the effector process. The receptor process - in which information
is interpreted - involves perception both in the sense of arranging
information into wholes and fitting it with past experience. The
translation process involves conferring significance for action on
perception. The effector process models and carries out the action.
The language of skills research in psychology is extremely complex
and seems to have grown side "by side with experiments and tests of
skilled physical performance. As a result it enables us to make
only some rather general observations about design skills. Perception
consists in the formulation of a running hypothesis constantly pre¬
dicting slightly ahead of events and this constant prediction enables
performance to be related not to the immediate situation but to a
situation expected to ensue at a future time. When incoming data
are familiar, they are identified and fitted into context easily.
When the data are novel or unexpected there is a more active search
for fitting categories in past experience, and there may be use of
images, search for analogies, and considerable amount of trial and
rejection. The past experience is always in a state of flux as any
new experience changes it in some way or other. Past experiences are
not simply an aggregate of past impressions, but they are organised
or schematised. The relationship between perception and action is
of course complicated, but many translations seem to be ready to hand
or 'built into' the repertoire that human beings bring to bear upon
a particular task. In a design task for which no translation has
been built up, the designer has to construct one ad hoc, involving
considerable trial and error. Finally, the effector process seems
to involve progressive differentiation and particularisation. First
some general orientation or attitude determines in outline what needs to
be done, followed by some general methods of dealing with the situation
which in turn are followed by knacks or dexterities which bring to
play overt physical actions. Like in the receptor side, the effector
side is also characterised by pre-existing patterns of response.-
The models we discussed in Chapters II and III are also pre-existing
patterns. Since human skilled performance is infinitely varied, and
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since it can often "be unique, the patterns are similar to those of
personal models.
Notes
1. This introduction of the notion of skill has been adapted from
Welford, A.T., Ageing and Human Skill, Oxford, GB, 1958, pp.17-27.
2. Oldfield, R.C., "The Analysis of Human Skill" in General Psychology,
Halmos, P. and Iliffe, A. (eds), London^ 1954, p.41.
3. Ibid., p.43.
4. Nelford, A.T., op,oit.
APPENDIX 5.
QUALITATIVE ASPECTS OF DESIGN IN PAST THEORIES OF ARCHITECTURE
The idea that the purpose of buildings is more than the mere
satisfaction of utilitarian demands is very old. Vitruvius declared
•utilitas', 'firmitas' and 'venustas' as components of good archi¬
tecture. According to him, beauty consisted in the rational inte¬
gration of the proportions of all the elements of a building and such
proportions must be based on those of the'human body. For instance,
Doric columns show masculine proportions with a ratio between diameter
at the base and height of 1:6; Ionic columns have a feminine ratio of
1:9; and so on. When Renaissance architects rediscovered Vitruvius
they incorporated his principles in their approach, giving them a
new interpretation corresponding to the spirit of their time. The
oircle circumscribing the Vitruvian man became a basic shape arcund
which the centrally planned buildings of the Renaissance were evolved.
The circle was considered the most perfect shape expressing the divine
perfection of God. The square, on the other hand, was a symbol of
earthly existence. Thus the Vitruvian man defining the circle and
the square represented a symbolic reconciliation of divine perfection
2
and earthly existence. The ideas of Plato, Euclid, Pythagoras and
others provided further stimulus for a renewed interest in the science
of proportions. During the Baroque period, however, classical theory
was criticised. Claude Perrault suggested that proportions are not
at all perceptible and that rules of architecture - rather than
directing us towards the creation of beauty - are simply the result
of habits.^ As Norberg-Schultz notes,^ David Hume advanced the same
view from a philosophical standpoint and stated that "Beauty is no
quality in things themselves, it exists in the mind which contemplates
5
them and each mind perceives a different beauty". Abbe Laugier took
this up in the 18th century and questioned the usefulness of classical
orders.^ But classical architecture still continued to be the source
of authority. Although Perrault suggested that proportional systems
are a matter of habit, he maintained that antiquity was rational and
7
must therefore be used as a unifying source in architectural design.
Following a thorough exposition of classical and Gothic constructions,
Laugier also came to the conclusion that primitive antiquity is the
8
only source of rational architectural principles. In England
during the 17th and 18th centuries architectural principles were
handed down to architects by their patrons. Personalities like the
third Earl of Shaftesbury and Lord Burlington advocated the need to
return to the harmony of nature and Palladio*s architecture was found
9to be quite in-keeping with this attitude. In spite of a num'oer of
academic works questioning various principles, classical architecture
furnished the basic alphabet and grammar for Baroque, Rococo and Neo-
classicism.
Nevertheless in the evolution of architectural theory argument *
about rationalism played an important part. Lodoli suggested that
rational principles could be formulated independently of any source
of authority. Boullee argued that the Vitruvian constituents
created a confusion between cause and effect, and declared that the
effects of architecture were caused by light and that the first
principles of architecture must be explained in terms of the use
of perfect architectural shapes like cubes, pyramids and spheres. "*"~
Ledoux was a student of Boullee and cax*ried his ideas further by
attempting to create dramatic effects using cubic and spherical
12
volumes. He inisted further that "buildings must express what
they are meant for by means of association of ideas.J.N.L. Durand
■was also influenced by Boullee but his rationalism differed considerably.
14
To him rationalism meant economics. He preferred the circle as an
ideal plan, for it produced greatest volume for a given area of
enclosing wall. In Britain the break with classical antiquity was
started by John VanBrughand Nicholas Hawksmoor. They were quite
happy to design in any style, be it classical or Gothic, John 3oan<e-
who admired their work went further, and rejected the disciplined use
of architectural elements of antiquity. All three were interested in
15
novel ways of combining classical motifs and devices. Once classical
elements began to lose their position as sources of authority, archi¬
tects turned their attention towards Gothic architecture. Pugin
criticised antiquity and attempted to show the logic upon which the
16
Gothic system cf design was based. Furthermore, Pugin and Ruskin
17
urged the adoption of Gothic on religious grounds as well. To the
French architect Viollet-le-Duc Gothic architecture was a prototype
18
of the rational. In the nineteenth century we also see a further
extension of the idea that architecture consists of elements like
mass and light. Ruskin suggested that architecture is composed of
factors like mass, space, line and colour and that a 'principle of
1°
right' should govern the correct combination of these factors. y
Although he disagreed with Ruskin,on many issues, Geoffrey Scott
reached a similar conclusion when he stated that "Architecture ....
is a combination revealed through light and shade of masses, of
spaces and of lines". Moreover, he suggested that the principle of
'coherence' should tell the architect how he should combine these
20
factors. Here we see the beginnings of the idea of space as s
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positive architectural element, and twentieth century authors like
21 22
Zevi and Cornell have extended this concept. They have also
introduced the notion of diffuse space, "but as Norberg-Schultz points
out this notion confuses the effect created by boundaries, illumina¬
tion and motifs of spaces and the simple three-dimensionality of any
23
building. A further development of the confused notion of diffuse
24
space is the introduction of a fourth dimension. The abstract
concept of space/time which originated from relativity in physics
has nothing to do with the idea of space in architecture. As Vincent
Scully - writing on Giedion's space/time concept - suggested, "this
capabilistic conjunction had both the qualities necessary for an
acceptable architectural slogant at once a spurious relation to
"25
soieno9 and a certain incomprehension exoept in terms of faith.
In architecture there is no need to use the word 'space' to refer
to anything other than three-dimensionality of space. Other archi¬
tects in the twentieth century have sought to derive instruction
for design from within the technical tasks of architecture. The
theory that form must follow function was expanded, interpreted
differently by different architects and is now discredited. The
functionalism of the 'twenties and 'thirties provided the first
systematic attempts at the formulation of architectural tasks, but
unfortunately led to an exaggerated emphasis on minimum dimensions
and to a belief that architecture is concerned above all with effi¬
ciency and economy. There is a range of other theories which have
derived their rationale from the technical tasks of architecture.
Viollet-le-Duc and Choissy proposed the theory that form followed
2
structure; In England Lethaby echoed this and added to it his
27
interest in construction. He also notice similar preoccupations
28 2 9
in Nervi's and Khan's writings. Futurists sought to derive
instruction for design from contemporary environment and architects
like Mies van der Rone derived inspiration from the potential of
modern materials. Expressionism attempted to depict violent emotions,
and Brutalism tried to show that buildings were made of bits and
pieces of materials. We owe broader theories to authors like Norberg-
Sohultz^ and Kevin Lynch,^ who drew from a wealth of material from
philosophy and the social sciences. Norberg-Schultz describes the
purpose of a building as consisting of: a) physical control; b) the
accommodation of various activities; c) the creation of a social
milieu; and d) the creation of cultural symbols. Items a) and b)
are self-explanatory, but the other two need to be looked at more
closely. The social milieu is concerned with the social purpose of
architecture and is indeed a controversial area. Many architects
believe that the physical environment affects the social well-being
32of users, and works of social scientists like Festipger et al.,
Caplow\nd Lee"^ offer support to this view. But other social
35scientists either reject this view or are at least sceptical of it.
Architects like Ivor Smith put forward the view that sometimes the
physical environment could affect the social milieu, whereas at
other times it remains just a background. In housing, for example,
the social milieu probably depends on factors other than the physical
environment, whereas in environments where there is a sense of
occasion (restaurants, concert halls) the physical environment can
be expected to make a contribution to the social milieu. In fact it
would be difficult to describe the quality of an environment solely
in terms of its physical features without any reference to the
interaction between the environment itself, the objects in it, and
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the users.
We have looked at symbolic aspects of architecture in Chapter V.
But as Norberg-Schultz points out architectural theories tend to
treat symbolic aspects and aesthetic problems together and very
37
often in a confused way. If we isolate aesthetic principles,
they seem to amount to some form of development of the traditional notion
of 'taste'. Typically, they begin with assumptions like 'we prefer
Lincoln Cathedral to that of York' and attempt an explanation of
■)0
why this is so. Another by-product of this kind of approach is
to identify certain architectural devices and put forward an expla¬
nation of what effects they create; for example solidity may be
suggested by rounded cornersj height and distinct quality of walls
may be emphasised by a glass corner? clear-storey continuous windows
39lead us to see buildings in terms of horizontal layers; and so on.
This type of architectural aesthetics has been challenged directly
of indirectly by a number of authors on the grounds that these works
deal with critics' or architects' feelings about buildings and en¬
vironments and not with how users experience them. There are at least
three approaches which attempt to deal with quality of buildings and
environments from the point of view of users. The first group
attempts to explore how buildings as objects are perceived by the
users, and by far the most interesting method in this group is the
one proposed by Manfred Kiemle and developed further by Adrian von
Butler and his associates.^ At an exhibition entitled 'Environmental
Game' held at the Eayward Gallery, London, they presented their method
which can be explained in a simplified way as follows: the method is
concerned with aesthetic perception and not with symbolic content.
The reason for concentrating on aesthetic perception i3 that while
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symbolic content varies considerably with the cultural, educational
and social background of the onlooker, in theory at least aesthetic
information of the kind described is broadly constant for everybody.
The method itself is based on information theory. When we are exposed
to a complex object like a building, our mind can only absorb a
limited amount of information. This information is more or less
constant for all observers and can be quantified and expressed as
160 binary units per 10 seconds. In order to transform what it sees
into a legible whole, the eye clings to observed patterns or rhythms
amounting to 160 binary units. This reduced field of vision is called
•super-sign'. Having performed this process of reduction, the eye
uses this super-sign as a network, and extends its awareness by
accommodating in places some of the signs that had been omitted in
the first place. Aesthetic perception depends on the amount of
information added on in the second part. If there is complexity in
the object the mind registers it as interesting, and there is much
information to be absorbed, but if the object is over-simple and
there is not so much to be absorbed, the object is registered as
•dull'. As it turns out, the application of simplification/amplifi¬
cation theory by Adrian von Butler, rather than providing models for
future design unveils in a general way the aridity of modern buidlings.
The next category of works which aim to explain the impact of
the physical features of an environment in the mind of its users is shown by
Kevin Lynch's The Image of the City.^ This is an attempt to analyse
the mental picture of the environment which people build for themselves.
According to Lynch, clarity and legibility are of crucial importance
in urban design. Drawing from a variety of disciplines such as anthro¬
pology, history, literature and sociology, Lynch explores the central
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questions what produces iraageability? Selecting three very different
urban environments - Boston, Jersey City and Los Angeles - research
workers under his guidance interviewed a representative sample of
citizens and obtained their reactions to visual and psychological
experiences their cities offered. The interview included requests
for descriptions, locations, sketches and performance of imaginary
walks; these were supplemented by systematic field reconnaissance
by trained observers and in some cases photographic recognition
tests. Although the size of sample for each city was small, Lynch
contends that the "material is rich in suggestion and has sufficient
internal consistency to indicate that substantial group images exist
and are in part at least discoverable by some such means." Lynch
classifies the contents of group image into five types of elements:
paths, edges, districts, landmarks and nodes. The first four of
these are self-explanatory, but the last requires comment. Nodes
are strategic points in a city into which an observer can enter,
and which are the intensive focii to and from which he is travelling;
they may be primarily junctions, places of a break in transport routes,
a crossing or convergence of paths, moments of shift from one structure
to another. Or, nodes may simply be concentrations which gain their
importance from being the condensation of some use or physical
character, as a street corner or an enclosed square.
The third and last group of approaches which attempt an expla¬
nation of qualitative aspects of architecture in ways that are related
to the experience of users is offered by social scientists. They
have proposed the use of descriptions - such as quietness, pleasantness,
privacy, impressiveness, spaciousness, friendliness, beauty, sraallness,
safety, and so on. A social scientists's appraisal usually consists
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of questionnaires using these notions, and in order to deal with
the fuzziness of these terms and enable the survey findings to reflect
42
users' feelings quite closely a technique known as factorial analysis
is usually employed. This approach to the qualitative aspects of
architecture raises two points. First, evaluation procedures such as
these show when a building is unsatisfactory, and this is valuable as
analytical background but needs to be supplemented with other positive
directions for the designer. Second, it is one thing to know when an
environment is considered unfriendly or ugly by tho users, but another
to know what makes the users think that way. To some extent methods
of environmental appraisal can be devised such a way to yield these
data (see Appendix 3).
This concludes our description of past theories of architecture.
Although the terminology and the aims of these theories are varied,
they all deal with some aspects of the desirable features of good
architecture and/or with certain values and beliefs held by architects
at different periods. With some editorial work, references to values
and beliefs and terminological inconsistencies may be removed to
produce certain generalisations. We end this appendix by indicating
these generalisations and their relationship to the function/feature
model of architectural quality described in Chapter V.
Architectural quality cannot be discussed in isolation from the
utilitarian demands of buildings. Directly or indirectly past theories
speak of effects created by elements of architecture. We may use
these generalisations as the two major functions of qualitative fea¬





Past theories speak of constituents of good architecture in terms
of elements such as mass, void, space, line, elementary volumes,
paths, nodes, etc., and their interrelations, He may employ the
terms 'elements' and 'relations' as universal categories to refer
to a variety of features with which the creation of architectural
quality is concerned. There are also abstract characteristics such
as privacy, friendliness, and so on, which are also qualities of
environments. Lastly, descriptions of environments without reference
to actions and events produced by the interaction between users,
objects and environment is only to a limited extent possible. This
exposition of the relationship between our function/feature model
and past theories of architecture has of necessity been limited,
but has shown that there is nothing in old theories of architecture
that cannot be absorbed into our model in a meaningful way,
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APPENDIX 6.
ESTABLISHED SPACE STANDARDS AND STANDARDS OF PROVISION FOR HALLS CF
RESIDENCE : EXTRACT FROM U.G.C. RECOMMENDATIONS
ESTABLISHED STANDARDS
The accommodation contained within a "building unit can be subdivided into:




2) communal facilities associated with each building unit
a) Personal Spaoe
























sinks up to 8 one small sink
up to 15 double sink
boiling rings up to 8 two
up to 15 four
grill up to 8 one
up to 15 two
length of worktop up to 8 1,200 mm. (4ft.)
(excluding cook¬
ing and sink up
to 15 1,800 mm. (6ft.)
area)
oven not normally pro";ided. It may, however,
be as economical to install a domestic
cooker with oven, as separate boiling
rings and grills.
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one to every 4—6
persons
»« tt It It II
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a combination of both baths
and showers is generally
advisable. Showers should be
fitted with an adjustbale
nozzle for female users and











Recommendation - Space Standards
none
none
corridor^ can rarely be narrower than
4'0" (1,200mm.)
minimum width of escape staircases in a
one staircase building is 914mm. (3ft.)
Communal facilities associated with each building unit : .

















O.65 sq.m. per user
APPENDIX 7 •
HOUSING FOR OLD PEOPLE - A SKETCH SCHEME
No worked example so elementary as a sketch scheme can
represent everything that is involved in this thesis. But even a
sketch scheme, despite its excessive simplicity, can provide a link
between reality and conceptual frameworks. One of the aims of this
thesis is to achieve an increased understanding of the design process,
and in the following we indicate as far as possible where such an
understanding has influenced the project.
The brief for the project was devised after discussion with
members of an architectural practice who were once asked to design
a housing scheme for old people on the same site. He begin by
describing the brief, make some comments on it, explain the project
and finally show how .the conclusions of this thesis have influenced
the nature of the design.
The Brief
1. Location
Grid Ref. s N.T. 2072 N.¥.
Area :*24 hectares
2. The Site
The site is located North of Corstorphine Kirk. It is a flat
site surrounded by Kirk Loan on the East and by a pedestrian path on
the South which runs between the site and the kirk. The pedestrian
walkway connects Kirk Loan and Glebe Road; thus pedestrian access
to the site is possible from Glebe Road, the path on the South, and
Kirk Loan. There is an attractive stone boundary wall along Kirk Loan
this and some of the mature trees on the site must he preserved.
The church, which is an impressive building (founded in 1405),
and its yard offer a pleasant outlook from the site.
3. Accommodation
The site is to he developed to provide a warden scheme consisting
of the following Type 2 accommodations"'"
o
A. Seven one-bedroom houses with living room : 21 m", kitchen :
10 bed : 18 m2, bath, store, lobby.
B. Three three-bedroom houses (one of which is to be occupied
by the warden) with living room : 21 m2, kitchen s 10 m2,
two bedrooms s 18 m^ each, one bedroom : 11 m^, bath,
separate WC with washhand basin, store, lobby, staircase.
C. Seven bed sitting room flats (to be occupied by active
elderly, some of the staff, and possibly some young people)
with bed sitting room 5 18 in2, bath, lobby.
D. Two guest rooms : 16 m2 each with shared bathroom ana lobby.
E. One caretaker's flat with bed sitting room with dining alcove
25 m^, kitchen : 15 m2, bath, store.
F. Communal sitting areas : 55 Q 5 dining area : 50 m *
kitchenette : 12 m25 staff sitting room : 30 5 warden's
office : 15 m2.
4. Roads, footpaths and carparking
Vehicular access will he from Kirk Loan. Since plenty of car-
parking spaces are available in the area there is no need to provide
any within the site. Ho public footpath should pass closer than
five meters from a major window of a room unless separated by a
screen wall or fence of at least 1.9 m. above the path level.
Changes of level should be avoided as far as possible.
Comment on the Brief
As has already been pointed out in the main text, in actual
practice briefing and design processes are quite varied. Sometimes
the architect is involved right from the early stages and play3 an
active part in developing the brief- sometimes he just gets an
outline brief; and at other times he gets a highly developed brief
formulated without his help. It is pointless to produce a briefing
procedure for an ideal situation. In the present instance the brief
is to be taken as an outline brief to which the architect adds
formulations on qualitative aspects and demonstrates their use in
the process of design.
Explanation of the Scheme
The siting of the building along three footpaths on the East,
Host and South sides allows all the houses (A, B and E above) to be
located on the ground floor and to have internal and external front
doors to each house. It is intended that the bed sitting room flats
located off the first floor gallery should be for active elderly,
short-term residents, members of the staff, some young people, and
2
for those who dislike sleeping on the ground floor. " The larger
flats (B) are intended for those who would like to have additional
accommodation for another member of their family, for lodgers or
for au .pairs. It is hoped that this will be a way of providing an
opportunity for companionship for those who wish it; it is also
another way of encouraging old people to be independent as long as
possible. The communal sitting areas and the staff sitting areas
are located where the internal streets meet and near the entrance
hall, where there will always be some activity. Uniformity in the
internal appearance of flats has been avoided by creating a possibility
for a variety of furniture arrangements and for tenants to bring their
own furniture. No house has less than two orientations. The open
spaces just outside the houses and the terraces on the first floor
will be sheltered places where residents oan sit in privacy in the
s\immer.
Construction is using load bearing fair-faced cavity blockwork
with rafters or rafters and collars covered with 300x600 asbestos
slate tiles to 100 mm laps on reinforced bituminous felt and glass-
fibre insulation. In order to avoid cutting concrete blocks, the
triangular portions of the gable walls are to have panels made from
studs with friction fit rigid insulation and clad with * t * and 5g'
diagonal boarding covered with building paper and shiplap weather
boarding. End of parapet walls can be made of repetitive, 45$ verge
blocks which may be easily batch produced on site from standard blocks
by cutting with diamond-tipped saw using a simple gig. Rooflights
in the internal streets are made of wrought soft wood framing and
Georgian wired polished plate glass. A"though constructional
details have not been worked out, the feasibility of the constructional
system has been ascertained by sketches and study of previous woi'ks
using similar constructions."^
legend Aone-bedroomhouse Bthree-bedoomhous Cbcd-sittingroom 0guest-room Ecaretakersfl t










Comment on the Relationship between the Scheme and tho Conclusions
of this Thesis
With reference to the conclusions on model theory in general
and to models used as aids to the discovery of form in particular
the understanding one achieves from these conclusions is more
important than any attempt to apply them in practice. It would
have heen possible to give examples of previous design work done
by the author to illustrate the use of personal prototypes in design,
but analysis of the works of others is more practicable than the
analysis of one's own designs. With reference to emergent models
those who know Nicholas Lacey's entry for the Architects' Benevolent
Society's competition will know how much the present scheme ows to
this work.^ Lacey's work can in fact be regarded as an established
achievement as far as the design of Type 2 accommodation is concerned.
The essence of the model is the provision of internal as well as
external front doors to each flat, so that the scheme may combine
the advantages of a hostel and of a group of individual cottages.
Once this concept is accepted there is a kind of inevitability
about the layout of each dwelling. It must however be noted that
Lacey's scheme is not simply transferred to the present situation, b\rfc
that it is given a new interpretation to suit the circumstances of
this project. Nevertheless the model characteristics between tho
two projects persist.
With reference to our conclusions on components of tacit knowing,
they do throw light on questions like * what is design ability all
about? Why is it that it works the way it does? What is it that
people who have design talent have got? Yet these cannot be used
as tools of introspection. Again an understanding of what goes on
321
is far more important than a publicly conducted self-analysis.
Finally in our design we put to use only one of our theoretical
models, namely that of feature/function classes of architectural
quality, as the other - the model of interpersonal communication -
is difficult to put to any practical application in a sketch scheme
of such a limited scope. He conolude this Appendix by indicating
how the feature/function classes (see Fig.■> 16) were used as a tool













from both sitting and
standing position - the
main windows have low sills
b) facilitating observa¬
tion of what goes on out¬
side the house - bay windows
large enough to form seats
Avoid a sense of being
shut in - bay windows
face the garden - clere
storey windows and a
small window on the
other wall gives a sense,
of openness
2. Furniture must allow tenants to bring
their own furniture ar'd




possibility for a number of
different furniture arrange¬
ments (this also applies to
bedrooms)
4. Bed possibility for different
bed locations; possibility
for reading in bed
5. Wardrobe built-in wardrobes are
unfamiliar things for
old people - they can
adversely affect the
domestic feeling which the
houses should create^
ELEMENTS CLASS A CLASS B
6. The houses the internal arrangement elements such as
as elements is as compact as possible pitched roof and small
gardens are used to give
the connotations of do¬
mestic environment
7. Open spaces private and serai-public
open spaces are careful¬
ly marked
8. Internal the corridor widens in
entrances to front of entrance doors
flats and additional lighting
in the form of windows
and rooflights at those
points is provided.This
makes the entrances to








1. Acoustic privacy between the
internal street and houses is
provided either by using baths,
stores, etc. a3 buffer zones or
by thick walls.
2. Sense of security is
increased by restricting
entrance to the whole scheme
at two points.
3» The rooms are spacious and
the areas are above the minimum
stipulated standards.
4. Quietness of the develop¬
ment is increased by the pro¬
vision of a small private
garden in front of each house.
CLASS D
Related to oreation of
interest, effects and impact
1. Institutionality is avoided by
a) not having any ceremonial
entrances; b) by preventing both
internally and externally the
appearance of a monolithic- building;
c) by breaking down the long length
of corridor by a gallery, rooflights
and possibility for external outlook
d) by not having any large windows
for communal rooms to preserve the
domestic appearance.
2. Privacy for the residents is
offered by screening off open
spaces and terraces.
3c Being able to choose from a
variety of accommodation ranging
from bed. sitting room flats to
three-bedroom houses should give






1. Effective relation "between
houses and communal rooms are
used to combine the virtues of
a hostel and of a group of
cottages.
CLASS P
Concerned with the creation of
effects, interest and impact
1. The feeling of a domestic
environment is reinforced by
correct combination of houses,
flats and communal areas.
2. Simple relation between
various elements - the house,
the communal rooms, the open
spaces, etc. should facilitate
direction finding.
3. The manner in which the
open spaces are distributed
should increase the possibility
for surveillance.




2. Monotonous appearance is avoided
by providing an amorphous yet orderea
clustering of different elements
into a complex rather than a single
building.
3. Internally different elements like
bedrooms with pitched roof, living
rooms with flat roof, communal areas
with a combination of double and
single storey heights, internal
street with gallery and rooflights
offer contrasts in effects crea-ted
by different elements.
CLASS G ACTIONS AND EVENTS : Elderly people are often faced with the
problem of having nothing to do. The provision of a garden for each
house (although it will be looked after by the caretaker/gardener)
provides an opportunity for the tenants to be interested in their
patch of garden. A number of possibilities for sitting at the bay
windows or in the common room to look at what goes on outside are
provided. The scheme is laid out such a way to increase chance
encounters of people. The internal front doors of the houses should
encourage neighbourly contact and prolong conversation. The communal
areas should favour the organisation of a number of social events
and entertainment.
Notes
1. In deriving the schedule of accommodation a number of design
guides and bulletins were consulted. The areas given in the schedule
are in excess of the minimum areas stipulated by the Scottish Develop¬
ment Department for this kind of buildings. See the New Scottish
Housing Handbook, Bulletin No.3 Housing for Old People, HMSO, 1970,
2. Surveys have shown that most people over the age of sixty-five
can manage one flight of stairs, and. there are many old people who
dislike sleeping on the ground floor. See Epson, M. and Sheppard, N.J.,
"Housing for Old People" in Architects' Journal, 18th July 1967, pp.177-80*
3. Two buildings of similar constructional systems ares a)Physically
Handicapped Children School at Bromley Hall, London (the author worked
on this project). See Architects' Journal, 27th August, 1969* PP*507-
517* b) Haguire and Murray's Student Housing at Surrey University.
Maguire explains the constructional implications of using fair-faced
blocks in "Bending the Modern Rules" in Official Architecture and
Planning, September 1971* pp.679-81.
4. It was felt that the inclusion of Nicholas Lacey's scheme as an
illustration here would have confused the presentation. 3ut it may
be found in Bill Apps's article on the competition entries entitled
"A Community for the Old" in RIBA Journal, September 1972, pp.387-96.
5. See Epson, M. and Sheppard, N.J., op.clt.
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